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Resumen 

Los nuevos esquemas de codificación de vídeo predictivos incluyen con mayor frecuencia 
técnicas que abren posibilidades nuevas para funcionalidades avanzadas de codificación. 
Para ese fin, los contenidos de vídeo están segmentados en regiones que después pue
den ser procesadas por separado y así tratadas de forma independiente en aplicaciones 
sucesivas. 

Sin embargo, la mayoría de los esquemas, sobre todo los estándares, todavía aplican 
técnicas basadas en píxeles, como por ejemplo predicción de movimiento y codificación 
por transformada basados en bloques, que podrían ser sustituidas por métodos más so
fisticados para alcanzar mejores calidades de codificación, especialmente referido a la 
calidad subjetiva. Una meta de este trabajo era la implementación de un codificador 
de vídeo basado en el esquema clásico, donde la parte de predicción de movimiento es 
substituida por una técnica basada en mallas triangulares irregulares y la parte de co
dificación por transformada es sustituida por una transformación de ondículas. Estas 
son dos partes muy importantes del proceso de codificación de vídeo que han sido in
vestigadas por varios autores de forma separada pero nunca combinadamente. Basado 
en el codificador presentado, se ha enfocado además en el procesamiento de regiones, es 
decir en las posibilidades de procesar objetos (para conseguir las mismas funcionalidades 
de interacción con el usuario que las propuestas por el estándar MPEG-4) y otros tipos 
especiales de regiones, con el fin de codificarlos de forma preferente respecto al resto de 
la imagen. Aquí se refiere por un lado a regiones de interés especial para el espectador, 
como por ejemplo regiones faciales que podrían ser codificadas con mejor calidad que 
el resto de la imagen (por ejemplo para mantener la calidad en esa región constante 
en casos de tasa baja binaria). Por otro lado, se selecciona regiones con alto error de 
predicción que, cuando se codifica con preferencia, pueden elevar la calidad de la imagen 
considerablemente. 

Con la intención de encontrar siempre el método más eficiente y computacionalmente 
menos costoso, varias ideas para el diseño de mallas adaptativas al contenido de la 
imagen, entre otras una técnica basada en características faciales, han sido investigadas 
en la parte de predicción de movimiento. En la parte de codificación por transformada, se 



ha aplicado la transformación por ondículas adaptativa a formas arbitrarias, que ha sido 
adoptada por MPEG-4 en la parte de codificación de imágenes fijas, a la transformación 
de las regiones anteriormente mencionadas y objetos en el sentido común. Finalmente, la 
codificación por preferencias ha sido conseguida con diferentes algoritmos de distribución 
binaria que han sido desarrollados especialmente para el procesamiento de múltiples 
regiones. 

Los resultados demuestran que la combinación de una técnica de predicción de movimien
to basada en mallas con la transformación por ondículas es más adecuada para conseguir 
mejoras de calidad de codificación objetivas y subjetivas, que cada una de estas técnicas 
aplicada en combinación con procesos basados en bloques. En general, los resultados 
objetivos y subjetivos son comparables con los de otros esquemas y estándares, incluso 
superándolos en ciertas situaciones. Además, los métodos de procesamiento aplicadas 
a regiones han conseguido muy buenos resultados, no solamente en cuanto a calidad, 
sino sobre todo en cuanto a funcionalidad, es decir, se ha podido crear con ellos nuevas 
herramientas útiles. 



Sinopsis en español 

1 Introducción 

Hasta hace pocos años, la razón principal para la codificación de vídeo ha sido la com
presión, ya que los anchos de banda y capacidades de dispositivos de almacenamiento 
eran muy limitados. Todavía es una parte muy importante aunque los medios ya no 
son tan restringidos, y a lavez están apareciendo necesidades muy diferentes que no han 
sido consideradas anteriormente. Por lo tanto, se ha empezado a procesar el vídeo desde 
otro punto de vista, concretamente haciendo uso de su contenido contenido en contra 
de los esquemas clásicos que se basaban en el tratamiento exclusivo a nivel de píxeles. 
De esa manera, el contenido de vídeo se procesa de forma parecida a la "manera hu
mana", segmentándolo en objetos como lo hace un usuario inconscientemente viendo 
una escena. Mediante esta forma de procesamiento se abren múltiples posibilidades para 
funcionalidades avanzadas como la codificación selectiva, la interacción con el usuario, 
mejora de la calidad subjetiva audiovisual o de la escalabilidad de la complejidad, calidad 
o resolución espacial y temporal, algunas de las funcionalidades que ya han sido incluidas 
en el nuevo estándar para codificación de vídeo a muy baja velocidad MPEG-4 [IS098]. 

Sin embargo, las técnicas aplicadas para estimación y compensación del movimiento 
o la codificación por transformadas se basan todavía principalmente en el tratamiento de 
píxeles. Por ejemplo, el estándar MPEG-4 aplica la estimación y compensación basada en 
bloques (BMC, block based motion compensation) y la codificación del error de predicción 
con DCT. Éstas son dos partes del esquema predictivo de codificación de vídeo clásico 
que podrían ser sustituidas por técnicas diferentes que mejorarían la calidad, sobre todo 
la calidad subjetiva: 

1. Predicción del movimiento basada en mallas en vez de BMC. 

2. Codificación de transformada basada en ondículas en vez de DCT. 

Ya que en la literatura se encuentra muchas propuestas para cada una de esas partes, 
pero casi ningún esquema que combina estos dos métodos, un objetivo de este trabajo 
ha sido la verificación de la suposición que la unificación de los dos dentro del mismo 



codificador llevaría a resultados todavía mejores. Para ese fin, un esquema de codificación 
completo ha sido implementado, que se basa en la predicción de movimiento a base de 
una malla triangular irregular con transformación afín por un lado y la codificación 
de ondículas con árboles de ceros introducido por Shapiro [Sha93] por otro lado. El 
diagrama de bloques en la Figura 1 muestra la estructura del codificador. 
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Figura 1: Diagrama de bloque del codificador de vídeo basado en mallas. 

Como se ve en el diagrama, el bloque de transformación incluye también un proceso 
basado en regiones arbitrarias seguido a un proceso de selección de triángulos. Aquí, 
los objetos pre-segmentados pueden ser tratados de igual manera como en MPEG-4 con 
lo cual este esquema de codificación podría incluir las mismas funcionalidades. Pero en 
este paso se encuentra también la principal contribución de este trabajo que no se refiere 
a objetos en el sentido común, sino a otros tipos de regiones que pueden ser de interés 
especial para el usuario o por cualquier otra razón. En este trabajo se refiere a ellos como 
regions-in-frame (regiones de cuadro) porque son producto de un proceso de predicción 
a base de cuadros enteros al contrario que los objetos, que son tratados como regiones 
durante todo el proceso. 

Esas regiones especiales se pueden crear basándose en un criterio arbitrario, pero en 
ese trabajo solamente han sido considerados dos tipos como los más interesantes: 

1. Regiones que contienen un error de predicción alto. 

2. Áreas de color de piel como la cara y las manos. 

El objetivo básico es el tratamiento de esas regiones con diferentes preferencias en 
comparación con el resto de la imagen, una tarea que es realizada con algoritmos de 



control de tasa binaria especialmente diseñados para la optimización de calidad en en
tornos con múltiples regiones u objetos. Aquí, las regiones de alto error de predicción 
son elegidas con el fin de incrementar la calidad media de la imagen asignándoles un 
porcentaje de bits más alto. Por otro lado, una codificación preferente de las regiones de 
color de piel tiene el objetivo de obtener una calidad mejor subjetiva en esas partes de la 
imagen, por ejemplo para mantener un cierto nivel de calidad en las áreas importantes 
para el espectador en casos de escasez de bits o canales de capacidad limitada. Por eso, 
en la parte de resultados de ese trabajo, se da especial importancia a la calidad en esas 
zonas, también en comparación con otros esquemas. 

2 Predicción de movimiento basado en mallas 

El procesamiento con mallas en el entorno de codificación de vídeo incluye los pasos de 

• diseño de mallas adecuadas y 

• estimación y compensación del movimiento a base de los elementos de la malla. 

A continuación se describe el método general de selección de nodos para las mallas 
triangulares irregulares empleadas en este trabajo presentando también un nuevo método 
basado en una división del cuadro basada en varianzas. Después se introduce otra técnica 
especializada para la mejor adaptación de una malla a contenidos faciales con el fin de 
mejorar la calidad de predicción en esas áreas. Muy brevemente se presenta el malla-
do de objetos pre-segmentados y después el proceso de estimación y compensación del 
movimiento. 

2.1 Diseño de mallas basadas en textura 

Para obtener buena calidad de reconstrucción con transformaciones espaciales basadas 
en triángulos u otras formas geométricas, su distribución en consideración del contenido 
de la imagen o su desplazamiento es esencial. Esto requiere que los nodos de la malla 
sean distribuidos irregularmente y diferente en cada cuadro, adaptándose a la escena. 

Los mejores resultados se obtiene si la distribución de nodos se calcula de nuevo para 
cada cuadro, pero esto es un proceso costoso que puede ser reducido con la introducción 
de un tracking (seguimiento de nodos) entre los cuadros siguientes. Sin embargo, esto 
no evita la necesidad de construir una malla completa de vez en cuando, por ejemplo 
cuando el movimiento en la escena es muy rápido o el contenido de la escena cambia por 
completo. 

A parte del coste de cálculo, otro aspecto para la construcción de una malla adecuada 
es que el decodificador debería poder construir la misma malla que el codificador sin que 
haga falta mandar ninguna información adicional. Por lo tanto, un algoritmo óptimo 



se basaría exclusivamente en la información presente en ambos lados, que podría ser 
la imagen anteriormente reconstruida, y que será la que se usa en este trabajo para la 
selección de nodos. 

Las posiciones más importantes para los nodos de una malla que debe representar el 
contenido de la imagen y su deformación se encuentra en los bordes de objetos, transicio
nes de color y cambios abruptos de textura o iluminación, porque estos puntos no suelen 
cambiar sus características de un cuadro a otro y por lo tantos son fáciles de localizar. La 
manera más eficiente y fácil es basarse aquí solamente en la información de luminancia 
donde se selecciona los valores más altos entre los gradientes de los píxeles de toda la 
imagen: 

Igrad — Tnax[\Iij — i j + i j l , | / j j — i ¿ j + i | ) 

La única restricción para conseguir cierta uniformidad de la malla es mantener una 
distancia mínima dmin entre los nodos: 

/columnas • filas 
"rain Ap 

donde p es el número total de nodos definido por el usuario. 
Para forzar aún más la homogeneidad de la malla por toda la imagen, se ha introdu

cido adicionalmente una posibilidad de división de la imagen en sub-bloques (SB) para 
seleccionar en cada SB la misma cantidad de nodos, por ejemplo — nodos en m bloques. 
Este método permite por ejemplo una comparación de este esquema con la compensación 
basada en bloques como es realizada en MPEG, si se divide el cuadro en SB's del tamaño 
16 X 16 píxeles y se selecciona un nodo en cada bloque. 

La tabla y las imágenes de los ejemplos a) a d) en la Figura 2 presentan el cambio de 
una malla si la misma cantidad de nodos es distribuida por diferentes números de SB's 
y la dependencia de la calidad de predicción y codificación del así conseguido diseño de 
la malla. En la imagen e) se ve la distibución basada en un nuevo método basado en la 
construcción de SB's de diferente tamaño, dependiendo de la varianza de la textura de la 
imagen. En esta técnica, se divide la imagen en cuatro bloques y así sucesivamente cada 
sub-bloque, si la varianza del mismo supera un cierto nivel. Se finaliza el proceso cuando 
se ha conseguido la misma cantidad de bloques como nodos de la malla deseados y se 
selecciona a continuación el gradiente más alto de cada bloque como nodo de la malla. 
En la imagen f) se muestra la división de la imagen en dichos SB's. 

2.2 Diseño basado en contenidos faciales 

Para los nodos de la malla obtenidos con el método anteriormente descrito no se pue
de asegurar que queden favorablemente distribuidos para obtener una buena calidad de 



a 
b 
c 
d 
e 

Nodos p. SB 

1 
6 
25 
100 
1-2 

Nr. de SB's 

99 
16 
4 
1 

88 

tam. SB 

16 X 16 
3 6 x 4 4 
72 X 88 

144 X 176 
variable 

PSNR pred. 

35.19 dB 
35.22 dB 
35.32 dB 
35.32 dB 
37.62 dB 

PSNR codif. 

35.85 dB 
35.98 dB 
36.37 dB 
36.30 dB 
37.87 dB 

Figura 2: a) a e): distribución de 100 nodos en diferentes cantidades de sub-bloques. f): 
los SB's creados del algoritmo basado en varianzas. 



compensación subjetiva. Por ejemplo pueden faltar nodos donde hay importantes movi
mientos, como en las zonas de la cara a las que un espectador presta más atención que 
a su entorno. 

Para captar el movimiento en la cara con todo detalle, los puntos más razonables se 
encuentran en las zonas de ojos, boca y nariz. En la Figura 3, se muestra el resulta
do de un experimento donde la misma cantidad de nodos ha sido distribuido una vez 
automáticamente con el método anteriormente descrito y una vez manualmente en los 
sitios característicos de la cara. 

Figura 3: Experimento para averiguar la importancia de la forma de seleccionar los nodos 
en el área de la cara. Arriba: cuadros originales 25 y 30 de la secuencia Akiyo. Medio: 
malla de 32 nodos obtenida con la selección de gradientes altos, predicción del cuadro 
30 y error de predicción. Abajo: malla de 32 nodos obtenida con selección manual, 
predicción del cuadro 30 y error de predicción. 

Debido al buen resultado de ese experimento, se ha probado si un posicionamiento 



automático en puntos característicos de la cara llegaría a mejores resultados de codifica
ción en condiciones reales. 

Para la detección automática de puntos característicos faciales es necesario ejecutar 
los siguientes pasos: 

1. Detección de la cara 

2. Localización de la cara 

3. Análisis de la cara 

donde se puede prescindir de la fase de detección para este trabajo porque se supone 
disponer de una secuencia donde aparece al menos una persona en vista frontal. 

La parte de localización de la cara se resuelve con una segmentación basada en el 
color de la piel que es realizada a base de una transformación de la imagen al espacio 
de color HSV {Hue Saturation Valué) en que se sitúan colores similares en regiones más 
compactas. 

Después se realiza el análisis de la cara, que consiste en la búsqueda de las carac
terísticas mencionadas (ojos, boca, nariz) con una búsqueda de patrones en el área de la 
cara encontrada con la segmentación. Para esto, se ha construido unos patrones genera
les de ojo y boca a partir de diferentes imágenes, como se visualiza para el ejemplo de 
ojos en la Figura 4. 

Figura 4: Ejemplo de un patrón de ojo construido de los ojos extraídos de las secuencias 
Akiyo, Miss America y Suzie, arriba ojos izquierdos, abajo ojos derechos, a la derecha el 
patrón medio después de un incremento de contraste. 

Para la clasificación de los puntos encontrados se usa un conocimiento a-priori muy 
conocido en el ámbito artístico (véase "El hombre en el circulo" de Leonardo da Vinci), 
que son las reglas básicas para la construcción de una cara "perfecta" (visualizadas en 
la Figura 5); 

1. Se divide la cara verticalmente a la altura de las cejas y de la punta de la nariz en 
tres partes iguales (de la raíz del pelo hasta la barbilla). 

2. El ancho de la cara es igual a la altura de dos de las tres partes. 

3. Ojos y boca están situados en forma de un triángulo Isósceles. 



4. El tamaño de un ojo es aproximadamente 1/4 del tamaño horizontal de la cara. 

5. El tamaño de la boca es aproximadamente 1/3 del tamaño horizontal de la cara. 

6. La distancia entre los ojos es aproximadamente la longitud de un ojo. 

7. La distancia entre los ojos y la boca es aproximadamente dos longitudes de un ojo. 

8. El labio inferior divide el tercio inferior de la cara en dos partes iguales. 

cm 

Figura 5: Reglas de simetría de características faciales. 

Con estas reglas, se busca el triplete (ojos y boca) que mejor acierta y se posicionan 
los nodos de la malla sobre ellos de la siguiente manera: se seleccionan cinco puntos 
significativos alrededor de ojos y boca, que son el centro y los cuatro puntos centrados 
de los bordes del patrón. Adicionalmente se calcula el punto de la nariz como el gradiente 
más alto entre la boca y el medio camino hacia los ojos, centrado entre ellos. Véase como 
ejemplo el área de la cara mallada en la Figura 6. 

2.3 Mallado de objetos 

El modo basado en objetos se ha implementado en el codificador presentado para realizar 
comparaciones con el estándar MPEG-4 y con el modo basado en regiones que procesa 
las áreas de color de piel con preferencia. 

Para conseguir una malla de distribución parecida a las de cuadro entero, se selecciona 
antes de procesar el primer objeto una lista general de nodos, eligiendo primero los 
gradientes máximos en la distancia dmin que caen en los contornos de los objetos, y 
después el resto de nodos en el resto de la imagen de igual manera como para un cuadro 
entero, también respetando la distancia a los nodos ya seleccionados en los contornos. 
Para el procesamiento de cada objeto, se extraen de la lista general los nodos que se 
encuentran encima del objeto en cuestión y se ordenan los nodos situados en el contorno, 
lo cual es necesario para el algoritmo de triangulación. La Figura 7 muestra un ejemplo 
de mallado con dos objetos. 

8 



Figura 6: Ejemplo de una malla construida a base de características faciales. 

2.4 Estimación y compensación de movimiento 

Ya que se ha obtenido la malla, la herramienta para la predicción del movimiento en la 
secuencia de video, el paso siguiente es "llenarla de vida", lo cual significa estimar el des
plazamiento de cada nodo y transformar cada elemento de la malla según su deformación. 
Este proceso consiste en tres pasos básicos: 

1. Cálculo de los parámetros del movimiento. 

2. Cálculo de las funciones de transformación. 

3. Transformación e interpolación de los valores de intensidad. 

El método aplicado en este trabajo para la estimación de movimiento en los nodos de 
la malla es una técnica llamada pixel-matching [Nie93]. Es parecido al método tradicional 
basado en bloques {block matching) con la diferencia, que se usa una máscara que pondera 
a los píxeles en el entorno del nodo de manera que con la distancia se disminuye su 
importancia. En la Figura 8 se demuestra la máscara de pixel-matching incluyendo la 
modificación que se hizo en este trabajo para el procesamiento de objetos. En el caso de 
objetos, para los nodos situados en el contorno, se puede aprovechar de la información 
de la máscara de segmentación para determinar el vecindario del nodo que pertenece al 
objeto poniendo todos los coeficientes que caen fuera a cero. Los vectores de movimiento 
obtenidos tienen una precisión de medio píxel. 

La transformación de los elementos de la malla tiene el fin de aproximar el campo 
denso de vectores de movimiento con precisión pero con un número menor de parámetros 
y con menos complejidad computacional. El decidirse por un tipo de transformación 
adecuado no es fácil, ya que el coste y la sensibilidad a errores aumenta con la presición. 

9 



Figura 7: Arriba: máscara de objeto pre-segmentada y segmentación de contorno. Me
dio: vectores de movimiento y malla del objeto en primer plano. Abajo: vectores de 
movimiento y malla del objeto de fondo. Distribución de 100 nodos en la imagen entera. 

10 
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Figura 8: Diferentes máscaras para el pixel matching extendido. 

La transformación afín presenta un buen compromiso siendo rápida y precisa, además 
es muy adecuada para la transformación de triángulos ya que se puede calcular sus seis 
parámetros de las posiciones de los vértices del triángulo antes y después del movimiento. 
Se compone de una secuencia arbitraria de translación, rotación y escalado, y es definida 
como: 

p' = Ap + t 

con: 

P 
X' 

y' 
,A = a i i ai2 

Íi21 022 
,t = 

donde p y p' son las coordenadas de la imagen antes y después del desplazamiento. La 
transformación afín es un caso especial de la transformación perspectiva que preserva 
lineas paralelas y mantiene la distancia entre puntos. La complejidad computacional 
puede ser reducida considerablemente con un algoritmo sean Une [Nak94] en sólo dos 
adiciones por píxel. 

Mientras la estimación del movimiento en los nodos se ejecuta hacia adelante para 
no transmitir los coordenadas de los nodos, la compensación de la imagen actual se 
realiza hacia a t rás para asegurar que se calcula el valor interpolado correcto para cada 
pixel. De modo contrario se provocarían errores de aliasing porque quedarían huecos o 
varios píxeles podrían ser transformados hacia la misma posición. 

De esta manera, la malla es construida en los nodos desplazados tras el proceso de 
estimación de movimiento. Después se calculan los parámetros de la transformación afín 
para cada triángulo basándose en las coordenadas de deslazamiento de los tres nodos. 
Finalmente, para cada píxel del cuadro k + 1, se calcula su posición en la imagen de 
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referencia y se halla el valor de intensidad en esa posición mediante interpolación bilineal: 

hii/J') = ( 1 - a ) {{l-í3)h-iii,j) +Ph-i{i + l,j)) 

donde {i, j) es la parte entera y (a, /?) son las partes fraccionarias de la coordenada {i', j ' ) . 

3 Transformación y codificación de error de predic
ción adaptativo 

Las razones para la transformación y codificación de partes individuales de una imagen 
puede ser inducida por dos aspectos principales: 

1. La escena ha sido segmentada en regiones u objetos de diferentes características y 
se desea procesar cada parte individualmente, por ejemplo para una recomposición 
de la escena, transmisión adaptativa o interacción del usuario, etc. 

2. Hay ciertas áreas de la imagen que tienen mayor importancia para el usuario o que 
tienen que ser tratadas con preferencia por otras causas. 

La primera razón es evidente y así la más elegida por autores de publicaciones recien
tes en codificación de vídeo basada en regiones y por estándares nuevos como MPEG-4. 
Sin embargo, la segunda posibilidad puede ser más interesante para la codificación, tam
bién si la forma de la región no es "perceptible" para el usuario. 

Concretamente, esas regiones puedes ser: 

• partes de objetos como áreas de un color o una textura especifica; 

• partes de la escena que aparecen nuevas, como por ejemplo, un fondo descubierto 
en el caso de discontinuidades de movimiento que tienen que ser codificadas en 
modo íntra; o incluso 

• regiones de error de predicción alto que deben ser codificadas con calidad más alta 
para conseguir una calidad constante en toda la imagen. 

En este trabajo, se tratan dos de ellos: 

• Áreas de error de predicción alto. 

• Áreas de color de piel como cara y manos. 

Antes de seguir, se introducen algunas definiciones para mejorar la claridad: 

1. Un área es un conjunto conectado de píxeles con características similares. 
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2. Una región puede contener una o varias áreas. 

3. Un objeto puede estar formado por una o varias regiones. 

Las áreas de color de piel se puede considerar como objetos por sentido común, pero 
esta no es la intención aquí. Solamente representan un caso especial de regiones con una 
característica común, en este caso el color, de esa manera no es necesario segmentar, por 
ejemplo, la cara y las manos exactamente. Si hay otras regiones parecidas (como por 
ejemplo objetos de color parecido en el fondo) se trata con la misma preferencia. Esto 
puede significar un pequeño derroche de bits, pero por otro lado se ahorra el tiempo de 
cálculo necesario para la localización exacta de las regiones deseadas. 

La idea de procesar regiones con alto error de predicción resultó de las características 
de las imágenes de error obtenidas de las secuencias elegidas en este trabajo: si no hay 
movimiento de cámara, el error de predicción se concentra normalmente en regiones 
pequeñas (ojos o boca). En estas situaciones, de la transformación de la imagen entera 
resultaría una matriz llena que, para obtener una compresión eficiente, tiene que ser 
reducida eliminando coeficientes no significativos. Ese proceso, en adición a la etapa 
de cuantificación, elimina coeficientes en posiciones arbitrarias e introduce errores en la 
transformación inversa. Al contrario, con la aplicación de la transformación exclusiva de 
áreas importantes, es posible sacar más ventajas de la cantidad de bits disponible por 
dos razones: 

1. El número de coeficientes a transmitir es menor. 

2. Los coeficientes significativos se sitúan en regiones compactas y se puede explotar 
la correlación entre ellos. 

Por esas razones, se obtiene una matriz de transformación mucho más pequeña y la 
codificación resulta tener una cuantificación más fina. Además, los coeficientes no signi
ficativos se eliminan exclusivamente fuera del contorno de la región definida y no en medio 
de otros. De esa manera, los coeficientes no significativos se determinan, no solamente 
por su nivel, sino también por su posición espacial. 

4 Creación de regiones 

A continuación se describe como se obtienen las regiones de error alto o de color de piel. 
Este proceso se denomina procesamiento region-in-frame based (basado en regiones del 
cuadro) para distinguirlo del procesamiento frame-based (basado en el cuadro entero) o 
del object-based (basado en objetos). 

Las regiones creadas se forman exclusivamente a partir de la imagen de error de 
predicción, con lo cual, según el criterio de selección, no tienen necesariamente relación 
con el contenido de la imagen. La base para la creación de una región es siempre la malla 
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que ya está calculada, ahorrándose procesos de segmentación costosos. Además, de esa 
manera las regiones se adaptan al proceso de estimación y compensación del movimiento 
con lo cual las posibles errores de predicción pueden ser compensados por la codificación 
de los coeficientes afectados. Otra ventaja de usar la malla es que está conocida en el 
lado del decodificador, lo que evita la transmisión de información adicional. 

En la implementación, la malla se pone sobre la imagen de error de predicción y el 
contenido de cada triángulo que cumple un cierto criterio se extrae: 

• Para las regiones de error de predicción alto se calcula la varianza af en cada 
triángulo. Si supera un cierto umbral T se selecciona como candidato. 

• Para las regiones de color de piel, se ejecuta una segmentación de color y se selec
ciona cada triángulo que contiene al menos un pixel de color de piel. De esa manera 
la región sale más grande de lo que es en realidad, pero esto tiene la ventaja de que 
todos los píxeles buscados están incluidos y además la zona alrededor de la cara 
o las manos es procesada, lo que evita cambios bruscos de calidad entre la zona 
deseada y su alrededor. 

En las Figuras 9 y 10 se muestran ejemplos de regiones creados a base del error de 
predicción alto con varios niveles de T y de segmentación de color de piel. 

4.1 Transformación de ondículas adaptativas a regiones 

Para la transformación de regiones arbitrarias por ondículas se ha adoptado el método 
presentado por J. Li and S. Lei [Li98] que también ha sido incluido en el estándar 
MPEG-4, la shape-adaptive discrete wavelet transform (SA-DWT). Comparado con otros 
métodos más sencillos, es el único adecuado para este trabajo, ya que tiene importantes 
ventajas como: 

• La transformación es no-expansiva, con lo cual el número de coeficientes es igual 
al número de píxeles dentro del contorno de la región. 

• No aparecen transiciones bruscas en los contornos de la región, con lo cual no se 
introducen errores por la transformación. 

• La correlación espacial entre los píxeles es explotada por completo. 

• 

• 

Se preservan propiedades locales de la transformación de ondículas y auto-similitudes 
entre sub-bandas. 

Para una región rectangular, la SA-DWT llega a ser idéntica a la DWT convencio
nal. 
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Figura 9: Arriba, izq.: imagen de error de predicción del cuadro 3 de la secuencia Akiyo, 
reconstruido del cuadro 1 (Intra), der.: malla actual del cuadro 3. Filas siguientes, izq.: 
grupo(s) de triángulos seleccionados con el umbral de varianza, der.: resto de triángulos 
formando la región complementaria. Los umbrales seleccionados de arriba a abajo: 100, 
500 y 1000. 
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Figura 10: Arriba, izq.: imagen de error de predicción del cuadro 3 de la secuencia Akiyo, 
reconstruido del cuadro 1 (Intra), der.: malla actual del cuadro 3. Filas siguientes, izq.: 
grupo de triángulos seleccionados en áreas de color de piel der.: resto de triángulos 
formando la región de fondo. 
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Figura 11: Illustración de la transformación (1 nivel) de un grupo de triángulos. 
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• Los resultados en la literatura demuestran que la SA-DWT siempre presenta una 
mejor eficiencia de codificación que otros esquemas. 

En la Figura 11, se demuestra el proceso de transformación para un nivel de decom
posición que consiste brevemente en: 

1. Selección de triángulos y formación de una región. 

2. Para cada grupo g de triángulos de la región: 

(a) Cálculo del tamaño {filas x columnas) de la caja límite [hounding box) de g 
y creación de una imagen auxiliar de ese tamaño. 

(b) Explotación de g por la información de contorno guardando las posiciones de 
principio y fin de cada línea y columna. 

(c) Extracción del contenido dentro de la región y copiado a la imagen auxiliar. 

(d) Para cada nivel de decomposición ¿ (empezando con 1): 

i. Creación de las sub-images de transformación de la imagen auxiliar. 

ii. Ejecución del análisis horizontal. 

iii. Ejecución del análisis vertical sobre las salidas paso alto y paso bajo 
del análisis horizontal. 

iv. Composición de los coeficientes salientes a una imagen de transformación 
"real" como demuestra la Figura 11 para el primer nivel. En el cuadro 
compuesto, los coeficientes aparecen de la misma manera como en una 
transformación estándar del cuadro entero. 

En la Figura 12 se demuestra un ejemplo de codificación de un instante de la secuencia 
Silent con los dos tipos de regiones presentadas. Aquí, la región creada en base al error 
de predicción alto llega a ser muy grande por el ruido del fondo, sin embargo, la región 
en base a color de piel es más compacta y cubre solamente las zonas importantes para 
el espectador. Los resultados demuestran, que esa última región en este caso es la más 
adecuada ya que llega a resultados mejores: 

Umbral 
100 

color de piel 

calidad de cuadro calidad de región 
30.98 dB 30.02 dB 
29.10 dB 34.24 dB 

Aunque la calidad del cuadro entero es casi 2 dB más bajo en el caso de regiones de 
color de piel, esa misma región está codificada excelentemente, lo que se puede confirmar 
por la impresión subjetiva. 
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Figura 12: lUustración de transformación de regiones de alto error de predicción con 
T = 100 y de selección de color de piel para la secuencia Süent. Primera fila: cuadros 
12, 15 y malla actual. Segunda fila: imagen de error de predicción, región seleccionada 
con T = 100 e imagen decodificada. Ultima fila: imagen de error de predicción, región 
seleccionada por color de piel e imagen decodificada. 
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5 Codificación con árboles de zero 

Para este trabajo, la decisión más directa era usar el algoritmo basado en árboles de 
ceros EZW {Embedded Zerotree Wavelet) introducido por Shapiro et al. [Sha93] por las 
siguientes características: 

• La implementación es directa y sencilla. 

• El algoritmo está optimizado para la cuantificación de coeficientes obtenidos por 
transformaciones, especialmente DWT. 

• No se necesita ni entrenamiento ni conocimiento a-priori de la fuente. 

• El código resultante es empotrado {embedded), con lo cual los bits del flujo binario 
son generados en orden de importancia, lo cual conduce a una precisión alta de bits 
asignados, ya que el proceso de codificación puede pararse en cualquier momento, 
lo que permite llegar a un objetivo de tasa o distorsión exacto. 

• El decodificador puede usar el flujo binario producido entero o puede interrumpir 
la decodificación en cualquier punto deseado, lo que permite la decodificación con 
cualquier tasa de bits menor o igual a la codificada. 

Por lo tanto, ese método de codificación es muy adecuado para el esquema aquí estu
diado, ya que la distribución de la tasa de bits es básicamente controlada por objetivos 
de calidad (véase el siguiente capítulo). 

6 Distribución de la tasa de bits 

Ya que este trabajo se enfoca principalmente a las ventajas del procesamiento de regiones, 
la asignación adecuada de bits es imprescindible para conseguir resultados de codificación 
óptimos. Debido a sistemas de transmisión inestables, capacidades bajas de canales o 
características especiales del contenido de la imagen, puede ser muy importante codificar 
diferentes áreas con diferentes calidades para aprovechar los bits al máximo. 

En este trabajo se han desarrollado tres algoritmos que representan una buena base 
para comparaciones, para investigar diferentes estrategias de distribución. Se implemento 
tanto para la codificación de cuadros enteros como para el procesamiento de regiones y 
de objetos. 

Como se muestra en la Figura 13, se abren posibilidades de combinaciones múltiples 
entre la etapa de estimación y compensación del movimiento y la de transformación y 
codificación. La imagen de error de predicción obtenida de la estimación y compensación 
del movimiento a base de un cuadro entero puede ser transformada bien como cuadro 
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entero con DWT o bien separado en regiones como anteriormente se ha descrito y segui
damente transformado por SA-DWT. Si la estimación y compensación de movimiento 
es realizada en base a objetos, las regiones individuales son compensadas con mallas 
particulares y los errores de predicción se pueden reunir en un cuadro para la transfor
mación con DWT o se pueden transformar individualmente. Sin embargo, la posibilidad 
de transformación conjunta ha sido descartada para investigaciones siguientes ya que no 
se ha podido detectar ninguna ventaja real. 

FRAME based 
Full frame mesh for ME and MC 

OBJECT based 
ME and MC is based on individal 
object meshes 

region-in-frame 
Formation of individual 
regions by selected 
triangle groups 

Join individual 
DFD'sof object 
regions to one frame 
DFD 

Motion estimation/ 
compensation 

DFD processing 

FBR mode 
n fixed rates RDM mode 

RDMl 
RDM 2 
RDM 3 

Rate Control 
for Encoding 

VBRF 

Figura 13: Esquema de posibles combinaciones de predicción, transformación y algorit
mos de control de tasa binaria. 

Por las características del flujo de bits producido por el EZW, el proceso de codifica
ción puede ser parado en cualquier momento para llegar a un objetivo de distorsión o tasa 
de bits determinado. De esa manera se diseñó las tres siguientes estrategias investigadas 
en este trabajo: 
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1. Tasa fija de bits por cuadro (ningún control): modo FBR {Fixed Bit Rate). 

2. Control por objetivos de distortión: modo TD [Target Distortion). 

3. Control por modelado de tasa/distorsión: modo RDM (Rate Distortion Mode). 

Independientemente de la entrada, la salida de la DWT es una matriz del tamaño 
del cuadro que puede ser codificada tal cual con cada uno de los tres modos. Por el 
contrario, la salida de la SA-DWT pertenece a regiones para las que los modos cambian 
a: 

1. Distribución fija de la tasa de bits fija entre regiones. 

2. Control por: 

(a) un objetivo de distorsión de la región principal, mientras que la región com
plementaria es codificada con los bits sobrantes, en el caso de regiones de error 
de predicción alto o de color de piel. 

(b) n — 1 objetivos de distorsión para los primeros n — 1 objetos, donde el objeto 
con menos importancia se codifica con los bits sobrantes. 

3. Modelado de tasa/distorsión independiente para cada región u objeto. 

Mientras que el caso tres permite solamente un modo básico para el control basado 
en cuadros enteros, en el caso de control de regiones aparecen varias posibilidades. Aquí 
se puede encontrar la parte más interesante del trabajo ya que se combina las ganancias 
de la predicción basada en mallas y la creación de regiones con estudios de distribución 
de bits basada en modelos de tasa/distorsión que han sido desarrollados originalmente y 
publicados en el entorno de MPEG-4 [Ron99]. 

Como la descripción detallada de estos algoritmos de control excedería el espacio 
de esta sinopsis, a continuación se presenta solamente los aspectos más importantes 
brevemente resumidos para procesamiento de cuadro entero y regiones. 

6.1 Tasa de bits fija 

Para cuadros enteros se calcula la cantidad de bits de cada cuadro como: 

Rk = Rr/P 

donde P es el número de cuadros predictivos y Rr es la cantidad de bits sobrante después 
de la codificación de la cabecera. 

En el caso de múltiples regiones u objetos, se distribuye esa cantidad de manera fija 
entre ellos mediante el factor K: 

Rk[0] = KRk 
Rk[l] = {1- K)Rk 

para el caso de dos regiones. 
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6.2 Control por objetivos de distorsión 

El objetivo de distorsión se define como un valor medio sobre la secuencia: 

DT = 
N 

donde DT es el objetivo de distorsión, Di distorsión actual, i el número de cuadro actual 
y Â  el número total de cuadros. Para ese fin, se calcula para cada cuadro un objetivo 
temporal D^i mediante una "distorsión acumulada" hasta el cuadro en cuestión, para 
llegar en cada momento a un valor medio. 

Esa forma de distribución de bits es muy útil para encontrar los límites del codificador: 

• Poniendo la tasa de bits a infinito es posible averiguar la capacidad de canal nece
saria para conseguir una determinada calidad media sobre la secuencia. 

• Con la introducción de un buffer se puede estimar la calidad máxima alcanzable 
bajo una tasa de bits determinada. 

En el caso de codificación de regiones, la distribución tiene que ser algo diferente. 
Para evitar desbordamiento o vaciamiento del bujfer, se ha decidido fijar los objetivos 
de calidad para todas las regiones menos una, que tiene que ser codificada con el resto 
de bits, después de conseguir (o no) los otros objetivos para llegar finalmente a una tasa 
fija de bits por cuadro. De esta manera este modo sirve de herramienta para estimar la 
tasa de bits necesaria para conseguir un objetivo de calidad para un objeto y a la vez es 
posible ver el grado de deterioro del resto de la imagen. 

6.3 Control por un modelo de tasa/distorsión 

El control por un modelo de tasa/distorsión se basa en la predicción de bits o distorsión 
a base de la estadística de los últimos n resultados anteriormente obtenidos. 

Dicho modelo consiste en una función de predicción de tasa binaria 

fr{6i) = m¿ • {üifl + ai,iS~^ + a¿,2<5~̂ ) (1) 

y una de predicción de distorsión 

fd{Si) = bi,o + bi,iSi + k,25¡ (2) 

donde 5i es el objetivo de distorsión para la región i, a^j y &¿j son los coeficientes del 
modelo y m¿ es la diferencia absoluta media (MAD, mean absolute difference) entre los 
píxeles de la imagen original y la predicha. Ese modelo es recalculado mediante ajuste 
de mínimos cuadrados (LMS, least mean squares) después de cada cuadro (en el caso de 
procesamiento de regiones, a cada región pertenece un modelo individual). 
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En el caso de procesamiento de cuadros enteros, la cantidad de bits disponibles en 
un determinado momento por un control de buffer es el parámetro de entrada para la 
estimación de calidad alcanzable con esa cantidad de bits. La calidad estimada a su vez 
es el objetivo para el algoritmo de codificación que probablemente resulta en una calidad 
diferente que después sirve para la actualización del modelo. 

Para el tratamiento de regiones se abren mucho más posibilidades para la distribución 
entre ellas, lo que llevaba a la división de ese método en tres diferentes estratégicas 
completamente nuevas para ese trabajo. Se basan en un trabajo previo de investigación 
del Grupo de Tratamiento de Imágenes de la Universidad Politécnica de Madrid en 
el entorno del proyecto europeo MoMuSys [Mobile Multimedia Systems) y han sido 
implementadas en el Verification Model (VM) del codificador de MPEG-4 [MoM99]. Sin 
embargo, como los algoritmos originales se basan en un parámetro de cuantificación, han 
tenido que ser adaptados al codificador aquí presentado. 

Los tres algoritmos de distribución se basan en: 

L La minimización de una distorsión media ponderada por región. 

2. Una aproximación de un ratio constante entre las distorsiones de las regiones. 

3. Una asignación de bits a base de una lista de prioridades entre regiones. 

7 Conclusiones 

Los resultados demuestran que la combinación de una técnica de predicción de movimien
to basada en mallas con la transformación por ondículas es más adecuada para conseguir 
mejoras de calidad de codificación objetivas y subjetivas, que cada una de estas técnicas 
aplicada en combinación con procesos basados en bloques. En general, los resultados 
objetivos y subjetivos son comparables con los de otros esquemas y estándares, incluso 
superándolos en ciertas situaciones. Además, los métodos de procesamiento aplicadas 
a regiones han conseguido muy buenos resultados, no solamente en cuanto a calidad, 
sino sobre todo en cuanto a funcionalidad, es decir, se ha podido crear con ellos nuevas 
herramientas útiles. 
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Abstract 

The newest predictive video coding schemes include increasingly content-based tech-
niques which are opening new possibilities for advanced coding features. For this purpose, 
video content is segmented in regions which can be processed separately and thus han-
dled independently in further applications. Nevertheless, the majority of these schemes, 
above all the standards, still apply pixel-based techniques, e.g. block-based motion pre-
diction or transform coding, which could be substituted with more sophisticated methods 
to reach better coding quality, especially in terms of subjective quahty. 

The scope of this work was the implementation of a video coder that substitutes the 
standard block-based motion prediction with a mesh-based technique on the one hand, 
and the standard discrete cosine transform coding with discrete wavelet transform on 
the other hand. These are two main parts of the video coding process that have been 
investigated separately by many authors but never before in combination. Additionally, 
the author put focus on región processing, i.e. on the possibilities to process objects in 
the common sense (to achieve the same user Interactive functionalities as addressed by 
MPEG-4) and other special kinds of regions, with the aim of preferential coding. First, 
we refer to regions of special interest for the viewer, such as face regions, for which the 
coding should preferably result in a better quality than the rest of the image. Here, a 
possible application could be the case of bit shortage, where it is desired to keep the 
quality in the selected área constant. In a second example, we select regions of high 
prediction error to be coded with preference, which can elévate the overall image quality 
considerably. 

In order to find the most efBcient technique with lowest computational costs, different 
new ideas for content-based mesh design, amongst others a face adaptive approach, have 
been investigated in the part of this work on motion prediction. The part on transform 
coding applies the shape-adaptive wavelet transform technique, which was adopted by 
MPEG-4 still-image coding, to the formeriy mentioned regions and objects. Finally, 
the preference coding is achieved with help of several bit allocation algorithms designed 
especially for múltiple región processing. 



Results show that the combination of mesh-based motion prediction and wavelet trans-
form is more adequate for reaching an improved subjective and objective image coding 
quality than either of these techniques applied in combination with block-based tech-
niques. In general, objective and subjective results obtained with the presented coding 
scheme are comparable with other standards, even outperforming them in certain sit-
uations. Additionally, the región processing methods here applied yielded very good 
results, not only in quality, but above all in functionality, i.e. the basis for new, useful 
user Interactive tools has been created. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Motivation and Objectives 

Until a few years ago, the main reason for coding video sources has been compression, 
as the bandwidth of transmission channels and capacities of storage media have been 
the limiting factors for the available data rates. Without compressing the video data, 
nona of those systems like video conferencing systems, digital televisión or the Internet 
would provide a reasonable quality video stream. Nowadays, compression is still a very 
important part of video coding, but storage media and channel capacities are not yet so 
restricted and it also seems that the most recently presented video coding standards like 
H.263 [IT96] and MPEG-4 [IS098] have nearly reached the limits to achieve reasonable 
quality with lossy compression. On the other hand, totally new needs for functionali-
ties that had never been considered for video coding before, are getting more and more 
important. Therefore, the new trend in video processing lies on a content-based ap-
proach, in contrary to the classical schemes, which are purely pixel-based. Here can be 
found a significant change from first to second generation video coding [Tor96]. 

Through a content-based approach, the video sourceS are treated more "human-like", 
i.e. the content is segmented into objects like a user does unconsciously when viewing a 
scene. Due to this kind of treatment, new possibilities for user-interactive functionalities 
are opening, like 

• data access tools for indexing, hyper-linking, browsing, deleting etc., 

• bit-stream editing on selected objects, 

• mixing natural and synthetic content. 
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But also other aspects like 

• improved coding efficiency over a wider range of bit rates, 

• better subjective audiovisual quality, 

• coding of múltiple concurrent data streams, 

• robustness in error-prone environments and 

• content-based scalability for complexity, objects, quality, spatial and temporal res-
olution 

can be achieved with a content-based approach. These techniques have been included 
into the MPEG-4 standard. 

Nevertheless, the applied methods for two main parts of the standard predictive video 
coding scheme, i.e. the motion prediction step and the transform coding step, are in cur-
rent applications still mainly pixel-based. E.g., the MPEG-4 standard adheres to block-
based motion compensation (BMC) for motion prediction and discrete cosine transform 
(DCT) coding of the prediction error (PE) image. These parts can be replaced by the 
foUowing techniques, leading to improved coding quality especially in terms of subjective 
quality: 

1. Mesh-based motion prediction instead of BMC. 

2. Wavelet-based transform coding instead of DCT. 

In literature many proposals can be found for each of these techniques (see detailed 
references in Section 1.1.1), but hardly any scheme that combines both approaches. 
Apart from that, in standards, the wavelet transform was integrated only in still image 
coding in the visual texture coding (VTC) tool as part of MPEG-4 Visual [ISOOl], and 
in JPEG2000 [ISOOO]. Therefore, one objective of this work has been to verify that the 
combination of both would lead to even better results. For this purpose, a complete 
coding scheme has been implemented, which is based on irregular triangle mesh-based 
motion estimation with piecewise affine transformation for motion compensation on one 
hand, and on discrete wavelet transform (DWT) on the basis of the embedded zerotree 
wavelet (EZW) coding by Shapiro [Sha93] on the other hand. The block diagram in 
Figure 1.1 illustrates the structure of the encoder. 

For the mesh-based prediction, design for irregular triangle meshes has been investigated 
in different directions, including texture characteristics and facial feature points for the 
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Figure 1.1: Block diagram of mesh-based video coder. 

special processing of videotelephony or videoconferencing contents. Furthermore, a new 
approach to the treatment of motion discontinuities will be presented, which is based on 
the splitting and collapsing of the mesh at points of opposed motion. 

In the line of content- and region-based processing, the transform coding step has also 
been adapted to the new necessities of video coding. As can be seen in the diagram, 
the transform block includes also a shape-adaptive-based process (SA-DWT) with an 
upstream triangle selection process. Here, pre-segmented objects can be treated in a 
similar way as proposed by the MPEG-4 standard and consequently this encoding scheme 
could adapt the same functionalities as addressed by MPEG-4. In this step also the basis 
for the main new contributions of this work can be found. Instead referring to objects 
in the common sense, another kind of regions are introduced, which are created after 
the prediction step out of the PE image. These regions are created with the objective 
to perform a selective coding of the PE image giving diíFerent importance to diíferent 
parts of the image. This process can be compared with an option in JPEG2000, where 
so called regions of interest (ROÍ) can be defined for preferential coding. Nevertheless, 
the here presented method is diíferent, so they will be referred to as regions-in-frame 
as they come out of a frame-based motion prediction in contrary to the objects, which 
are treated as such in the whole process. 

These special regions could be created based on an arbitrary criterion, but in this work 
only two kinds have been considered to be challenging: 
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1. Regions with high prediction error (according to a threshold T), 

2. Skin colored áreas like face or hands. 

The aim is to treat these regions with different preferences in comparison with the rest of 
the image, a task that will be realized by bit rate control algorithms especially designed 
for the quality optimization in multi-región or multi-object environments. Here, the 
regions of high prediction error are addressed to increase the mean overall image coding 
quality by assigning a larger bit amount to them. On the other hand, a preference 
coding of the skin colored regions has the objective to achieve a better subjective quality 
in these parts of the image, e.g. to maintain a certain quality level in cases of bit 
shortage or low capacity channels in áreas which are important for the viewer. This 
method addresses exclusively image contents appearing in video conference or telephony 
applications. Furthermore, in later presented comparative results with MPEG and other 
schemes, special attention will be payed to the qualities in these regions. 

1.1.1 Related work 

One of the earliest intentions to include mesh-based motion compensation techniques 
in video coders carne from Niew§glowski et al. [Nie93], who started with rectangular 
meshes and a H.261 coder. In [Sal96], a texture coding technique based on regions has 
been combined with the compensation by regular refined meshes, in [Dud97] irregular 
triangle meshes have been employed together with a H.261 coder and in [Wan98] the 
motion estimation and compensation based on quadrilateral meshes have been evaluated 
in combination with a H.263 coder. 

Concerning the transform coding part, complete wavelet-based codees have been pre
sented by various authors: [Hei98, Mar98, Mar99a, Mar99b, She99, SohOO, HeiOl]. A 
very eíScient improvement of the herefore mainly applied EZW coding by Shapiro is 
the Set Partitioning In Hierarchical Trees (SPIHT) approach, first introduced by [Sai96] 
and applied by many authors. Furthermore, there are approaches for 3-D application of 
wavelet transform (including the temporal dimensión) in video coding [MinOl, HuaOl]. 

The results presented by the above mentioned authors are generally outperforming the 
ones of traditional schemes in terms of objective and subjective quality, basically be-
cause of the absence of blocking artifacts which appear through the application of BMC 
as well as through DCT. Nevertheless, the combination of a continuous compensation 
like the mesh-based one with a block-based encoding like DCT is hardly compatible. 
Therefore, in [LauOO] the authors combine a mesh-based ME/MC technique with a new 
DCT technique directly applied to triangles, and one scheme presented by Heising et 
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al. [HeiOl] integrates a coder based on wavelet transform together with a combination 
of mesh-based MC (warping) and Overlapped BMC (OBMC), but treating exclusively 
rectangular meshes using a CGI. 

1.2 Structure of the thesis 

The document is structured in the foUowing way: 

In Chapter 2 the content- and region-based mesh processing is presented. Here, the 
general texture-based approach for mesh design as well as an advanced approach includ-
ing face characteristics and an object-based approach are described. The techniques for 
mesh-based motion prediction (estimation and compensation) are outlined and a new 
approach for treating motion discontinuities with meshes is presented. 

In Chapter 3 the transform coding part is presented with special focus on the processing 
of arbitrarily shaped regions. First the creation of regions according to the high PE error 
approach and the skin-color-based approach is described. Afterwards the general process 
of shape adaptive wavelet transform is outlined and finally the coding process for the 
transform coefficients, motion vectors and side Information is presented. 

In Chapter 4 the part of bit rate control for frame-based, region-in-frame-based and 
object-based processing is introduced After an introduction to rate distortion modelling 
the chapter is divided in a frame-based and a region-based part, each of which describe 
the different bit allocation algorithms investigated in this work in view of the special 
characteristics for frame- or region-based processing. 

Then, in Chapter 5, experimental results are presented for the complete scheme, where 
DWT will be compared with DCT, the region-based approaches will be compared with 
the frame-based processing and some comparisons with other standards will be presented 
in view of objective and subjective quality. 

Finally, the dissertation closed with the conclusions and an outlook on possible future 
works in this field in Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 2 

Content- and region-based mesh 
processing 

2.1 Introduction 

The first contributions about mesh based motion compensation techniques can be found 
in the early nineties and were based on simple approaches of rectangular Control Grid 
Interpolation (CGI) [Sul91, NakQlb], a mapping technique based on the displacement of 
the nodes of a grid, which build the framework to obtain the displacement of all other 
pixels with help of interpolation in between them. 

It was intended to improve this method in different directions, e.g. by introduction of 
a hierarchical grid interpolation (HGI), which leads to quadrilateral meshes with mesh 
elements of different sizes [Hua94], irregular quadrilateral meshes [Wan94], triangular 
meshes [Nak94] and by substitution of the interpolation with spatial geometric transforms 
of the mesh elements [Nie93, Nak94]. 

In [Nak94] bihnear, perspective and affine transformations with rectangular and triangu
lar meshes have been compared with the result that triangle meshes lead to quality im-
provements, more flexibility and less calculation costs for transform parameters. Though, 
further investigations have been made with irregular meshes, which adapt better to the 
image content [Alt95]. 

In [Alt97b] then, a comparison of regular triangle meshes, adaptive triangle meshes and 
those that are based on the knowledge of a model (e.g. face modal) was presented 
and a special method for motion estimation called hexagonal matching, first introduced 
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by Nakaya et al. [Nak91b], was investigated and adapted to irregular meshes. Also 
in the environment of object or region-based video processing, the motion estimation 
(ME) and motion compensation (MC) with individual object meshes has been considered 
[Sch95, Alt97a, Alt97c], which lead to the problem of occlusion, self occlusion and the 
necessity to treat discontinuities in general. Here, many contributions can be found, as 
e.g.: [Nie95, Tok96, Hsu97, Ish97, Tok97]. Over the years, most investigation focused on 
improvements in this áreas as also the newest publications are about mesh optimization 
[CelOO] and handling of occlusion and discontinuities [TokOO, HsuOl]. 

In the foUowing, the contributions of this work in relation to mesh design, mesh based 
ME and MC, which have been developed more or less in parallel to the above mentioned 
techniques [Eck97a, Eck97b, Eck98d, Eck98c], are presented. Section 2.2 will describe 
the general node point selection criteria applied here, introduce a new approach for mesh 
construction based on variance dependent frame división and explain how difScult (and 
undesired) situations like overlapping meshes (which happen above all in scenes with 
fast motion) are handled. Afterwards, Section 2.3 focuses on one of the main concerns 
of this work, which is to improve the subjective quality in skin colored regions. Here, 
the usefulness of including face characteristics into the mesh design is discussed and it 
will be described how the techniques, which are necessary for it (skin color segmentation 
and matching of face characteristics) are resolved. Both sections conclude with some 
experimental results, which visualize the differences of the meshes and determines after 
comparison which of the techniques will be finally used for further experiments. 

Very shortly, special necessities for the meshing of pre-segmented objects are introduced 
in Section 2.4 before Section 2.6 is fully spent on ME and MC, including one subsection 
about a new approach for the handling of motion discontinuities. 

2.2 Texture-based mesh design 

2.2.1 General mesh construction 

For the estimation and compensation of motion in a video sequence, a structure to place 
the points where motion is measured is needed for every frame. In case of block motion 
compensation (BMC), this structure is fixed, i.e. the frame is divided into n blocks of 
8 X 8 or 16 X 16 pixels and for every block one motion vector (MV) is calculated. This 
means that no eífort has to be spent on obtaining the initial positions of the MV's. 
Instead, when a mesh-based ME/MC is applied, the only way to save this calculation 
time is by using a regular mesh or CGI, but this would not provide the mesh with 
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enough flexibility to obtain optimal results. To achieve a good reconstruction quality 
with spatial transformations of triangles or other patches, it is essential to place them 
in consideration of the image content and/or displacement, which means to spread the 
node points irregularly and diíFerently in every frame. 

The best results are obtained if the node point selection is recalculated for every frame, 
so that they are always placed on the important points. This is a costly process that 
could be reduced by introduction of a tracking, i.e. by using the displaced node points of 
the former frame as a base for the new displacements to the next frame. Nevertheless, 
this also does not avoid that a completely new mesh has to be build from time to time, 
e.g. when motion is too fast or the scene content changes. 

Apart from the calculation costs, a further concern for an adequate mesh construction is 
that the decoder should have the same Information as the encoder as it is not desired to 
transmit too much side Information (e.g. coordinates of mesh points). This means that 
an optimal mesh construction algorithm would exclusively base on Information that is 
equally available on both, encoder and decoder side, e.g. in the formerly reconstructed 
image. Consequentially, in this work the node points are selected in the reference image, 
which is the formerly reconstructed image. 

2.2.1.1 Node point selection 

The most important positions for placing node points of a mesh which should represent 
the image and its deformation can be found on object borders, color transitions or 
abrupt changes of texture or luminance, as these points are not likely to change their 
characteristics easily from one frame to the next and are also easy to localize. If no 
chrominance Information is available or not desired to use and the costs for calculating 
the DFD should be avoided, the simplest and most efficient way to créate an adaptive 
irregular mesh is to search for the highest gradient modulus 

OÍ the intensity valúes of the luminance Information. The only restriction is that the node 
points have to be placed by maintaining mínimum distances in between them to ensure 
a certain uniformity of the mesh and to avoid that a great number of small triangles is 
placed in regions with coarse texture and few big triangles cover important regions with 
fewer texture changes. Therefore, the mínimum distance dmin allowed here between node 
points is established as: 
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/columns • rows 

V 4p 

where p is the total number of node points defined by the user. In this way, the máximum 
density of grid nodes is four times higher than if the same number of node points would 
have been spread regularly. 

With this method it could still happen that the majority of node points is placed over 
áreas with coarse texture. If this is not desired, it is possible to enforce some more 
homogeneity by dividing the frame into a number of so called sub-blocks (SB) wherein 
portions (in every block the same amount) of the node points are selected, i.e. ^ points 
in m blocks (where n is the number of node points after placing the border points). This 
allows e.g. a comparison of this scheme with the BMC as it is realized in the MPEG 
standard, if the frame is divided into 16 x 16 pixel sub-blocks and one MV is chosen in 
each block. 

Besides, some nodes have to be positioned on the image border to cover the whole frame 
with triangles. Therefore, every córner point of each SB which lies on the image border 
is added to the list of node points (1 SB = 4 pts., 4 SB = 8 pts. etc.). So, finally, the 
number of points distributed inside the image is: 

/ rows columns A , , 
\SB_size_vert SB_size_hory 

The border points will remain fixed (no MV will be calculated) to avoid the handling 
of coordinates outside the frame border. In this way, new contents appearing from the 
border due to camera motion will not be captured correctly, but it is supposed that the 
distortion would be irrecognizable in the here adressed kind of sequences. 

The table and example images a) to d) in Figure 2.4 show how a mesh, constructed with 
the same number of node points, changes by selecting different numbers of SB's and how 
the prediction and coding quality depends on the distribution of node points. 

A further important consideration for the design of a suitable mesh is that it represents a 
subdivisión of the image into triangular patches which, as will be seen later in Section 2.6, 
are transformed by continuous affine transformation. Due to this fact, the content of 
every triangle should be homogeneous in relation to the motion it is subject to. Proposals 
have been made to include the Information of the displaced frame difference (DFD) image 
or the prediction error (PE) image for node point selection. In [Dud97], additionally to 
high texture gradients, the highest magnitudes of the PE image are selected and in 

file:///SB_size_vert
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[Alt95] the authors calcúlate a cost function based on DFD and dense motion vector 
fields for each pixel to place the node points on borders of regions with similar motion. 
Nevertheless, these methods are considered to be very costly without improving the mesh 
significantly, so it was decided to consider only texture information. 

Also, a lot of contributions have been made with respect to further refinements of an 
initially obtained mesh, e.g. with quad tree meshes [Wan96b], design from coarse to fine 
[Mal98a, Alt98], fine to coarse [Cel98, CelOO], with split and merge [Sal96] or hierarchical 
meshes [Lau98, Bee99]. 

The following section introduces a new mesh construction approach, which reverses the 
method to select — node points in every of m SB's into the following: One node point is 
selected in every of n SB's, where the SB's are of different sizes depending on the image 
content. 

2.2.2 A new variance-based frame división algorithm 

Instead of distributing n grid points into m sub-blocks, another way to achieve an equally 
distributed but content-based mesh is to divide the frame into n blocks of different sizes 
which represent homogeneous regions of the image, i.e. which contain pixels with similar 
characteristics. Then, by selecting the highest gradient inside each block as a node point, 
a mesh could be obtained which fits well to object borders. 

This method represents a simple form of región segmentation but also an easy way to 
describe the kind of distribution desired for the mesh points, as they could be distributed 
e.g. according to color, luminance or texture characteristics. 

Here, it was decided to focus on texture information, and to measure the homogeneity by 
calculating the variance of the luminance valúes between the pixels. It works according 
to the following scheme (see visualization of the process in Figure 2.1. Figure 2.4 e) 
shows an example mesh for 100 node points which are distributed in 88 SB's.). 
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Algorithni: 

1. Calcúlate the number of node points m of n for the distribution 
into blocks: 

n = p - ( 4 + | ¡ 

where p is the number of nodes determined by the user and 4 + ^ 
the quantity of border points. 

2. Calcúlate the mínimum distance between nodes depending on n: 

/columns • rows 

3. Divide the frame into four sub-blocks. 

4. Calcúlate the variance valué of every new block. 

5. Sort the blocks according to their variance valué. 

6. For each block with a variance greater than a threshold T (this 
valué is initialized with | of the variance of the whole image) : 
Divide the block in four sub-blocks if the resulting block size will 
not be smaller than ¿¿mm-

7. Continué with step 4 iteratively until there are no more blocks to 
divide. 

8. Select in every block, starting with the block of máximum variance, 
the pixel with máximum gradient as node point. 

9. If there are fewer blocks than nodes, repeat step 8 selecting further 
nodes in the blocks with highest variance until the desired number 
of node points is obtained. 
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Figure 2.1: Example for a variance-based SB división with following node point selection. 

2.2.3 A posteriori edge decisión 

Ocasionally, especially when the triangles of the mesh are smaller than the distance 
covered by some nodes between two frames, flat triangles or even overlapped or flipped 
triangles can emerge (see Figure 2.2). 

If this happens, the situation in the compensation step is not clear, as some image points 
could be transformed by the adjacent triangles (flat case) or more than one triangle 
as shown in Figure 2.2 (the pixels inside triangle ACB (former ABC) could also be 
transformed with ACD, ADE or AEB). In case of ñat triangles the problem is not 
serious, because the transformation results the same but it is not tolerable for flipped 
triangles and has to be resolved by re-triangulation. 

In [Fuj98] this problem is well described and resolved by the simple connection of op-
posing nodes while deleting the crossed edge (see Figure 2.2 below, where the edge BC 
is deleted and AG inserted, thus triangles ABC and BGC change to AGC and ABO.) 
This method is simple enough that no full re-triangulation is necessary. As the number 
of triangles does not change, the concerning connections and triangles can be changed 
directly in the list. 

The detection of a flipped triangle is made by either calculating the crossproduct (or 
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área) 
1 

AB X AC\ 

or the determinant of the transform parameters, both resulting zero for flat triangles 
or negative for flipped ones. It is more useful to calcúlate the crossproduct, as it can 
be realized in the ME estimation step. The transformation parameters needed for the 
determinant are calculated in the MC step when it is already too late to make changes 
in the triangle mesh. 

Solution: 

H D 

framek+i 

Figure 2.2: Overlapping triangle problem. 

2.2.4 Tests and Conclusions 

In the foUowing, some basic experiments are presented, which have been performed to 
determine the optimal parameters for mesh construction, as there are the global number 
of node points and the form of distribution (number and form of SB's). 

2.2.4.1 Optimal number of node points 

Regarding the optimal number of node points for a mesh in general, some approximative 
tests have been performed with the method of selection in the whole image frame. As 
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expected, the quality of the predicted image increases with the number of node points (or 
motion vectors) unless in form of a logarithmic function, which means that the amount 
of improvement is decreasing with a linear increment of nodes. At the same time, the bit 
amount needed for the MV's increases in proportion to the number of node points unless 
not exactly, because the amount of MV's which are not zero vary (a higher amount of 
zero MV's results in more eñicient coding, see details in Section 3.5.4). The calculation 
time increases also linearly due to the linear increment of triangles which have to be 
transformed (the number of triangles is approximately two times the number of node 
points) such that from a certain number of node points the ratio of gain to cost is not 
efScient any more. Figure 2.3 shows an example curve for the reconstruction of frame 
5 from frame O (6Hz) of the sequence Akiyo. Therefore, the first Inter-frame has been 
coded with 18 kbit and the coding process has been stopped after the reconstruction 
of frame 5 to measure only the quality of the predicted image and the processing time 
needed for prediction. 

25 

(̂  35.0 1 

OH 

34.8 

34.6 

34.4 

34.2 

^4 0 

1 PSNR rec 
bits MV 
time 

/ • ^ / . * • 

/ •' ^ 
/ • • —/ ' ^ / ^ 

i i l l \ 1 \ ] 

, • * • 

• 

J \ 1 
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Number of node points 

Akiyo, prediction quality for frame 5 (6Hz) 

Figure 2.3: Influence of quantity of node points on motion compensation 

As can be seen in Figure 2.3, the optimal number of node points for this example lies 
between 100 and 150. to figure out the effects on the finally decoded image, additional 
tests have been made for the hole sequence. The results for a frame-based coding without 
rate control at 24 kbit/s and 10 fps applying meshes with 100, 130 and 160 nodes have 
been compared can be found in Table 2.1. 

As can be seen, the predicted quality improves slightly with the number of nodes but the 
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PSNR predicted 
PSNR coded 

100 

32.63 dB 
33.55 dB 

130 

32.68 dB 
33.57 dB 

160 

32.74 
33.61 

Table 2.1: Coding results for sequence Akiyo with different number of mesh points. 

diíFerence in coding quality is negligible. So the tests in this work have been performed 
mainly with 100 nodes for comparisons with MPEG coders (equivalence to 99 sub-blocks 
of 16x 16 pixels) and with 160 nodes to exhaust all possibilities. Certainly, every sequence 
needs a different amount of node points and distribution to be coded optimally, but this 
is impossible to find out without a-priori information about the image content. Finally 
it is more important to find an overall valid mesh design. 

2.2,4.2 Number and kind of sub-blocks for node point selection 

Here, the formerly presented three approaches for the selection of high gradient points 
will be tested: 

• Selection in the whole frame 

• Selection in sub-blocks of equal size 

• Selection in sub-blocks of variable size 

To compare these three approaches, a test has been performed with frame 3 of the 
sequence Akiyo, where the quantity of 100 node points has been selected in the whole 
frame, in three different divisions of equal sub-blocks and in 88 different sized sub-blocks 
resulting from the variance-based approach. The resulting meshes can be examined in 
Figure 2.4 a) to e). In f), the image of sub-blocks pertaining to e), which has been created 
for the variance-based selection, is demonstrated. Comparing the resulting qualities of 
the predicted and the coded images (presented in the associated table) can be seen that 
the selection of nodes in a more unrestricted área (bigger SB's) is more favourable for the 
quality of motion compensation as they can be placed with preference on object borders. 
The only handicap with the manner to place the frame border node points (2.1) is that 
the resulting triangles are getting more acute because of the missing points on the image 
border, which is adverse for the transformation. Here, a quantity of approximately 10% 
of the total amount of node points should be reserved for the frame border as is done in 
the variance-based approach (Section 2.2.2). 
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The variance-based approach seems to be of great advantage for optimal mesh design. 
The ME/MC with the tested mesh outperforms the results with the equivalent standard 
mesh with nodes selected in the whole frame by 2.3 dB for the predicted image and by 
1.6 dB for the coded image. Nevertheless, this is only the result for the first frame coded 
after the initial intra coded frame, so it is not too meaningful. Thus, the same test as in 
Section 2.2.4.1, see Table 2.1, has been performed for the hole sequence Akiyo (without 
rate control at 24 kb/s and 10 f/s applying meshes with 100, 130 and 160 nodes), see 
results in table Table 2.2. 

PSNR predicted 
PSNR coded 

100 

32.50 dB 
33.53 dB 

130 
32.81 dB 
33.73 dB 

160 
32.69 
33.62 

Table 2.2: Coding results for sequence Akiyo with diíferent number of mesh points ap
plying variance-based mesh design. 

For 100 and 160 nodes, the difference is insignificant, only applying 130 node points, 
an improvement of approximately 0.2 dB could be obtained which is also no great gain. 
Concludingly can be said that the variance-based algorithm shows a high potential for 
leading to better node point selection in selected frames and it does not add further 
calculation costs. Nevertheless, the results for an entire sequence are not convincing, so 
that for all further tests the more simpler gradient-based approach will be applied. 

2.3 Face-context based mesh design 

The mesh node points obtained as described before are positioned on high gradient 
points, which appear on object borders as well as on any kind of texture, but it is 
not assured that they are always placed favourably for achieving a subjectively good 
compensation quality. This means that there could be nodes missing where important 
motion takes place, which is, in the kind of sequences mainly addressed in this work, 
usually the face área, as it is the zone with most attention paid to. 

To capture the motion of a face accurately, the most reasonable points to place mesh 
nodes are on eyes and mouth and some fixed reference points like the tip of the nose, 
eyebrows, chin, etc. These points are also called face animation parameters (FAP's) and 
are generally used in face models. See the visual result of a simple a priori performed 
experiment in Figure 2.5, where the same amount of mesh nodes (a spare amount to 
show the eífect) has been distributed once automatically on high gradient points and 
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b) 

f) 

a 
b 
c 
d 
e 

Nodes p. SB 

1 
6 
25 
100 
1-2 

Nr. of SB's 

99 
16 
4 
1 

88 

SB size 

16 X 16 
3 6 x 4 4 
72 X 88 

144 X 176 
variable 

PSNR pred. 

35.19 dB 
35.22 dB 
35.32 dB 
35.32 dB 
37.62 dB 

PSNR coded 

35.85 dB 
35.98 dB 
36.37 dB 
36.30 dB 
37.87 dB 

Figure 2.4: a) to e): distribution of 100 node points in difFerent number of sub-blocks. 
f): the SB's created by the variance-based algoritm. 
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once manually on characteristic face points. 

t • 
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Figure 2.5: Experiment to figure out the order of importance of node point positioning 
in the face área. Top: original frames 25 and 30 of sequence Akiyo. Middle: 32 nodes 
mesh obtained by selection of highest gradient points, prediction of frame 30 and PE. 
Bottom: 32 nodes mesh obtained by manual selection, prediction of frame 30 and PE. 

Due to the positive result of the experiment, it has been tested if an automatic positioning 
of node points on face characteristics would also lead to better coding results in realistic 
test conditions. Por an automatic detection of such feature points, it is mostly necessary 
to proceed in three steps to restrict the search área: 

1. Face detection 

2. Face location 
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3. Facial analysis 

where the face detection step can be excluded for this work, as it is supposed to work 
only with sequences where at least one person appears in front view. In literature, face 
location tasks are mainly resolved with 

• statistical models 

• feature extraction [Yow96] or témplate matching, 

• motion analysis, 

• texture analysis 

• ellipse fitting [LeeOO], 

• binary decisión trees [Mar99c], 

• neural networks [Row98], 

• segmentation in a color space [Cha99, Wan97, MenOO], 

or combinations of them. The last listed method is the newest and primarily applied in 
recent publications, a reason for adopting it also in this work. 

Facial analysis has been investigated in a wide range, as the search for facial features 
is an important task for many applications, e.g.: 

• face recognition or Identification (for surveillance and security, telecommunications, 
digital librarles, and human-computer intelligent interactions): [Wec98, Fel97, 
Wis97], 

• expression recognition: [Mas91], 

• model-based coding, using Candide ([Ryd87, AhlOl]): [Kani97b, Kam97a] or other 
models: [Nak91a, Aiz89], 

• automatic creation and animation of facial models: [Aki93]. 

Many different methods have been proposed which are situated in the fields of signal and 
image processing, pattern recognition, machine learning, neural networks, psychophysics, 
and system engineering. To examine all of them would go beyond the scope of this work, 
so in the following will be concentrated exclusively on pattern recognition, which can be 
classified roughly into two groups: 
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1. Feature-based recognition by classification of image characteristics (based on 
colour, edges, texture or motion) [Yow96]. 

2. Témplate matching techniques [Kam97b],[Zha96] and [Zha97]. 

Comparing the approaches in these two groups, the main differences appear in calculation 
time and accuracy. The methods of the first group are mostly designed to serve for face 
recognition in off line applications like identification tasks, as they need a high amount 
of calculation time but work reliably. The témplate matching, if it is not based on 
a large data base, works not so accurate but faster and consequently can be used for 
real time applications (see detailed comparisons in [Bru93] and own investigations in 
[Eck98a]). 

Considering these advantages and inconvenients, the better technique for the scheme 
presented here seems to be the témplate matching, as it is desired to keep the calcula
tion time low (in view of real-time applications). Therefore a simplification of the eye 
and mouth témplate matching introduced by [Kam97b],[Zha96] and [Zha97] has been 
developed and will be presented in the foUowing. 

In the following will be outlined how the face área is extracted, how the matching is 
performed and how the node points are finally placed. 

2.3.1 Face lo catión 

As formerly mentioned, it has been decided to use skin color segmentation as most ade-
quate method for face location in the here studied environment. So, in the foUowing, the 
segmentation process will be described including a brief introduction into color spaces. 
A more detailed study can be found in [Eck98b]. 

For the detection of specific colors it is necessary to have of a color space which represent 
the colors precisely and independently from illumination intensity. The most important 
color spaces can be divided into two main groups: 

• Perceptual uniform color spaces: 

- L*a*b*^ and Luv^: Representations of the Mwnse//system [Munl5]. 

• Perceptual nonuniform color spaces: 

^L = lightness, a* = red/green contení, b* — yellow/blue contení 
^L = lighíness, u,v = color differences 
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1. CIE^ chrominance diagram (XYZ): System of hypothetic primaries which rep-
resent all possible colours in a hyperbolic área. 

2. RGB^ and CMY^: Three dimensional color space used for video, monitors or 
digitized images. 

3. HSV, HLS, HSI and HVC^: Spaces which are oriented by user necessities as 
their components are more intuitive. 

4. YUV, YCbCr and YIQ'': Used for applications of video or televisión trans-
mission tasks. 

The characteristic of perceptual uniformity can be very useful for segmentation tasks, 
because such models try to be compatible with the color perception of the human eye. 
As the transitions between colors are linear in the space, the colors are forming com-
pact regions, which simplifies the segmentation. Nevertheless, due to their compatibility 
to perception, the transform from and to the non-uniform color spaces, which are usu-
ally used in signal processing, is not linear and thus computationally expensive. The 
definition of L*a*h* is based on an intermedíate system, known as the CIÉ XYZ space: 

¿* = 1 1 6 / ( f ) - 1 6 

where 

a* = 500 

6* = 200 

í QK if g > 0.0( 
f{q) = > „ _ „ ^ , 16 

7 .787g+j^ , otherwise. 

where XQ, YQ, ZQ are representing the reference white [PasOl]. 

According to diíferent studies [Gon95, Sch98], the L*a*b* space leads to quite accurate 
segmentation results, but due to elevated calculation costs for the transform of color 
spaces (in [Sch98] a look up table has been used to speed up the transformation process 
from YCbCr to L*a*h*) it was decided not to use it in this work. 

Among the non-uniform color spaces, the direct use of the YCbCr space would lead to the 
fastest results as the original image data is stored in this format and no transformation 

^ Commission Internationale d Eclairage (Int. Commission on Illumination) 
*R = red, G = green, B = blue 
^C = cyan, M = magenta, Y = yellow 
®H = hue, S = saturation, C = color, I = intensity, L = lightness, V ~ valué 
"̂ Y = luminance, U,V,Cr,Cb,I,Q = color difference signáis 
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would be necessary, but, unless [Cha99] says the contrary^, it is not considered to be 
appropriate because it does not allow the determination of general valid thresholds which 
result in segmentations with low noise. Even manually acquired valúes are not always 
suitable for the same sequence if the background shows similar colors. Instead, the spaces 
of group 3, which because of their intuitive components are quite similar to the human 
perception and which represent compact color regions, seem to be more useful. Here 
the calculation costs for transforms are much lower than for L*a*b*, they admit a total 
separation of luminance and chrominance, and the área covered by skin tones is more 
compact. Concretely, the HSV space has been tested in comparison with the L*a*b* and 
the RGB space in [PasOl] for general color texture analysis in image processing and has 
been found to be even more efficient than the L*a*b* space. The HSV space has also been 
applied in skin color segmentation tasks by different authors, see [Her98, Her99, Sob96]. 

After these considerations, the experimental comparison has been made in [Eck98d] 
between the color spaces RGB and HSV, wherefore the foUowing transformations have 
been applied: 

Transformation from YCbCr to RGB 

The signáis Y, Cb and Cr are constructed theoretically from the primarles RGB according 
to the following expression: 

E'R-E'Y 

Ü.J5 - Ü / y 

0.299 0.587 0.114 
0.701 -0.587 -0.114 

-0.299 -0.587 0.886 
E'c 
E{ B 

where £^¿, E'Q^ E'Q are primary signáis. After normalization, gamma correction and quan-
tification to 8 bit signáis (E¿, E'Q, E'^ to £?¿^, E'QJ^, E'^J^) 

Y 
CR 

CB 

1 

256 

77 
131 
-44 

150 
-110 
- 8 7 

29 
- 2 1 
131 

E', 
E'c 
E', 

RD 

GD 

BD J 

is obtained. The detailed mathematical development can be found in [60196, Poy97] 
unless the matrix coeíRcients vary because of different gamma corrections. Finally, the 
transform from YCbCr to RGB is obtained by the inverse matrix: 

^The authors found the transform to other color spaces too costly and propose a range of valúes for 
Cb and Cr which resulted in my own experiments as too wide, i.e. the segmentation contained many 
noisy regions because of similar background colors. To cope with this regions, the authors propose four 
additional processing steps to classify the regions, amongst others costly statistical processes. 
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E'c 
E', 

RD 

GD 

BD 

1 1.366 O 
1 -0.699 -0.334 
1 O 1.732 

Y 
CR - 128 
CB - 128 

with RGB valúes resulting in the range [0,255] which have to be normalized to the range 
[0,1] in case of further transformations. 

Transformation from RGB to HSV 

The transformation from RGB to HSV can be expressed in the easiest way in form of a 
pseudo algorithm found in [Fol96]: 

max = Máximum(R,G,B) 

min = Mínimum(R,G,B) 

V = max 

if (max <> 0) then 

else 

end 

if (s 

else 

s = (max-min)/max 

s = 0 

= 0) 
h = UNDEFIMED 

delta = max - min 
if (r = max) then 

h = (G - B) / d e l t a 
else if (G = max) then 

h = 2 + (B - R) / 

delta 

delta 

else if (B = max) then 
h = 4 + (R - G) / 

end 
h = h * 60 
if (h < O ) then 

h = h + 360 
end 
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Which means nothing else than that the saturation (S) is zero if all R, G and B are the 
same (for white=l and black=0) and that in this case the hue (H) can not be determined 
(as no color exists). In all other cases, the dominant color (máximum valué) determines 
the part of the hue-circle and the exact angle can be calculated from the differences of 
the other color parts. 

The second problem apart the selection of the right color space is to choose a range of 
valúes which represent the desired color for a wide range of diíTerent sequences. It is 
crucial to find out valúes which are feasible for many diíferent contents, because in real 
time applications it is impossible to obtain individual thresholds, at least not for the 
first image. In consecutive frames it would be possible to itérate the valúes using the 
histograms of the extracted regions. 
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Figure 2.6: Distribution of hue and saturation valúes of the skin coloured pixels for five 
frames of diíferent sequences represented in the circular color space of H and S. 

In [Eck98b] has been confirmed that it is possible to find suitable threshold valúes for 
a good segmentation of skin color without using the luminance component, something 
which was not possible for the RGB and YCbCr spaces. Figure 2.6 shows the distribution 
of the hue and saturation valúes of the skin coloured pixels for five frames of diíferent 
sequences. Based on this experiment and the conclusions of the above mentioned publi-
cations, the HSV space has been chosen with the foUowing thresholds: 

15" < H < 30" 
0.25 < 5 < 0.55 
0.4 < V < 0.8 

where it is possible to omit V, but tests have shown that it can be of some help in some 
cases. 
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Certainly it would be more useful for practical applications to apply a direct transfor-
mation from the YCbCr to the HSV space, but this is not necessary for this work, as 
the results are the same. 

After segmentation, the obtained mask is still not suitable for the matching of face 
characteristics (see examples for the sequences Akiyo and Süence in Figure 2.7 upper 
row), as the regions are usually not compact. But the application of a simple median 
filter (here one of size 5 x 5 is applied) and eventually a dilation process already produce 
usable masks as can be seen in Figure 2.7 lower row. 

Figure 2.7: Above: Segmentation with selected thresholds. Below: Segmentation after 
filtering. 

Summarizing, the whole segmentation process in this work is guided by the foUowing 
steps: 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Up-sampling of color information U and V to full frame size. 

Transform image into RGB space. 

Transform RGB image into HSV space. 

Produce a mask image, where pixels are 
mentioned thresholds of H, S and V. 

Apply a 5 X 5 median filter. 

Eliminate small regions. 

selected according to the above 

2.3.2 Facial analysis 

The first necessity for the search of face characteristics with témplate matching are ob-
viously the templates. Here, it was intended to créate some general applicable templates 
for eyes and mouth, i.e. which could be used for any kind of human content (presented 
in front view). Therefore, two templates have been produced by extracting the regions 
in question from different sample images, scaling them to an equal size, calculating an 
average témplate and enhancing its contrast by histogram equalisation. Figure 2.8 shows 
an example for an average eye (produced of left and right eyes) of the first frames of the 
sequences Akiyo, Miss America and Suzie). 

Figure 2.8: Example of an eye témplate constructed from the eyes oí Akiyo, Miss America 
and Suzie, above left eyes, below right eyes, on the right average témplate after contrast 
enhancement. 

With the segmentation obtained as described above, the search área for the face charac
teristics reduces to at least 1/lOth of the image size for the here addressed kind of image 
contents. To restrict the search región even more individually for every témplate, one 
can benefit from an important a-priori knowledge concerning faces which is well known 
by artists: The basic "face-construction-rules" first discovered by the Román architect 
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Vitruv (see also "The man in the circle" by Leonardo da Vinci). They teach us that a 
"perfect" face has got the following significant characteristics (see Figure 2.9): 

1. The face is divided vertically at the height of eyebrows and tip of the nose into 
three equal parts (from hair Une to chin). 

2. The width of the face is equal to the height of two of these parts. 

3. Eyes and mouth are arranged in form of an isósceles triangle. 

4. The eye size is about 1/4 of the horizontal face size. 

5. The mouth size is about 1/3 of the horizontal face size. 

6. The distance between the eyes is about one eye length. 

7. The distance between eyes and mouth is about two eye lengths. 

8. The lower lip line divides the lower third of the face vertically in two equal parts. 

It was not found that any author who worked in the área of facial feature detection has 
ever mentioned to use this knowledge, only [Rei92] based his work on the fact of general 
face symmetry. 

-<:Xí 

Figure 2.9: Facial construction rules. 

These "rules" facilítate the classification of the matching results such that the resulting 
algorithm works in the following way: 
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1. Calcúlate "face coordinates" as the eyebrow Une (rule 1), and the 
mouth position (rule 8) by división of the segmented área hori-
zontally in four parts (neglect the lowest part as neck) taking one 
fourth as equivalent to one third of the face. (It is not possible 
to use the width of the segmented área as basis to obtain these 
coordinates, because the ears increase the extensión of the área). 
Calcúlate also the nose Une by vertical división of the face in two 
equal parts. 

2. Resize the eye pattern initially to l/4th the horizontal size of the 
match área (rule 4). Here the width of the face is measured more 
reliable applying rule 2, which says that 2/3 of the face height is 
equal to the width. 

3. Match both eyes with scaled patterns (between 0.8 and 1.2 times 
(step 0.1) of the initially resized pattern) in a vertical range of the 
eye Une plus minus two témplate sizes such that they do not cross 
the nose Une and store the 10 best matches. 

4. Resize the mouth pattern initially to l/3rd of the maximal hori
zontal size of the match área (rule 5). 

5. Match the mouth with scaled patterns (same scales as eye pattern) 
in between the lower third of the segmentation área and store the 
10 best matches. 

6. Find the best Isósceles triangle: 

(a) Créate for every mouth match two lists containing the dis-
tances d = Jdl + d^ to the left and the right eye matches. 

(b) Select for every mouth match the eye pairs with equal dis-
tances (rule 3). 

(c) Elimínate all triples with distances dee eye to eye: 11 > dge > 
1.5/ (rule 6). 

(d) Elimínate all triples with distances dem eyes to mouth: 1.8/ > 
dem > 2.3/ (rule 7). 

(e) Select the most symmetrical triple, i.e. with equal horizontal 
distances between eyes and nose Une. 
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With this scheme, the hit rate for difFerent sequences in own studies [Eck98d] has been 
between 60 and 100% and could be incremented to 75 -100% by including the last match 
(former frame) into the hst of 10 best matches. The worst results have been obtained 
for the sequence "Sean" where the face área is quite small, see Figure 2.10. 

Figure 2.10: Examples for eye and mouth matching. 
matches, white ones the finally selected triple. 

Grey crosses mark the 10 best 

Finally, the match points are used in the foUowing way to place the mesh points: as the 
face áreas in the here considered sequences (CIF and QCIF size) are quite small, it is not 
worth while to créate an exact covering mesh which captures every opening and closing 
of eye and mouth. To simúlate this with triangles which are not too small, only five 
significant points are chosen in the áreas of eye and mouth matches: the center and the 
central points of the upper, lower, left and right margin of the témplate. Furthermore, 
as point on the tip of the nose, it is calculated the position of the highest gradient in the 
column of the best mouth match between the mouth match row and the half way from 
mouth to eyes. See as an example the extracted face área in Figure 2.11 (here applied 
to an object mesh). 

2.3.3 Tests and Conclusions 

In Figure 2.12 the eífect of the improved scheme in motion compensation is shown for 
frame 30 (estimated from frame 25). The reconstruction with the primitive mesh shows 
a relevant error in the face región due to eye and mouth movement. In contrast, the error 
of reconstruction with the feature-based mesh is about 0.5 dB smaller (measured only in 
the object área). As an objective result, this is no big gain, but looking at the difference 
images, the subjective improvement is evident, as amongst others the movement of the 
mouth has been captured. 

The total number of mesh nodes in the object mesh increases slightly (from 34 to 39), 
as the facial feature points are chosen first and afterwards high gradients found in the 
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Figure 2.11: Example of mesh including eye features. 

correct distance are selected. But the general objective, which was to take oíf some nodes 
from the less important regions (19 to 14 in the body part) and to increment the amount 
in the head región (15 to 25) has been reached. 

Figure 2.13 shows a comparison of the the PSNR valúes in the skin colored región for the 
first 20 frames over the sequence Akiyo, processed with the same parameters as used for 
other tests to be comparable with MPEG and other publications (24 kb/s, 10 f/s, 100 
grid points), between the original and the improved scheme. Only the first frames are 
presented to make the difference more visible, but the results are representative for the 
entire sequence, as also in the following frames there is no further improvement for the 
face feature-based scheme. The result is worse than expected from former experiments 
and seems to be caused mainly by matching errors which themselves are caused by a 
more or less blurred quality. Also, the higher number of node points aífects the result, 
so it could be deduced that, with a certain density of nodes, their position is not too 
decisive. The overall image quality keeps the same for both methods, so at the end, there 
is no gain for this test. 

The results show that the proposed improvement of MC including facial feature points 
into mesh construction could be advantageous in terms of subjective impression in head 
and shoulder sequences if and only if the feature points are exactly matched and a 
small amount of mesh points is used. The method appeared to be successful in manual 
tests and was considered as eíRcient as it does not need complex calculations as other 
formerly mentioned methods and as no additional Information has to be transmitted to 
the decoder. But the practical results show that a témplate matching as simple as here 
implemented is not sufíicient for sequences with small frames processed at low bit rates. 
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Figure 2.12: Compensation with primitive and feature-based mesh for frame 30 of Akiyo. 
Left: Primitive mesh, reconstruction, error (34.397 dB); right: feature-based mesh, re-
construction, error (34.899 dB). 
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Figure 2.13: Progression of PSNR valúes in skin área for frames O to 20 of sequence 
Akiyo. 

Resumingly: If face features are desired to include in mesh construction, it is essential 
to match them exactly, if not, the mesh could worsen the prediction and so in some 
frames destroy the gains obtained in former frames. On the other hand, an exact feature 
recognition is very costly and maybe not useful (as too slow) for real time applications. 
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2.4 Object-based mesh design 

The object-based mode has been implemented in this scheme for comparison with the 
frame-based mode, which processes the skin colored áreas with preference. As the coding 
of an entire person needs a higher bit amount than the face área, it would be interesting 
to know if the subjective impressions which results from both encoding processes are 
showing big differences if the same bit amount is used for the skin área as for the whole 
person. If the face processing leads to the same or even better results it should always 
be preferred if the objects are not needed for other purposes, because segmentation of 
objects is more costly and not yet exactly resolved, so it is not always available. 

The meshing of the pre-segmented objects is resolved in the following way: 

For every object i: 

1. Ifi = 0: 

(a) Calcúlate the list of high gradients for the whole frame. 

(b) For each object A;: 

i. Use the segmentation mask of the object to obtain a "border 
image" of the object (white border on black background, see 
Figure 2.14). 

ii. Select the highest gradients which are situated on the object 
border, maintaining the distance dmin, as node points into a 
general list. 

(c) Select all highest gradients in the correct distance to the selected 
border points from the rest of the frame into the general list until 
the total number of desired node points is achieved. 

2. Select all node points from the general list into the object list, which are 
belonging to object i. 

3. Sort all nodes found on the object border in clockwise sense (necessary 
for the triangulation algorithm). 

In this way, the number of node points selected in the whole frame is not equal to the 
sum of node points totally used for the objects, as the nodes situated on borders between 
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adjacent objects are assigned to both and so used twice. The reason was the objective to 
heal a similar distribution of node points as in frame-based processing, such that suitable 
comparisons could be obtained. 

Figure 2.14: Upper row: Pre-segmented object mask, border segmentation. Middle row: 
Motion vectors and mesh of foreground object. Lower row: Motion vectors and mesh of 
background object. Distribution of 100 node points in the whole frame. 

In other publications found about object meshing, the selection of node points on the 
object border and inside the shape is performed with more complicated methods. For 
points on the border, usually a polygonal approximation of the boundary curve is cal-
culated and then the node points are placed such that the edge segments fit with the 
minimal possible distances to the curve [Alt97c, Dud97, Bee99, CelOO]. In [Sch95], the 
authors detect significant points along the boundary with help of an edge detector and 
then join the points with curved segments, which form curved triangles, with the interior 
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points (later they are approximated by various smaller triangles). 

With these methods it is possible that the resulting mesh segments are fitting better to 
the object borders than by simple selection of high gradients, but it is still not verified 
that they also lead to better quality of the compensated iraage. Only if this is the case, it 
would be worthwhile to adopt such a method to the here presented scheme. Nevertheless, 
the mentioned techniques are very cost intensive and are only suitable if they are not 
used in every frame, i.e. only if a mesh tracking is applied. 

2.5 Triangulation 

As the transformation results strongly depend on the form of the triangles (very acute 
triangles e.g. cause problems in assignment of the interior pixels and thus do not cover 
properly the image content), and a considerably high number of points has to be con-
nected in an appropriate time, the method of Delaunay [Rou94] was chosen here for 
triangulation. This technique ensures triangles which are as equilateral as possible and 
produces a homogeneous triangulation with no grid points lying inside the circumcircle 
of other triangles. 

A very flexible and efficient software implementation of the Delaunay triangulation, 
which also handles very well the constrained meshes in case of object meshing, has 
been found in [She96] and integrated in the coder implementation used for this work. 
Further descriptions and examples can be found on the web page: 
h t t p : //www. es . cmu. edu/~quake/tr iaj igle . html. 

As will be explained in the next section, the triangulation is performed over the displaced 
node points, i.e. in the current image (not in the reference image, where the node points 
have been selected). 

2.6 Mesh-based prediction 

Now that the mesh, the tool for motion prediction, has been obtained, the next step is to 
fiU it with "life", i.e. to estímate the displacement of each node point and to transform 
the content of every mesh element according to its deformation. Though, the texture 
mapping consists in three basic steps: 

1. computation of motion parameters. 
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2. computation of the transformation functions, 

3. transform and interpolation of intensity valúes. 

In view of computational cost, step three is the most expensive as it is performed for 
each pixel, unless the cost of transformation can be reduced significantly by use of a sean 
Une algorithm which will be explained later in detail. 

The following section treats the estimation of motion in the node points, performed by 
the pixel-matching technique which has been introduced by Nieweglowski et al. [Nie93] 
and which has been adjusted in this work to node points situated on object borders. 
Then, the transform of the mesh elements and the interpolation of intensity valúes will 
be described, some words are said about the motion compensation of chrominance Infor
mation in Section 2.6.3 and Section 2.6.4 finally decribes the problem and solutions of 
discontinuities in the motion field. 

2.6.1 Pixel matching 

When the mesh-based ME/MC methods appeared, the necessity of a new ME method 
for single pixels (the node points) arised. The very first attempts [Bru90] relied on 
the traditional block matching, consisting in a first coarse matching with a block which 
contains the grid point, and a reñnement step with a gradient-based method. Nearly 
in parallel, the hexagonal matching [Nak91b] was proposed, an approach which is also 
similar to the BMA but in the sense that the matching error of a triangle patch has to 
be minimized instead of the one of a block. Therefore, the node points are displaced 
iteratively, always referring to the center node of a group of six triangles (the hexagon), 
minimizing in this way the matching errors of all hexagons that can be selected from the 
mesh. This method is very cost intensive an has decided not to be useful for this work 
after verification in the environment of the here presented codee by F. Suárez [Suá98]. 

Later, a much simpler and very efficient method, called pixel-matching, has been in
troduced by Nieweglowski et al. [Nie93]. This technique looks for the displacement of 
a block of pixels around the node point like proposed in [Bru90], but giving a higher 
importance to the node point and the adjacent pixels than to the ones which are farther 
away, with help of a weighting mask. Afterwards, there have been other proposals like 
in [Alt98] where motion is estimated in first and second level nodes followed by a refine-
ment, or a warping-based motion estimation in [Mal98a]. Also in [HsuOl], the authors 
apply an iterative mesh matching-based on deformation until the two frames match as 
cióse as possible, but finally the pixel-matching method has been considered to be the 
best as it is simple, fast and leads to satisfying results. 
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Figure 2.15: Different masks for extended pixel matching 

In Figure 2.15 the pixel-matching mask is depicted including the modification made in 
this work for object processing. In case of objects, the node points situated on the border 
of an object can benefit from the object mask information. It is used to determine the 
neighborhood around the node point which belongs only to the object by setting all 
coefficients which fall outside the object to zero. 

As also shown in Figure 2.15, with this method it is possible to obtain two motion vectors 
for every border point, one belonging to the object and one belonging to the background 
or an adjacent object, an option which opens a wide range of new possibilities to include 
discontinuities in mesh motion compensation, later described in Section 2.6.4. 

The motion vectors are obtained with a precisión of 0.5 pixel by matching in the magnified 
actual image. 

2.6.2 Piecewise afflne transformation 

The transformation of the mesh patches has the assignment to approximate the dense 
motion vector field precisely but with a smaller number of parameters and with less 
computational complexity. It is a diíRcult task to decide which transformation should 
be applied, because the more accurate, the more complicated and the more expensive it 
is. Also the sensitivity against numerical errors, model failures and noise increases. 

In [Nak94], one of the first publications about MC with irregular meshes, affine, bilinear 
and perspective transformation have been studied and compared, with the result that the 
aíSne transformation seems to be the most adequate. As many of the foUowing proposals 
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in this field [Nie93, Alt95, Sch95, Wan96a, Wan96b, Cho97, Alt98] also adopted it, there 
has been no doubt to apply it also in this work. 

Affine transformation is an arbitrary sequence of translation, rotation and scaling and 
can be described by: 

with: 

p' = Ap + t 

, = i : i , P ' = i : . , i ,^= - -

where p and p' denote the image coordinates of a point before and after the displacement 
respectively. The motion is determined by the translation vector t and the matrix A 
where on and 022 describe the scaling and ai2 and 021 the shear of the object. Affine 
transformation is a special case of perspective transformation which preserves parallel 
lines and equispaced points. The computational effort (four multiplications and four 
additions per pixel) can be reduced significantly by application of a sean Une algorithm 
to only two additions per pixel [Nak94]. 

While the estimation of motion in each node point is performed in forward direction 
with the reason of not transmitting the coordinates of the nodes to the decoder side, 
the compensation or prediction of the actual image is realized backward because it 
assures that every pixel is fiUed with the correctly interpolated valué and though avoids 
disturbing aliasing errors, see Figure 2.16 for visualization. 

Though, the mesh is constructed on the displaced node points, i.e. after the ME process, 
over the frame to predict. Then, the affine transformation parameters are determined for 
every triangle with help of the coordinates of displacement of the three vértices. Finally, 
for every pixel valué in frame k + 1 the corresponding position in the reference image is 
calculated according to the triangle it is placed in, and its intensity valué at the obtained 
reference position, Ik{i',j'), which most probably does not fall on a sample point, has to 
be estimated and will be obtained by bilinear interpolation: 

h{i',j') = ( 1 -a ) {{l-p)h-i{ij) +plk-i{i + lj)) 

where {i,j) is the integral part and {a,P) the fractional part of the coordínate ii',j') 
referring to half pixel coordinates. The costs of this type of interpolation are 6 multipli
cations and 3 additions per pixel, a faster method can be found in [Wol94, Wol97]. 
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Forward transfonnation 

Backward transformation 

Figure 2.16: Artefacts occurring through scaling: Forward compensation can produce 
"heles" or projection of various pixels on the sarae in case of shrinking. Backward 
transformation ensures that the whole image is covered with interpolated intensity valúes. 
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2.6.3 Motion compensation for chrominance 

In theory, it is possible to apply exactly the same piecewise aíRne transformation process 
also to chrominance Information. The only the difference is that either the triangles 
have to be reduced to half size, or the coordinates of each chrominance sample have 
to be duplicated, as the applied sequences have YUV format with the color difference 
signáis (U and V) of half size as luminance (Y). In practice, this is realized in the way that 
for every luminance sample that is calculated on even horizontal and vertical positions, 
also both chrominance samples are computed, such that the same transformation can be 
applied in one time instant. 

As some tests (subective and objective) showed that through motion compensation for 
chrominance no high gains in quality are obtained, this possibility has been left as op-
tional. 

2.6.4 Treatment of discontinuities by mesh deformations 

As formerly mentioned, the application of mesh-based MC has at the same time the 
advantage and inconvenience that the image content is mapped with a continuous (affine) 
transformation. The advantage is that blocking artifacts, which are characteristic for 
BMA, do not appear. The inconvenience that, as real motion is usually not continuous 
(objects which are moving in different directions, which are appearing or disappearing, 
produce a discontinuous motion field), another kind of MC errors are introduced on 
motion boundaries. 

Several contribution have been made about this problem. In [Nie95], is switched be-
tween bilinear and nearest neighbour interpolation in case of high variation of the motion 
vectors of a rectangle, in [Hsu97, HsuOl], the authors presentad a method of adaptive 
interpolation with a set of predefined interpolation patterns and in different contribu-
tions [Ish97, Hei98, Mar99b] has been found the proposal of a switching between BMA 
and CGI. Altunbasak et al. [Alt97c] presented a method where the mesh is split and 
redesigned in regions of uncovered background (UB) and no node points can exist in 
regions of background to be covered (BTBC), but already for the detection of UB and 
BTBC a series of costly calculations as DFD and MF estimation have to be performed. 
In [Tok96, Tok97, Alt97a, TokOO, CelOO] the authors then handled the occlusion detection 
and treatment with objects. 

As this work does not focus exclusively on the object-based processing, but also puts 
high importance on frame-based treatment with selection of special regions, the object-
based methods are not generally suitable. Also it was not desired to "step back in 
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evolution", as the switch between BMA and affine transformation would introduce again 
blocking artifacts which could disturb the subjective image quality significantly. Unless 
the objectively measured results are better then simple BMA, there could be introduced 
unpleasant edges from the blocks, because discontinuities are mostly appearing on object 
borders which are difficult or impossible to cover with blocks. Though, a new idea of mesh 
processing in case of discontinuities arised, which is based on an aperture or splitting of 
the mesh. Unfortunately, this work could not have been finished before the completion 
of this dissertation, but the ideas and findings were thought to be worthwhile to mention 
here. 

The main idea is based on the assumption that the mesh is designed such that many node 
points are placed on object borders or intersections as texture changes etc. Being so, 
these nodes are generally positioned where motion takes place and consequently where 
the motion possibly is discontinuous. If this is e.g. caused by an object which moves over 
a background or in front of another moving object, the estimated MV belongs, depending 
on the quality of estimation, either to the object in question, to the background or to 
a background object. Probably it not even approximates to any of them. Here, the 
idea of using a masked pixel matching mask as described in Section 2.6.1 for object 
processing, can be extended to calcúlate always two different vectors in situations of 
motion discontinuity. Then the mesh has to be opened or coUapsed in this place and 
propagated into different directions. In the MC step then, the collapsing triangles would 
not aífect the compensation at all, because their content in the reference image will not 
be requested. Instead, where the mesh is opened, new triangles are growing from lines, 
which means that lines will be transformed into triangles. This is not any longer an 
affine transformation as it is not bijective, but is valid into one direction with the result 
that one coordínate is kept constant. The result is equivalent to an interpolation of a 
line to a triangle. 

Example: 
Mapping the triangle A=(0,1), B=(2,l), C=(l,2) into the line A'=B'=(1,1) C'=(l,2) 
results in the transformation: 

X = 1 

y ^ y' 

The produced image content certainly is not correctly predicted, but the difference error 
which has to be coded and transmitted for this space will be smaller than without any 
interpolation as the arising valúes are quite similar to the original image content. 

The whole process for mesh splitting is divided into four parts: 

1. The selection of node points that are placed on edges as possible candidates to 
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represent motion discontinuities. 

2. The determination of two MV's in the selected nodes. 

3. The classification of the obtained pair of MV according to one of the foUowing 
situations: 

• BG (still background) 

• UB / UO (uncovered background / uncovered object) 

• BTBC / OTBC (background to be covered / object to be covered) 

• O (moving object) 

4. Insertion of node points for mesh opening and/or coUapsing. 

Step 1: 

Object borders or other parts which could suffer occlusion, normally could be found 
by examination of the texture, as the luminance valúes on object borders mostly differ 
from their environment. So, node points which are not placed on borders are discarded 
from the beginning, because probably two equal MV's would be obtained. Therefore, 
the texture gradient is calculated in every node point and then one of 32 predefined 
masks (see Figure 2.17) is assigned for motion estimation. Actually, each of the masks in 
Figure 2.17 represent four different masks, including it's opposite and shifted versions, 
depending if the node point lies on the object or besides (see Figure 2.18). 
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Algorithm: 

1. Calcúlate the variance of the texture in a región of 5x5 pixels 
around every no de point. 

2. Obtain the significant gradients in an área of 3x3 around the node 
point with the Sobel operator: 

^ i j 

Calcúlate the mean angle ¡p, variance of magnitudes a^ and thresh-
old T = (p + a from the obtained array of 9 elements.. 

3. If the texture variance is lower than 140.0 and the threshold T 
lower than 20.0, there is no edge. 

4. Else the mean gradient is calculated as a weighted average of the 
gradient angles: 

25 

f = J2('Pi * 
Y:9' 

5. Determine on which "side" the node point is lying, i.e. on the 
object or on the background, by calculating the difference to the 
next neighbour in direction of the obtained gradient. Then select 
the two half masks (out of 32 see Figure 2.18) which belong to the 
gradient (ranges see Figure 2.17) such that the half mask on the 
side with the smaller gradient includes the node point. 
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Figure 2.17: Classification of motion vectors into eight different cases (O +-12.25, 22.5 
+- 12.25 etc. Grey pixels illustrate estimated object región, white pixels background. 
For each of these cases four different search matrices are created as shown in Figure 2.18. 
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Two pixel matching masks if node points on object 

Gray = object, example for matrix matching gradients around 22.5*. 

Figure 2.18: Example masks for matching gradients around 22.5 deg. Above: node point 
is lying beside the object, below: node point is on the object. (Grey = object). 
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Step 2: 

Calcúlate one MV with each of the selected half masks (MVQ, MVb) and one with the 
MI mask {MVfuii). 
Obtain: 

• the magnitude of each MV {maga, i^o,9b: '¡^o.gfuii) 

• the angle of each MV {anga, angí,, angfuii) 

• the matching error for each MV (erra, err^, errfun) 

• difference of matching error between two "half" MV's (Ag 
ABS{erra — erri,)). 
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Step 3: 

A magnitude of 1.42 {\/2) is equivalent to the displacement of one pixel in each direction 
and thus equalized to zero. 

• Case [magfuii <= 1.42): 
The node point is classified to be on BG. Set its MV to zero. 

• Case {maga V magt <— 1.42): 
The node point is classified to be on UB. 
Check if the non-zero MV is valid by comparing the texture gradi
ente at origin and destination. If there is no more than 25 degrees 
difí'erence, the edge should be the same. If not, check the match 
error. If it's below < 10. it could be a lateral point, so it will also 
be classified as lying on UB. If the matching error is higher, this 
point should not move and will be classified to be on BG. 

• Case {maga A magb <— 1.42): 
Decide if the point lies on an UO, O, BTBC or OTBC: 
Compare the matching errors of both vectors: 

IF the difí'erence is greater than 5 or one of the errors higher 
than 10, the node point is classified to lie on BTBC because 
the MV different to zero seems to be a wrong hit. 

ELSE Compare the angles of the MVs. 

IF the difference between the angles is smaller than 12 
deg., a second test for UB is made: 

IF the difference of one of the texture gradients at 
origin and hit is smaller than 25, the node point is 
classified as UB (Possibly the mask for matching the 
BG part included part of the object). 
ELSE this node point is classified to be placed on a O. 

ELSE this node point is classified to be placed on an UO. 

In all situations of UB and UO, the mesh will be opened, i.e. the node point in the refer-
ence frame results in two nodes in the actual frame. The specified valúes for thresholds 
are still totally heuristic and should be substituted by generic procedures in a future 
work. Also the classification process is only a first proposal and has to be refined. 
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Step 4: 

• UB or UO: 
Add a node point to both (reference and actual) vértex lists, such 
that the original point appears duplicated in the reference list and 
split in the actual list. The calculated MV is assigned to the original 
node and the MV of the duplicated node point is set to zero. See 
Figure 2.19 bottom right. 

• BTBC or OTBC: 
Créate an additional node point at origin + MV in the list of ref
erence vértices and set its MV to zero. Assign the MV with lower 
matching error to the original node point. As a consequence, both 
node points fall into one in the actual frame and the mesh coUapses. 
See Figure 2.19 bottom left. 

Preliminary results show that it is very difScult to classify the node points correctly 
and in spite of the already very complex process, there have been found many cases 
which need special handlings. Concludingly can be said that, although the presented 
idea seems to be very interesting, the approach to solve it is still too "simple", i.e. much 
more sophisticated methods for the determination of feature vectors for the classification 
of MV's are necessary. 

Nevertheless it is proposed to solve the following problems in a future work to get more 
meaningful results: 

1. Improvement of MV classification. 

2. Decisión about how to break the triangle mesh up: 
When a node point is classified to be positioned on UB, it is still not clear, which 
of the triangles it is a vértice of, keep the same and where new triangles should 

appear. In fact, if a vértex belongs to n triangles, there are „ possibilities to 

split up the mesh. Therefore, the adjacent vértices have to be examined to find 
groups of node points with the same classification and though get the possibility 
to correct wrong classified nodes and to perform a correct split. 

3. Resolution of situations where node points are "crossed". 
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Initially selected node points in frame k Conventional triangulation over displaced 
node points in frame k+1 

, . -'• MV classified as BTBC 

o additional reference point for 
mesh collapsing 

-'•^ MV classified as UB 
o duplicated reference point for 

mesh opening 

Figure 2.19; Opening and collapsing meshes through motion discontinuities. 
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Chapter 3 

Adaptive prediction error transform 
coding 

3.1 Introduction 

The former chapter described the mesh construction, motion estimation and compensa-
tion process and two applications which are important in this environment. The next 
step for a complete video processing is the transform of the prediction error image and 
the coding of the obtained transform coefficients. As already stated in Chapter 1, due to 
subjective and objective quahty reasons, we opted for the DWT as best transform for a 
mesh-based prediction. Now, as the main concern of this work is the special treatment 
of certain image regions with higher importance (above all in view of bit rate allocation), 
the question arises if this transform could be adapted easily to arbitrarily formed regions 
or objects and if this also would be the most adequate method in view of coding quahty 
and efficiency. 

In the literature, various approaches in this context can be found. At the beginning, when 
the DCT was still the mainly used transform method for image and video compression, 
there have been several proposals for SA-DCT (shape adaptive DCT) algorithms, the 
pioneer work was proposed by Sikora et al. [Sik95a, Sik95c], later similar approaches then 
have been presented in [Kau97, Wu97, Moo97]. Although these techniques improved the 
coding efficiency a lot (see efficiency study in [Sik95b]), they involve a lot of disadvantages 
as will be lined out in detall in Section 3.4. Consequently, when the DWT was a new 
upcoming possibility which achieved at least a better subjective quality, it was self evident 
to intend also an adaptation to arbitrarily shaped regions. The first works for region-
based wavelet transform have been presented in parallel by Katata et al. [Kat97] (object 

51 
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wavelet transform (OWT)) and S. Li and W. Li [Li97b] (shape adaptive DWT (SA-
DWT)) who also worked together in the MPEG-4 core experiment 03 [Ito97], and also 
by J. Li and S. Lei [Li97a] in form of a proposal for MPEG-4 which has been published 
afterwards in [Li98] (arbitrary shape wavelet transform with phase alignment (ASWP)). 
Later foUowed various applications and improvements in [Mer98, Wu99, Kas99] and 
the most recent publications in this environment can be found in [LiOO, EckOl, HwaOl, 
XinOl]. 

For this work, the basic scheme of SA-DWT (originally [Li97b] and adopted by MPEG-4 
[Kau99]) and the embedded zerotree wavelet algorithm (EZW) by Shapiro [Sha93] to
gether with an arithmetic coder [How92], have been adopted and adapted to the special 
necessities of the mesh coder. In this chapter, after a short discussion about the moti-
vation for the coding of regions in this work, the process of region-creation with help of 
the triangle mesh will be described in two basic applications (Section 3.3). Afterwards, 
the theory of SA-DWT (Section 3.4) and zerotree plus arithmetic coding (Section 3.5) 
will be presented with focusing on some important concerns in the environment of región 
processing, which are 

• important details for filter symmetries and the fiddly storage and access problems 
for coeíScients when transforming various regions in one step (Section A.3), 

• adaptation of the zerotree coding to regions. 

Also, for completeness, it is mentioned how chrominance, MV's and other side Informa
tion is coded. 

3.2 Motivation for the transform of regions 

The reasons for transforming and coding individual parts of an image can be induced by 
two main aspects: 

1. The scene has been segmented into regions or objects of diíferent semantics and it 
is desired to treat every part individually, e.g. for scene recomposition, adaptive 
transmission, user interaction etc. 

2. There are certain áreas in the image content, which are of more importance to the 
viewer or which have to be treated with more caution because of other reasons, 
but which are not known a-priory and can vary significantly over the sequence 
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(in number and shape). The intention is here to use the available bit amount 
preferably for these important regions. 

The first reason is evident, and therefore the mainly addressed one by the authors of 
recent publications in region-based video coding. Also MPEG-4 focases only on regions 
with semantically meaningful contents, i.e. objects in the general sense, or in other 
words, the "things" human eyes are separating in the scene. Nevertheless, the second 
possibility could be of even more interest for coding, depending on the application, even 
if the kind of regions is not always tangible. 

Concretely, these regions could be: 

• parts of objects like especiaily coloured or textured áreas which have higher im-
portance (either for the viewer or due to special necessities of a coder); 

• parts of the scene which appear new, as i.e. uncovered background in case of 
motion discontinuities, and have to be intra coded inside a prediction frame; or 
even 

• regions of high prediction error which are desired to code with higher quality to 
achieve e.g. an overall constant quality over the image. 

These are only examples, and will not all be treated in this work. Instead is focused only 
on two of them: 

• áreas of high prediction error, 

• skin colored áreas like face or hands. 

Before continuing, some definitions have to be introduced for clearness: 

1. An área is a connected set of pixels with similar characteristics. 

2. A región can contain one or more áreas. 

3. An object can be formed of one or more regions. 

The skin colored áreas could be viewed as objects in the formerly mentioned general sense, 
but this is not intended here. They are only a special case of the general possibility to 
treat regions with common characteristics, as it is here the color. In this way, it makes it 
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unnecessary to segment exactly the área of e.g. face and hands. If there are some other 
áreas in the image, e.g. a pattern in the wallpaper (as later seen in example images), 
they are treated with the same preference. This could lead to a "waste" of some bits, 
but saves a lot of calculation time which would be needed for the exact location and 
analysis of image contents. 

The processing of áreas with high prediction error arised from the characteristics of 
the prediction error images which are obtained from the kind of sequences addressed in 
this work: If there is no camera movement, the PE image normally contains very little 
information which is concentrated in few coefficients in small regions (here e.g. face área, 
when eyes and/or mouth are opening/closing). In such a situation, the transformation 
of the entire image would result in a fuU matrix that, to achieve an efficient compression, 
has to be reduced by eliminating insignificant coefficients applying some kind of selection 
criteria, which is normally a thresholding. This process, in addition to the quantization, 
eliminates coefficients in arbitrary places and evidently introduces errors in the inverse 
transformation step. 

Applying on the other hand the exclusive transform of the important áreas, it is possible 
to take more advantage of the available bit rate because of two reasons: 

1. The number of coefficients to transmit is smaller. 

2. The significant coefficients are allocated in compact regions and the correlation can 
be exploited. 

For these reasons, a much smaller transformation matrix is obtained and the coding 
results in a finer quantization (the bit amount can be used for less coefficients in a smaller 
range). Furthermore, no coefficients in between others are eliminated, only "outside" a 
defined área, or, in other words, the insignificant coefficients are not only determined by 
a threshold but also by its location. 

3.3 Creation of transform regions 

In the foUowing will be described, how the formerly mentioned regions, containing high 
prediction error or skin colored áreas, are created. Here, and in the future, this approach 
will be referred to as region-in-frame based processing, to distinguish it from standard 
frame-based or object-based processing. 
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3.3.1 Take advantage of the mesh 

As for the object-based mode, the regions are evident, i.e., they already have been 
created in the mesh construction step, in the region-in-frame based mode the concept 
of región arises now, as they are not necessarily related to the image content. The 
regions are exclusively formad of parts of the PE image and, according to the criterion, 
are extracted with help of the image content or not. 

Whatever the criterion of decisión is, the basis to créate a región is always the mesh. 
Using the mesh as an already available partition of the image has three advantages not 
to be scoífed at: 

1. Costly segmentation processes can be avoided. 

2. The regions adapt to the ME/MC process, i.e. possible prediction errors due to the 
placement of triangles could be compensated by the transform coding of exactly 
the same coefficients. 

3. The mesh is known on decoder side, so no shape information has to be transmitted 
as it is impUcitly coded. 

In practice, the triangle mesh, which was constructed over the displaced node points, is 
overlaid over the PE image, and the contents of every triangle which fulfils the desired 
selection criterion is extracted. 

3.3.2 Selection of áreas with high prediction error 

The here presented type of región is created exclusively based on the PE image informa
tion. Therefore, the triangle mesh is overlaid over the PE image, and the variance inside 
every triangle is calculated. Then, every triangle i with a variance af exceeding a certain 
threshold T is selected. The valué of the threshold will be discussed in the foUowing. 

In this way, the number of selected triangles can be very large and it is possible that 
they are distributed very scatteredly, forming many small groups of few triangles. Also 
groups with "holes" can occur, which complicates the transform unnecessarily when the 
holes are small. Therefore, a refinement step has been introduced after the first selection 
of triangles resulting in: 

1. Elimination of all single triangles, i.e. which are surrounded by three not selected 
triangles. Consequently, groups will be formed of at least two triangles with one 
exception: a triangle will not be eliminated, if it is the only existing one. 
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2. Selection of "single holes", i.e. triangles which have not been selected but are 
surrounded by three selected ones. 

The next step is the grouping of the triangles into lists of connected components, i.e. 
with help of a recursive deepest first search, all neighboured triangles are stored in 
a group list: 

For all triangles in the list^ofselected-triangles which share an edge, make a recursive 
deep first search for the neighbours of this element. Before going up again, check if there 
are ungrouped neighbours left (further branch) and then elimínate the grouped element 
from the list. 

Algorithm: 

For all triangles t of the lisLof-selectedJriangles: 

1. If í still not grouped, set it to the first element in the actual group list. 

2. Process a recursive deepest first search for coUecting all neighbours and neighbours 
of neighbours into the same group: 

search_recursive (í, list_of_selected_triangles) 

{ 
(a) For all triangles / of list_of_selected_triangles: 

• if / = í or end of list is reached: continué. 

• else if / = neighbour of t: 

- if / still not contained in temporary group: insert it. 

- else: add the new element to the group and search for its neighbours: 
search_recursive (/, list_of_selected_triangles) 

(b) Elimínate the grouped element from the list. 

(c) Return. 

} 

3. AUocate memory for the actual group list and copy the elements from the tempo
rary list. 

Consequently, one región is obtained which consists in one or more triangle groups, 
where the groups consist in connected sets of triangles (the región does not necessarily 
consist in connected groups). 
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Figures 3.1 and 3.2 are showing examples for the selected error regions with different 
thresholds. In Figure 3.1 the selection is based on the PE image of frame 3 which has 
been predicted from the first intra coded frame. As can be seen, the PE is quite high 
over the whole image, so that a threshold of 100 (see second row) leads to the selection 
of a very large amount of triangles. For T = 500 more or less the áreas of important 
movements (eye, mouth etc.) are captured whereas only few triangles correspond to a 
high T (1000, see last row). Nevertheless, this example is not generally valid. As can 
be seen in Figure 3.2, for the reconstruction of frame 6 from frame 3, T = 100 selects 
the most important error regions, T = 500 instead leads to very few triangles as before 
T = 1000. Consequently, it is important to consider that the reconstruction of the first 
frame of a sequence is not representative, so that the selection of an adequate threshold 
should not base on it. The determination of a general valid threshold is here, as in any 
segmentation tasks, a very difficult and normally heuristically solved matter. In this 
case, after the presented and some other tests, it was decided to fix it for all following 
tests in T = 100 as a good compromise. 

3.3.3 Selection in skin colored áreas 

The creation of regions over skin colored áreas is straightforward: 

1. The original image is segmented by selecting all pixels with a color in the range of 
skin colors (see Section 2.3 about skin color segmentation for mesh design). 

2. The triangle mesh is overlaid over the segmentation mask. 

3. All triangles, which contain at least one pixel with skin color, are selected and 
grouped as above. 

In this way, the shape of the resulting regions has nothing to do with the shape of the 
applied mask, because it is possible that some triangles contain only few pixels with 
skin color due to the fact that triangle edges could cut parts of the border as they do 
not adapt to curves. But this is not important, in contrary, it has the advantage that 
surely all concerning pixels are included and also the surrounding of the face or hand 
áreas is integrated in the preference coding, which avoids a hard separation between 
interesting áreas and the surrounding. In this way also the responsibility of exact node 
point placement is withdrawn from the node point selection process. 

Note: Later, when PSNR valúes are measured and compared, those will refer to only 
the skin colored pixels, i.e. they are obtained with the segmentation mask. Instead, the 
valúes for the high error regions described above, refer exactly to the transformed región. 
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Figure 3.1: Upper row, left: PE image of frame 3 of secuence Akiyo, reconstructed from 
frame 1 (Intra), right: actual mesh of frame 3. FoUowing rows, left: group(s) of triangles 
selected according to variance threshold, right: rest of triangles forming the complement 
región. The selected thresholds are form top to bottom: 100, 500 and 1000. 
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Figure 3.2: Upper row, left: PE image of frame 6 of secuence Akiyo, reconstructed from 
frame 3, right: actual mesh of frame 6. Following rows, left: group(s) of triangles selected 
according to variance threshold, right: rest of triangles forming the complement región. 
The selected thresholds are form top to bottom: 100 and 500. 
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In Figure 3.3 the form of the mesh región created with help of skin colour segmentation 
can be examined. It is obvious that it is considerably bigger than the original face región 
as there have been selected a lot of surrounding triangles. In contrary to the formerly 
described creation of high error regions, this method does not depend on the time instant 
of coding, i.e. the obtained regions will be similar for the first and every following frame, 
only depending on the position of node points. 
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Figure 3.3: Upper row, left: PE image of frame 3 of secuence Akiyo, reconstructed from 
frame O (Intra), right: actual mesh of frame 3. Following rows, left: group of triangles 
selected on skin color áreas, right: rest of triangles forming the BG group. 

3.4 SA-DWT for mesh formed regions 

Considerations about how to transform and code the obtained arbitrarily shaped regions 
and the study of the literature led to the following possibilities: 

1. Extract the región of interest and place it into a bounding rectangle. Transform 
the whole rectangle applying the classical DWT with: 

(a) the pixels outside the región set to zero, 
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(b) the pixels outside the región are filled up with smooth descending gray valúes 
(interpolated from the valúes on the región boundary). 

2. Extrapólate all triangles of a group sequentially to rectangles applying barycentric 
coordinates [Sep98]. Then execute the DWT on the obtained rectangle. 

3. Perform an object wavelet transform (OWT) as proposed by Katata et al. [Kat97] 
and tested in the MPEG - 4 core experiment 0 3 [Ito97]. 

4. Apply the shape adaptive DCT (SA-DCT) from Sikora et al. [Sik95c, Sik95a]. 

5. Adopt the wavelet transform to every row and column of the object as if it would be 
part of a rectangle and achieve in this way a fully exploited shape adaptive DWT 
(SA-DWT). This approach was proposed by J. Li and S. Lei [Li98] and adopted 
by MPEG-4 (proposal [Li97a]). 

The first possibility evidently would not lead to satisfying results because the amount 
of non zero wavelet-coefñcients would be greater than the number of pixels inside the 
triangle, i.e. even in case a) there will appear coefficients outside the triangle shape 
which are necessary for an exact inverse transform. But, as one objective in this work 
is a non-expansive transformation, i.e. the transmission of exactly the same amount 
of coefficients as texture pixels, these coefficients could not be transmitted, which in the 
inverse transformation step would lead to high edge errors. 

The second possibility was proposed by its author in order to avoid the edge eífects of 
block-based schemes, but as it also does not meet the requirement of non-expansiveness 
and besides induces important errors due to interpolation (one vértex of each triangle 
has to be extrapolated to the size of the opposite edge), it is not suitable for this work. 

Possibility 3 is similar to 1 b), as the pixel valúes from the object borders are extrapo
lated to a small región outside the object (the so called padding technique). This process 
is repeated until the whole surrounding rectangular área is filled. Afterwards the extrap
olated región is low-pass filtered and the whole rectangle is transformed with the classical 
wavelet transform. Before the transmission, many coefficients are considered as needless 
and are set to zero, so that a "fattened región" is left, see Figure 3.4 for details. On 
the receiver side, these missing coefficients are interpolated by averaging the surrounding 
coefficients. 

The fourth possibility is the first one which does not transform a whole rectangle but 
concentrates on the exclusive transform of the pixels inside the shape. Here, all DCT 
blocks which are located totally inside the región are transformed in the common way. 
The ones located on the región borders are processed as shown in Figure 3.5 for an 
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Fattend región 

Original región 

ÍA'i4 Preserved coefficients 

Figure 3.4: lUustration of the coding coefScient selection for the object wavelet transform 
proposed by [Kat97]. 

8x8 pixel example-block. This approach on one hand departs from the desired wavelet 
transform and on the other hand looses the horizontal and vertical correlation between 
pixels as the columns and lines have to be shifted and reordered. 

Finally, the last possibility seems to be the only useful one for the requirements in this 
work, as it has got important advantages over the others: 

• The transform is non-expansive, i.e. the number of coefficients is equal to the 
number of pixels inside the shape. 

• No sharp transitions on región borders appear, so no errors are introduced through 
transformation. 

• The spatial correlation between pixels is fully exploited. 

• Locality properties of the wavelet transform and self-similarity across sub-bands 
are well preserved. 

• For a rectangular región, the SA-DWT becomes identical to the conventional DWT. 

• Results in the literature show that SA-DWT always achieves better coding effi-
ciency than other schemes [LiOO]. 
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Figure 3.5: lUustration of the successive steps to perform a SA-DCT as proposed in 
[Sik95c, Sik95a]. 

Unless it implies a quite more diíRcult implementation than the former mentioned meth-
ods because of the different cases of even and odd length segments and filters, it is decided 
to adopt for this work. 

3.4.1 Global algorithm 

In the following, the global transformation process, as it is included in the here studied 
scheme, is lined out, supposing that the regions which are to be transformed are created 
by applying the "high error" criterion, i.e. triangles are selected where the energy of the 
error image is high. This can be replaced by other methods without loss of generality 
when the objectives are diíTerent (e.g. object or face coding). 

To avoid errors due to overlapping pixels, the whole transformation process is not oriented 
on single triangles but groups of triangles which form the arbitrarily shaped región. In 
Figure 3.6, the process is illustrated for one group and one decomposition level. 
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Figure 3.6: lUustration of the transformation (1 level) of one group of triangles. 
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Forward Transformation: 

1. Triangle selection and grouping as described in 3.3.2. 

2. For each group g of triangles 

(a) Calcúlate the size {row x cois) of the bounding box of g and créate an auxiliary 
image {transformjrame) with this size. 

(b) Sean g for horizontal and vertical shape Information and store the start and 
end positions of every line and column. 

(c) Extract the content inside the shape and copy it into the transform-frame. 

(d) For each decomposition level i (starting with 1): 

i. Créate transform sub-images of the transformjrame (= LL{g)o): 
L{g)é, H{g)e: {rows x (co/s + l)/2); 
LL{g)¿, LH{g)i, HL{g)¿ and HH{g)¿: {{rows + l ) /2 x {cois + l ) /2). 

ii. Perform Horizontal Analysis^ oi LL{g)¿-i. 

iii. Perform Vertical Analysis^ of L{g)i. Output: LL{g)¿, LH{g)¿. 

iv. Perform Vertical Analysis^ of H{g)¿. Output: HL{g)i, HH{g)¿. 

V. Compose the coefficients oí LL{g)¿, LH{g)e, HL{g)¿ and HH{g)¿ into the 
"real" transform images of the entire frame LLi, LH¿, HL¿ and HH¿ as 
illustrated in Figure 3.6 for the first level. In the composed transform 
image, all coefficients finally appear as in the decomposition image of the 
standard DWT. The LL{g) image is not composed but reused for further 
levéis until the last level is reached. 

Evidently, all groups have to be processed with the same number of decomposition levéis, 
if not, coefficients of other groups are overwritten. 

^See detailed algorithm in Section A.3 
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Inverse Transformation: 

1. Receive side information about the transformed groups of triangles (num-
ber of groups and índices of the triangles in the groups). 

2. For each group g of triangles: 

(a) Calcúlate the size of the bounding box and créate a trans-
formjrame. 

(b) Sean g for horizontal and vertical shape information and store start 
and end positions of every line and column. 

(c) For every decomposition level t 

i. Créate transform images in sub-sizes of the transform-frame 
and extract their content from the composed transform image. 

ii. Vertical Synthesis of LL{g)i and LH{g)i. Output: L{g)¿. 

iii. Vertical Synthesis of HL{g)¿ and HH{g)¿. Output: H{g)¿. 

iv. Horizontal Synthesis L[g)¿ and H{g)i. Output: LL{g)¿^i. 

V. Compose the result of this group into the total frame LL^+i. 

As the details of filtering, symmetric extensions and peculiarities of applying diíferent 
filters (even and odd length) on diíferent segments (length, location) are very specific 
and not crucial for the further understanding of the thesis, but on the other hand of 
high importance for everybody who wants to continué the work in this field, they are 
described precisely in the Appendix A. 

3.4.2 Examples for different región transforms 

In the foUowing it is intended to show the effects of coding diíferent sequences with 
different kinds of regions. As will be seen, the image content is highly important for the 
correct determination of a threshold for the selection of triangles. 

Figure 3.7 shows the time instant of coding the 6th frame as a prediction from the 3rd 
ene of the sequence Akiyo, coded at 24 kb/s and 10 f/s. Besides the original frames, 
the actual mesh, the extracted high error región for T — 100, the 4 level SA-DWT's for 
the error and the complementary región and the PE image in contrast to the inversely 
transformed and composed error regions are shown. The frame has been coded with the 
later presented fixed bit rate distribution mode (see Section 4.5.1) which assigns 80% of 
the available bit amount to the selected preference región. Figure 3.8 depicts the same 
time instant but here the preferably coded región was created with help of skin color 
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segmentation. It can be seen that the coded error región is more compact in this case, 
so that the bits can be spent more efíiciently in the face región. The coding results for 
this example are: 

Threshold overall quality región quality 
100 

skin color 
36.20 dB 
36.32 dB 

32.65 dB 
31.43 dB 

showing no significant difference for the overall quality, just a bit better coded high error 
región. 

In Figure 3.9 the same example is shown for the sequence Silent, a video which demon-
strates sign language. Here, in contrast to the sequence Akiyo, the difference is quite 
large, as several facts are complicating the región selection: 

1. The background of the image is quite colourful and contains parts which are very 
similar to skin color. 

2. The background is very detailed (but without important details) which leads to 
wrong motion estimations and a "waste" of mesh node points in still BG áreas. 

3. The motion in the scene is faster than in the formerly tested one, as arms and 
hands of the person are moving. Though, with the selected frame rate, there are 
appearing large áreas with completely new image contenta. 

Consequently, the selection of high error regions with the same threshold as before leads 
to a very large región, almost the whole image is selected. Instead, the selection of skin 
colored regions leads to compact áreas which cover the, for the viewer, important image 
contents. The coding results prove that in this case the skin error regions are the better 
selection: 

Threshold overall quality región quality 
100 

skin color 
30.98 dB 
29.10 dB 

30.02 dB 
34.24 dB 

Unless the overall quality in the second case is nearly 2 dB lower, the skin región is coded 
splendidly, which can also be confirmed by subjective impression. 
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Figure 3.7: Illustration of región transform for high error regions with T = 100 for 
sequence Akiyo. First row: frames 3 and 6. Second row: actual mesh and extracted 
región containing 6 triangle groups. Third row: Forward 4 level SA-DWT for the selected 
and the complementary región. Last row: Original and reconstructed frame error. 
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Figure 3.8: lUustration of región transform for high error regions with skin color seg-
mentation for sequence Akiyo. First row: frames 3 and 6. Second row: actual mesh and 
extractad región containing 6 triangle groups. Third row: Forward and inverse 4 level 
SA-DWT for the selected región. Last row: Forward and inverse 4 level SA-DWT for 
the complement región. (The right image contains already the composition of the results 
of inverse transformation for both regions.) 
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Figure 3.9: Illustration of región transform for high error regions with T = 100 and skin 
color selection for sequence Silent. First row: frames 12, 15 and actual mesh. Second 
row: PE image, selected región with T = 100 and decoded image. Last row: PE image, 
selected región with skin color and decoded image. The resulting quality for the decoded 
image in case T = 100 is 30.98 dB and 30.02 dB for the high error región. In case of skin 
color regions it is 29.10 dB and 34.24 dB for the skin región. 
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3.5 Zerotree and arithmetic coding 

This chapter addresses the important topic of coding the coefficients of the transformed 
PE image (both luminance and chrominance) as well as the motion vectors efñciently 
for transmission. Nevertheless, this chapter will be kept concise, as in this part very few 
new ideas are added to the whole scheme. 

For this work, the most straight forward decisión was to adopt the EZW (Embedded 
Zerotree Wavelet) algorithm introduced by Shapiro et al. [Sha93] because of the following 
characteristics: 

• The implementation is direct and simple. 

• 

• 

The algorithm has been optimized for the quantization of coefficients obtained by 
transforms, especially DWT. Also the coefficients resulting from a DCT can be 
transformed without problems (see description in Section 3.5.3). 

No training ñor prior knowledge of the source is required. The coding used here 
[Wit87] attempts to be universal by incorporating all learning into the bit stream, 
this is accomplished by the exclusive use of arithmetic coding. 

The resulting code is embedded, i.e. the bits in the bit stream are generated in 
order of importance which leads to high precisión in the number of assigned bits, 
as the encoding process can be halted at any arbitrary point allowing to meet a 
target rate or target distortion exactly. 

The produced bit stream can be used entirely by the decoder or decoding can be 
interrupted at any desired point, allowing decoding at any desired bit rate less than 
or equal to the encoded rate. 

Resulting from these features, the following advantages arise: 

• The EZW bit stream is quality and computation scalable at both encoder and 
decoder side independently. 

• It is possible to display intermedíate states of images during transmission. 

• Bit rate control is simplified. 

• The encoding has a certain error robustness, as a usable full size image can be 
decoded up to a possible transmission error. 
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Consequently, this kind of encoding is very useful for the here studied scheme, as the bit 
rate distribution is basically controlled by quality targets (see the next Chapter 5). 

The general structure for coding luminance, chrominance, motion vectors and other side 
information is shown in Figure 3.10. 

The resulting bit stream has a structure as illustrated in Figure 3.11. After a main 
header containing general information about the sequence (size, coded frame rate etc.), 
chrominance is coded and transmitted as very first information of the frame, indepen-
dently from the luminance component and preceded by a frame header which contains 
parameters for the inverse wavelet transform (exponents to calcúlate initial thresholds 
for zerotree de-quantization and mean valúes in case of intra coded frames). It was de-
cided to do so (and not to include it into the embedded bit stream as e.g. proposed in 
[PopOO]), because in case of región processing, the chrominance data is not needed to 
be treated in form of regions like the luminance data (see explanation and some more 
details about its coding in Section 3.5.5) and through the sepárate coding it is possible 
to assign every desired bit amount to color which is highly important in low bit rate 
environments, where a higher percentage should be used for the luminance coding. Also, 
the composition of the bit stream was intended to be general, i.e. the structure should 
be the same for frame-based, region-in-frame based or object-based processing. On the 
other hand, a resulting inconvenience is that, in case of a corrupted bit stream, the less 
important color information reaches the decoder before the luminance information, but 
this could be easily resolved by buffering the chrominance data and transmitting it as 
the tail of every frame data. The important fact is to process it previously to luminance 
to avoid that color is not coded in some frames. 

FoUowing the chrominance coding, the luminance data is processed and, depending on 
the mode, transmitted in form of blocks per región. In frame mode, this means only one 
block, preceded by a región header which contains the parameters for decoding (same 
as chrominance) and the MV's in case of predicted frames. 

When objects or regions are handled, the MV and luminance coding is processed in a 
loop over all regions, resulting in individual blocks with individual región headers. Nev-
ertheless, in case of region-in-frame based coding the necessary lists of triangles forming 
the especially coded región (remind Section 3.3) are transmitted as side information 
before the región blocks (see details in Section 3.5.4). 

In the foUowing, the concept of zerotrees is shortly introduced, the basic algorithm of 
the EZW is outlined and the coding of the significance maps foUowed by a successive 
approximation quantizer (SAQ) are described. Special emphasis is laid then on the 
adaptation of the algorithm to regions, as in this work the process of arbitrarily shaped 
regions is of main importance. 
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Figure 3.10: Order of coding luminance and chrominance information and motion vec-
tors. The details of "Zerotree Loop" are shown in the structure chart in Figure 3.14. 
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Figure 3.11: Bit stream composition in case of chrominance coding for I- and P-frames, 
depending on transform type. The main header contains general information about the 
sequence as size, coded frame rate etc., the individual frame and región header(s) contain 
the exponents necessary to calcúlate the thresholds for zerotree de-quantization, mean 
valúes for the IDWT in case of I-Frames and MV's in case of P-Frames. 
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It is also shortly outlined how the coeíEcients obtained by DCT can be processed in 
a similar way as DWT coefScients and, afterwards, one section is spent on coding of 
MV's and side information and one on chrominance coding. Finally, the last section of 
this chapter presents some comparative results between full frame DWT and SA-DWT 
coding. 

3.5.1 Compression of wavelet coefñcients using zerotrees 

The concept of the EZW, is based on the following main features: 

W avelet: A compact multi resolution representation of the source data (DWT or 
another hierarchical sub-band decomposition). 

Z erotree: A compact multi resolution representation of binary maps indicating the 
positions of the significant coefñcients {significance maps). Hereby, insignificant 
coefiicients (zero valué due to quantization) are efñciently represented by zerotrees 
across scales. 

E mbedded code: A prioritization protocol which determines the ordering of impor-
tance of the coefficients which are coded efñciently applying adaptive multilevel 
arithmetic coding which can be stopped whenever a target is met. 

The zerotree- and arithmetic coding are lined out shortly in the following. 

3.5.1.1 Zerotree coding 

Wavelet coefñcients are organized in a sub-band structure whereby every coefficient at a 
given scale (with exception of the highest frequency sub-band) can be related to a set of 
four coefñcients at the next finer scale. This leads to the definition of parent/child (or 
ancestor/descendant) trees (see example in Figure 3.12 a) ) where a child is defined as a 
coefñcient of the same orientation in the same spatial location as the parent but situated 
at a finer scale. 

The quantization step leads to a huge amount of coefñcients which are zero with respect 
to a given threshold T (xg = O if \x\ < T), and the finer the scale, the more there are. 
These coeflñcients are called insignificant and are correlated across the scales, i.e. usually 
an insignificant coefficient also has insignificant children, which is the key for the efñcient 
coding of the tree: if the scanning of the significance map is performed from parents to 
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Figure 3.12: a) Hierarchical sub-band structure with an example of parent (black) child 
(grey) dependency, b) scanning order for coefficients. 

children as shown in Figure 3.12 b) (no child node is scanned before its parent), the tree 
can be coded with an alphabet of only three symbols: 

1. root of a zerotree (RZT): all children are zero and this element is no child itself, 

2. isolated zero (IZ): there is some significant descendent, and 

3. significant. 

In practice, this is translated to an alphabet of four symbols to include the sign of the 
significant coeflficients: 

POS Positive significant, |rz;| > T and a; > 0. 
NEG Negativa significant, |2;| > T and a; < 0. 
IZ Isolated zero, |x| < T but some descendent is significant. 
RZT Root of a zerotree, |a;| < T for this coefíicient and all descendants. 

For the lowest sub-bands which do not have descendants, an alphabet of only three 
symbols is used, where IZ and RZT are unified in one symbol Z (zero). This shows 
how zerotree coding can efficiently encode a significance map of wavelet coefficients by 
predicting the absence of significant Information through scales, as it is far easier to 
predict insignificant than significant details across scales. 
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3.5.1.2 Successive approximation 

To achieve the embedded coding of the coeíRcients which can be stopped at any time, the 
formerly described zerotree scanning is applied sequentially for decreasing significance 
thresholds (Tp+i = Tp/2) until the current bit budget is consumed or a target quality 
is reached. Such a pass over the whole image for one threshold is called dominant pass 
which results in a 

• dominant list (containing the coordinates of the coefficients not yet found to be 
significant) and a 

• subordínate list (containing the magnitudes of the significant coefficients). 

The dominant pass is followed by a subordínate pass which scans the subordinate Hst 
and adds one precisión bit to the significant coefficients indicating if it is placed in the 
upper or lower half of the uncertainty interval formed of the same length as the current 
threshold (see example in Figure 3.13). 

precisión bit = O 

Upper half j Lowfrhalf 

256 192 128 64 32 

quantization current 
valué threshold 

Figure 3.13: Example for coding of a coefíicient with valué 167.53 applying successive 
approximation. Its coded valué will be 192 with the precisión bit "O". 

The coarse structure chart of this coding process is shown in Figure 3.14. 

3.5.1.3 Arithmetic coding 

Arithmetic coding is widely used as a final step in complex compression systems and has 
emerged as an important compression tool over the last decade. As it is now the method 
of cholee for adaptive coding on multi-symbol alphabets because of its speed, low storage 
requirements, and efíiciency of compression, is was also decided to implement it in the 
here studied coder model to reduce the statistic redundancy of the zerotree generated 
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Figure 3.14: Algorithmic structure for zerotree coding. 
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symbols and the motion vectors. In contrast to Huffman coding (which in general is 
not optimal) it does not need a training phase to calcúlate the statistics and adapts 
automatically to the probabilities without estimation of the model parameters. 

The here implemented coder is the one presented by Howard et al. [How92]. It is a mod-
ification of the algorithm of Witten et al. [Wit87] (also used in [Sha93]) which provides 
an arithmetic coding with incremental transmission. Further, it permits an implementa-
tion with integer arithmetic and does not need the knowledge about probabilities of the 
symbols in the alphabet, instead an adaptive source model is used. 

The fact that in this part very small alphabets (2, 3 or 4 symbols) are treated is a real 
advantage for the arithmetic coder, as all probabilities typically occur with a reasonably 
measurable frequency. This allows an algorithm with a short memory to learn quickly 
and constantly track changing symbol probabilities. 

The adaptive models for the alphabets are simple histograms, initialized with valué "one" 
and incremented with every arriving symbol. When the sum of all counts reaches the 
máximum possible integer, all counts are divided by two. 

Normally, adaptive models are initialized at the beginning of the arithmetic coding, but 
there are various possibilities of re-initialization, e.g. at the beginning of a frame, a 
dominant pass, a decomposition level or sub-band. After some performance tests it was 
decided to initialize it only once at the beginning of the sequence as this performed best. 

3.5.2 Adaptation to shapes 

When regions of arbitrary shape are treated, as it happens in object-based or region-
in-frame based processing (frame-based ME/MC combined with region-based transform 
coding), also the coding algorithm should adapt to the shape which endoses the coef-
ficients to reach higher efíiciency, i.e. it would be optimal if the number of encoded 
coefñcients would be the same as the number of pixels inside the región. Also, having 
reached this feature by applying a SA-DWT which does not increase the number of 
coefñcients with respect to the number of pixels, it would be some kind of useless to 
increase it again in the encoding step. Nevertheless, this is only possible, if the región 
shape is known on decoder side, but therefore bits would be lost on shape coding! So, 
the question is to trade off between two possibilities: 

1. Code the shape Information and restrict the EZW to the coefficients inside the 
shape [Li97b, LiOO]. 

2. Intégrate the coding of shape Information into the EZW by introducing don't care 
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trees [Kas99]. 

The first possibility is straight forward and certainly the most adequate method in case of 
object-based coding, when the shape has to be coded and transmitted anyway. Therefore, 
the authors propose to treat all out of boundary nodes in the LL sub-band (called don't 
care vahes) as zero (Z) valúes but without coding them. Nevertheless, the children, 
which have also Z valúes by definition, have to be scanned and coded as zerotree root 
symbols. Unfortunately, this leads to the disadvantage that four zerotree root symbols 
have to be coded instead of one. 

In contrast, the second method directly treats the don't care vahes in the LL sub-band 
as roots of don't care trees and codes them with a fifth symbol (DCR) which has to be 
added to the coding alphabet. Doing so, the shape Information is implicitly coded and 
does not have to be transmitted separately. This has the great advantage that shape is 
also embedded into the bit stream which makes it compact and fuUy rate scalable. 

The situation in the here studied mesh-based coder is still something different from the 
ones supposed in the above mentioned publications. In case of region-in-frame based 
processing, the shape of the selected regions is a necessary Information for the decoder 
but does not require a complex shape coding as the mesh is fuUy known (it is constructed 
on decoder side in the same way as by the encoder, see Section 2.2) and only the list 
of triangles per región has to be transmitted. This makes it possible not to code out 
of boundary vahes at all (neither in the LL sub-band, ñor in the lower level bands). 
Nevertheless it should be estimated whether if the coding of don't care trees would lead 
to a lower bit amount than needed by the coding of triangle lists. 

Unfortunately, the optimal solution could not have been found out before finishing the 
dissertation, so meanwhile the list of triangles is coded and transmitted as will be de-
scribed in Section 3.5.4, while the coeíScients falling outside the región boundary are 
marked and not coded. Through rough estimations, this solution also seems to be the 
more efficient one. 

Other approaches found in the latest publications are solving the problem in different 
ways. 

Hwang et al. [HwaOl] e.g. proposed a shape adaptive zerotree coding (SA-ZTC) with an 
efficient one pass algorithm. Therefore, a shape mask decomposition is used and apart 
from zero trees also non-zero trees are created and coded. 

Instead, Xing et al. [XinOl] found a method to enhance the efficiency of the SA-DWT 
algorithm with computationally more efficient lifting implementation. Afterwards, the 
transformed object coefScients are quantized and entropy encoded with a partial bit-
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plañe embedded coder which does not use the conventional zerotree assumption. The 
presented coder has been named video object wavelet coder (VOW). 

Summarizingly can be said that the investigation in this área still has not reached its 
Umits, there are a lot of open possibiHties and many starting points for future work. 

3.5.3 Zerotree coding of DCT coefficients 

The DCT option was included mainly for comparisons, both for subjective and objec-
tive quahty, so it was important to code the coefficients in a similar way while keeping 
the algorithmic eíFort small. The best solution was to take benefit from using the same 
EZW coding algorithm for both types of coefficients, which can be achieved easily by re-
arranging the DCT coefficients in a similar sub-band structure as the wavelet coefficients 
[Mon97a]. In this way, also the advantage of achieving an embedded and progressive 
bit stream is kept. The results in [Mon97a] even showed that the combination of the 
near optimum de-correlation of the DCT with the efficient significance map coding of 
the zerotree data structure even outperforms the zerotree wavelet scheme for still im
ages. Nevertheless, in our scheme, the DWT gains, as some basic results in Chapter 5, 
Section 5.1, which have also been published in [EckOO], are demonstrating. 

The necessary rearrangement of the DCT coefficients is achieved by assorting them in a 
similar spatial orientation and frequency, see illustration for an 8 x 8 block in Figure 3.15. 
The resulting image looks very similar to a wavelet transformed image (see Figure 3.15, 
right) where the number of "levéis" is determined by the size of the DCT blocks. After 
this reorganization, zerotree coding and quantization can be applied in the same way as 
for wavelet coefficients. 

3.5.4 Coding of motion vectors and side information 

The motion vectors are coded as header information for every frame or, in case of SA-
DWT, every región. The same arithmetic coding as for the wavelet coefficients is used, 
but with less efficiency, because the "alphabet", which consists in the range of possible 
vectors, is much bigger. With half pixel precisión and a máximum vector of 10 pixels in 
each direction (horizontal and vertical), the alphabet contains 40 symbols. This can be 
easily reduced introducing a predictive step, i.e. by coding of diíTerential MV's, which 
would increase the alphabet size (the máximum possible difference between two vectors 
is twice the maximally allowed displacement, so the alphabet would contain 80 symbols) 
but on the other hand lead to a much more compact probability function, i.e. the most 
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Figure 3.15: lUustration of the composition of transform coefficients. Left: DCT coef-
ficients reordered in a similar sub-band structure as resulting from wavelet transform. 
Right: Example of DCT with 8 x 8 blocks and subsequently re-organized coeíRcients. 

coded valúes will be situated between zero and few pixels. 

The only side Information which has to be transmitted in the environment of the here 
studied coder model consists of the triangle lists describing the regions that are selected 
for preference coding in case of region-in-frame based processing. These lists could 
contain theoretically any number of triangles, depending on the total amount of mesh 
points, size of skin colorad regions or the selected threshold for selection of high error 
regions. But generally, using the proposed amount of 100 mesh node points and one of 
the here proposed modes, skin color or high error segmentation with a médium threshold, 
the amount of triangles would be around 50 - 200. 

For the encoding of this Information in the most efíicient and simplest way, diíferent 
possibilities have been opened: 

1. Take advantage of the existing arithmetic coder and code the lists with an alphabet 
containing the same number of symbols as triangles exist. 

2. Transmit the list of triangles as a binary chain, marking a triangle as ONE if it 
pertains to the región, and ZERO in the contrary case. This opens three coding 
possibilities: 

(a) Code the chain with the arithmetic encoder using an alphabet of two symbols. 

(b) Pre-process the chain with a run-length coding step and send the resulting 
chain with the arithmetic encoder using the same alphabet as in option 1. 

(c) Send the chain directly as a ZERO/ONE bitstream. 
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Some basic tests have been performed to find out the most adequate solution, which 
leads to the following results: 

Method 

Integer list - arithm. 
Binary chain - arithm. 
Run length 3 - arithm. 
Binary chain - direct 

skin color: 
75/200 tgls 

600 
192 
360 
200 

TlOO, frame 3: 
177/200 tgls 

1456 
248 
296 
200 

TlOO, frame 6: 
37/200 tgls 

296 
176 
288 
200 

average 
code length 

8.0 
2.9 
4.7 
3.0 

Table 3.1: Necessary bits for encoding of side Information with different methods. 

Evidently, the first method is the most inefficient, due to the huge alphabet needed for 
the arithmetic coder it leads to an average word length of 8 bit. The coding of the binary 
chain is more efficient in every of the three options. Nevertheless, the run-length code 
shows that it works the better, the smaller the number of selected triangles is and the 
more compactly they are stored in the triangle list. Here it has to be pointed out that 
the spatial distribution has nothing to do with the order in the triangle list which was 
created by the criteria of the triangulation algorithm. In the average, this option leads 
to the worst result. The directly coding of the binary chain results in a constant bit 
amount, as the total number of triangles in the list remains the same in this example. 
Here, in the average, some bits can be gained by application of a 2 symbol alphabet for 
the arithmetic coder, so finally option 2 a) is decided to be the most efficient one for this 
work. 

3.5.5 Chrominance coding 

The coding of chrominance Information is important for the performance of simulations 
which are as cióse as possible to real coding environments, concerning bit rate constraints 
and subjective quality. Anyhow, it is of small interest for the objectives regarding object 
or región processing pursued in this work, because applying the proposed techniques 
separately to chrominance data in the same way as to luminance data would slow down 
the calculation time considerably. Nevertheless it would not produce significantly better 
results because of the small importance of color in the HVS. 

The part of chrominance coding has been separated entirely from the luminance cod
ing, which on one hand results in a clearer code and on the other hand permits easier 
parameter-handling and more precise analyses of time consume, bit consume and cod
ing quality. In both transform cases for luminance (DWT and SA-DWT), chrominance 
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information is transformed as a rectangular frame with DWT, applying the same filter 
as for luminance with the only difference that the máximum number of decomposition 
levéis is one less than for luminance because of the sub-sampled color information in the 
used 4:2:0 sequences. 

Instead of coding the luminance and chrominance information sequentially and without 
restriction, a new control parameter has been introduced which permits to stop chromi
nance coding in the moment 

1. a certain quality is achieved or 

2. a fixed percentage of the bit budget is exhausted. 

This idea was guided by the knowledge that the color information is of lower importance 
for the HVS than the luminance part and therefore subjectively excellent quality results 
could be obtained by coding with quality restriction. Therefore, as in the later described 
RC moda based on target distortions (RC-PSNR), the average PSNR of the U and V 
components 

, PSNR_U + PSNR_V 
Chrom.qual = 

is checked after every dominant pass. 

In the here performed tests, the minimum target to be reached has been fixed to only 
25 dB, which is the lowest acceptable quality for a human eye, unless it is generally 
exceeded by coding only one pass and reaches normally about 40 dB. 

Interesting results have been obtained comparing the coding control for chrominance 
with a "bit-target" and a "quality-target" (see Figs. 3.16 and 3.17): If chrominance is 
coded with a constant bitrate (in this example 15% of the frame budget), the resulting 
average quality (defined as above) can be worse than if it is coded with a constant quality 
target which finally needs fewer bits (here around 12% of bitrate determining a target 
quality of 35 dB). 
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Figure 3.17: Akiyo @ 24kb/s, lOf/s with I-frame @ ISkbit and chrominance @ 35dB. 





Chapter 4 

Optimized bit allocation for múltiple 
regions 

4.1 Introduction 

Without adequate bit allocation strategies it is impossible to bring out the best per
formance of any kind of región processing, no matter how complicated it is. Due to 
unstable transmission systems, low channel capacities, or special characteristics of the 
video content, it could be of high importance to code certain áreas with higher or lower 
quality than others to save bits in regions of less importance for the viewer and so take 
best advantage of the bit rate. 

In this work, three algorithms, which build a good basis for comparisons, have been 
developed to investigate diíferent allocation strategies. To see all possible differences, 
they have been implemented for frame-based coding as well as for region-in-frame based 
and object-based coding, although in the latter tiny differences were necessary, as will 
be explained later in detall. 

After a general overview of the three investigated allocation strategies and their char
acteristics, Section 4.3 will introduce the method of rate distortion modelling necessary 
for one of the strategies. Then the algorithms are described in detall for frame-based 
transform coding in Section 4.4 and afterwards for the region-based adaptation in Sec
tion 4.5. Some particular tests results (preliminary results have already been published 
in [EckOl]) are presented in the individual sections, whereas comparative results for the 
whole scheme can be found in Chapter 5. 

87 
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4.2 General bit allocation strategies 

As illustrated in Figure 4.1, múltiple combinations between ME/MC and transform 
coding are opening through the lines of investigation pursued in this work. The error 
image obtained by frame-based ME/MC can either be transformed as full frame by DWT 
or split up into individual regions according to some desired criterion (here skin color 
segmentation or selection of áreas of high prediction error, see Section 3.3), which then 
are transformed by SA-DWT. When ME/MC is realized object-based, the individual 
regions are compensated with particular meshes and the prediction errors can be joined 
to one frame again (which leads to DWT) or can be transformed individually by SA-
DWT. Nevertheless, the possibility of joining the regions resulting from object-based 
prediction has been discarded for further investigation as no real advantage could have 
been detected. 

The transform coefficients resulting form DWT or SA-DWT are coded with the embedded 
zerotree algorithm of Shapiro as described in detall in the former chapter (Section 3.5). 
As already mentioned, this type of coding has great advantages which now can be used 
in favour of the bit allocation strategies. Through the embedded bit stream produced 
by the EZW, the encoding process can be halted at any arbitrary point allowing to meet 
a target rate or target distortion exactly, which leads to the foUowing three strategies 
discussed in this work: 

1. Fixed bit rate per frame (no rate control), referred to as FBR mode 

2. Control through target distortion, referred to as T D mode 

3. Control by RD modelling, referred to as RDM mode 

Whatever the input has been, the output of DWT is an array of frame size which can be 
encoded "as is" with either of the three RC modes. In contrary, the output of SA-DWT 
corresponds to regions for which the three modes modify to: 

1. Fixed distribution of the fixed bitrate in between regions. 

2. Control through 

(a) one target distortion for the main región, while the remaining región is coded 
with the remaining bits in case of high PE or skin colored regions. 

(b) n — 1 target distortions for the first n — 1 objects, where the last important 
object is coded with the rest of the bits. 
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FRAME based 

Full frame mesh for ME and MC 

OBJECT based 
ME and MC is based on individal 
object meshes 

region-in-frame 

Formation of individual 
regions by selected 
triangle groups 

Join individual 
DFD's of object 
regions to one frame 
DFD 

Motion estimation/ 
compensation 

DFD processing 

FBR mode 

n fixed rates 

TDmode 

1 target 

TD mode 

n-1 targets 
(rest bits for last región) 

RDM mode 

R D M l 

RDM 2 

RDM 3 

Rate Control 
for Encoding 

FBRF VBRF FBRF VBRF VBRF 

Figure 4.1: Scheme of possible combinations of motion compensation, transform and RC 
algorithm applied for coding. 
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3. Independent RD modelling for every región or object. 

Whereas case three permits only one basic mode for frame-based control, a number of 
different possibilities for bit assignation in between the regions are opening up in case of 
región coding. Here the most interesting part of the work can be found as it combines the 
achievements of the already presentad mesh-based MC and región creation with excessive 
bit allocation studies based on RD models for the prediction of coding properties which 
have been developed and pubUshed in the MPEG-4 framework [Ron99]. 

Through the investigated control types 1 to 3, fixed or variable bit rates are obtained per 
frame (FBRF, VBRF). While the first type leads to equal bit amounts for every frame, 
in case two the output is not constant when the full frame is processed, as there the aim 
is to achieve a constant distortion or quality over the sequence. Indeed, when regions 
are processed, these targets are valid for every but the last processed región, which only 
can take benefit of the bits remaining after coding the formerly ones. This leads in the 
sum also to a constant bit amount for every coded frame. Finally, the last strategy is 
fuUy based on a RD model which leads inevitably to variable bit rates per frame as well 
as for frame-based as for region-based processing. 

4.3 Rate-distortion modelling 

As formerly mentioned, the bit rate and distortion prediction for one of the three bit 
allocation strategies that will be discussed in the foUowing, is based on the on-line mod
elling of the RD function for the sequence in process. Unless the proper algorithm will 
be described later, the basics of the RD model are introduced already here so that later 
can be reverted to this knowledge. 

The application of a dynamically updated RD model should provide two important 
features to the bit allocation process: 

• Adaptivity: Consideration of the changing characteristics of the scene content 
through continuous update of the model parameters. 

• Validity: Representation of the coding environment in a wide range of the control 
parameter space so that reliable estimations of the consequences of any decisión 
are possible. 

These requirements are somehow contradictory, as a good adaptivity implies giving pref-
erence to recent data, which consequently can not cover a large área of the control space. 
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which in turn complicates the achievement of a model valid over a wide range. As a 
compromise, the model parameters are calculated based on a history FIFO queue which 
contains the data of the 20 most recently coded frames. 

The employed stochastic model consists of a rate prediction function 

fr{5i) = rrii • (a¿,o + ai^iS~^ + a¿,2(̂ í~̂ ) (4.1) 

and a distortion prediction function 

fd{Si) = h,o + hi,i5i + 6¿,2Í2 (4.2) 

where í¿ is the target distortion for región i, ÜÍJ and &¿j are its model coefficients and m¿ 
is the mean absolute diíference (MAD) of the pixels of the original and predicted image. 

The first model is calculated after the encoding of five frames with initial parameters. 
Then, after the coding of every frame, for each región an individual model is updated 
by least mean squares (LMS) adjustment (with singular valué decomposition). The 
obtained models are checked for outlier data, which is removed for recalculation. After-
wards, the resulting function is checked for monotonicity, i.e. the rate function has to 
be non increasing and the distortion function has to be non decreasing in the interval 
[^mini ^max\ wnere Omin ^^ ,Q(psnr_deci_i+2.5)/2o &-^(i (>max = ,Q(psnr_decj_i-2.5)/2o • lí tne test íails, 
the corresponding function is substituted by a linear model: 

with 

fr{5i) = mj • (a¿,o + a¿,i¿¿ )̂ 

Pi,i = •^{n-^Xiyi-J2^iY.yi) 

Pi,0 
2-/ ^ i 

where 
. ^i 

with p = a, a:¿ = 5l^, x¡ = 6^^, yt = = ^ for /^; p = h,Xi = 5̂ , x¡ = Sf, yi = fd{Si) for fa-

4.4 Prame-based rate control 

In the foUowing, the three bit allocation strategies mentioned before are introduced on 
the basis of frame-based transform coding. 
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4.4.1 Fixed bit rate 

The firstly introduced method of bit allocation is the simplest possible one. Here, a 
constant bit rate defined by the user has to be achieved, i.e. the coding is guided by the 
same fixed bit amount for every P-frame of the sequence to be processed: 

Rk — Rr/P 

where P is the number of P-frames and Rr is the remaining bit amount after coding 
the frame-header. Rr = [Rtot — Rh) with Rtot = P • ̂  (initial bit budget for all frames, 
assuming only P-frames except the first I-frame where rt is the bit rate and ft the frame 
rate) and Rh the bits spent for the main header. This mode, referred to as FBR, is the 
basis for all comparisons with FBRF cases. 

4.4.2 Control by means of a target distortion 

In this mode, the target parameter is a user defined target distortion {Dconf) oí the 
decoded image which is treated externally (for user friendiiness) and in some places also 
internally (for easier handling), inversely as target quality measured as peak signal-to-
noise ratio (PSNR). 

The target distortion is defined as a mean valué over the sequence: 

Dconf ~ DT = 
N 

where DT is the target distortion, Di the actual distortion, i the current frame number 
and N the total number of frames. To this purpose, a temporal target DTÍ is calculated 
for every frame: 

DTÍ = Dconf • (^ + 1) — Dacum 

where Dacum = Y,^""* Di. To beware DTÍ from large fluctuations, it is clipped by an 
upper and lower gap: DT^ = CLIP {Dconf - GAP_LOW, Dconf + GAPJÍIGH). 
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Forward Zerotree (case FRAMEJVLODE g¿ FBR) 

Init Zerotree 

Initialize b i t budget=J5s/2 + Rp — B 
Code chrominance 

RC Update Target 

Calcúlate temporal target distortion DTÍ 

Code motion vectors 

Calcúlate available bits for current frame 

While not DT^ achieved or bit amount consumed 

Dominant Pass 

Check PSNR 

Inverse Zerotree 
Inverse Transform 

Subordínate Pass 

RC Check BufFer 

Figure 4.2: Algorithmic structure of the TD mode for frame mode. 
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Figure 4.2 shows the structure chart of the algorithm. After the initialisation block (Init 
Zerotree), which includes the coding of chrominance and motion vectors for the actual 
frame and the actualisation of the temporal target Dy. (RC Update Target), the data 
is zerotree coded until the target distortion is achieved or the available bit amount is 
consumed. The sub-block for quality control (Check PSNR) realizes an inverse coding 
and transform after every dominant pass. This unfortunately implies high calculation 
costs, but only for the here implemented verification software. In a real environment 
it would be possible to insert some estimations or a less redundant process. After the 
subordínate pass, there is no further quality control made, as the gain in this step is 
generally insignificant. 

This kind of bit allocation is extremely useful for checking out the possibilities of the 
encoder: 

• By setting the target bit rate to infinite, it is possible to find out the necessary 
channel capacity for reaching a certain average quality over a sequence. 

• With introduction of a buífer, the máximum reachable quality below a particular 
bit rate can be estimated. 

The results of some basic tests in these directions can be examined in Tables 4.1, 4.2 and 
4.3. Table 4.1 and 4.2 show the performance of the algorithm below bit rate constrains, 
and it can be seen that the sequences are coded without problems up to a certain target 
(36 dB íovAkiyo, 28 dB for Süent @ 24 kb/s, 30 dB for Süent @ 48 kb/s), but in the next 
higher tested target, the resulting mean quality is lower than the former one. This fact 
is due to the bit restriction that leads to a reduced coding quality just at the beginning 
of the sequence, which in the following course cannot be reestablished. An interesting 
case is the coding of Süent @ 48 kb/s for the targets 30 and 32 dB. 30 dB are reached 
with a finally mean usage of only 28.1 kb/s. Instead, 32 dB cannot be reached with the 
bit rate limited to 48 kb/s and the result is the same as for coding with ñxed rate. So 
here, yet another proof has been found for the usefulness of variable bit allocation. 

The results in Table 4.3 have been obtained without rate limitations (whereby this implies 
in reality a limitation to 14 kbit per frame). According to this test, the theoretically 
necessary channel capacities for some higher mean PSNR targets can be estimated. 

4.4.3 Control by a rate-distortion model 

When the formerly described RC mode is used to figure out the necessary bit rate for 
a particular mean PSNR over a sequence, the results are relatively high bit rates which 
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RC mode 

FBR 

TD 

target [dB] 

30.0 
32.0 
34.0 
36.0 
38.0 

Akiyo @ 24 kb/s 
Y[dB] 
33.61 
30.07 
32.14 
34.04 
36.00 
33.57 

rate [kb] 

24.0 
10.7 
12.2 
12.7 
16.9 
24.0 

Table 4.1: Fixed bit rate vs. control by target distortions for sequence Akiyo. 

RC mode 
FBR 

TD 

target [dB] 

26.0 
28.0 
30.0 
32.0 

Süent @ 24 kb/s 
Y[dB] 
27.41 

25.68 
28.00 
27.77 
27.55 

rate [kb] 
24.0 

14.4 
19.7 
23.8 
23.8 

Süent @ 48 kb/s 
Y[dB] 
30.66 

25.68 
28.00 
30.00 
30.60 

rate [kb] 
48.0 

14.4 
19.7 
28.1 
48.0 

Table 4.2: Fixed bit rate vs. control by target distortions for sequence Süent. 

Akiyo unlimited 
target [dB] 

38.0 
40.0 
42.0 

Y[dB] 
38.00 
40.00 
42.00 

rate [kb] 

45.5 
60.4 
88.3 

Süent unlimited 
target [dB] 

32.0 
34.0 
36.0 

Y[dB] 

32.00 
34.00 
36.00 

rate [kb] 
58.9 
65.3 
112.4 

Table 4.3: Control by target distortions for sequences Akiyo and Süent without rate 
limitation. 
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probably could be reduced by taking more advantage of every available bit. To that 
purpose, a further algorithm based on rate-distortion estimation, which was similarly 
implemented and tested in the VM of MPEG-4 [Gro96, Chi95] and originally introduced 
by Chiang et al. [Chi97], has been integrated in the software of this work. 

In the foUowing, this algorithm will be introduced shortly to clarify how it has been 
adapted to the coder using the target distortion mode. 

The scalable rate control scheme of the VM assumes that the rate distortion function 
can be modelled as: 

R = s (xiQ-^ + X2Q-^) 

where R represents the available bits for encoding, s is the encoding complexity (sum 
of absolute differences (SAD)) and Q is the quantization parameter; xi and x^ are the 
model parameters. 

The algorithm consists of the following steps: 

1. Initialization of the first and second order coefficients Xi and X2. 

2. Computation of the target bit amount for the current frame i, based 
on the totally remaining bits (for the rest of the sequence) and the 
bits used for encoding of the former frame. The target bit amount 
is adj usted according to the buffer status to prevent both overñow 
and underflow and can minimally be a lower bound of the target 
bit rate (fír/30). (See details in Figure 4.3, RC Update Target). 

3. Computation of the quantization parameter (Q) based on the model 
parameters. It is clipped between 1 and 31 and is limited to 25% 
of the previous Q to avoid large fluctuations. 

4. After encoding, update of the model parameters based on the en
coding results of the current frame. Therefore a window of history 
data is used and the model is calibrated by rejecting outlier data. 
The next frame is skipped, if the buífer status is above 80 percent. 

To take advantage of this algorithm and to adapt this concept to our environment, the 
best way was a hybrid integration of the RD model with the formerly introduced TD 
mode. Due to the not existing quantization parameter, it had to be stepped back to the 
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original RD formulation which later lead to represent the general distortion (D) of the 
image by a quantization parameter [Chi97]: 

which is the Taylor expansión "around 1" of: 

R{D) = In = /.. f-l-^ 
\aDj 

RsiD) and the constant term have been neglected so that the rest can be represented 
by two parameters: 

R{D) = m [xiD-^ + X2D-^) 

where m is the mean absolute difference (MAD). MAD and the former mentioned SAD 
are totally equivalent, as MAD is the mean valué of SAD. 

In our case, D is equivalent to the distortion of the encoded image, so instead of cal-
culating the quantization parameter, we calcúlate for every frame the actual "target 
distortion" based on the currently available bit amount (according to the buffer status, 
see Figure 4.3) and the MAD of the predicted image: 

DT^ < 
mx 

. \/í 

_ { X2=0 

I ^1 + m < U 4.3 
2^^=— : else ^ ' 

This target distortion is the input for the encoding process (dominant and subordínate 
pass), which work here without restrictions in the bit budget (as the formerly calculated 
bit amount is buffer controUed). The output is the finally necessary bit amount and the 
exactly achieved PSNR for the current frame, data which is used later for updating the 
model functions introduced in Section 4.3. 

Figure 4.3 presents the structure chart for this algorithm, which shows significant differ-
ences in comparison with Figure 4.2 only in the function "RC Update Target" and in the 
End-condition of the encoding loop (the function "Check PSNR" inside the Dominant 
Pass is not presented to save space). 

The update of the rate distortion model, which is realized after the coding of each frame, 
is represented in the second part of the structure chart which contains the function 
"Update Rate Control". Here, the output data from coding (bits and achieved PSNR) 
are first saved in a history FIFO queue (RC Update History), then the model is updated 
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Forward Zerotree (case FRAME_BASED & RDM) 

Init Zerotree 
Initialize b i t budget= Bs/2 + Rp — B 
Code chrominance 

RC Update Target 

After n initial frames: 
Rj^ = Rj. (remaining bits/remaining frames] 
RT = 0.95i?T + 0.05Rk-i (low pass filtering of targetj 
RT = {2Bs — B)J(B — Bg) (target tuning depending on bufFer occupancyl 
RT — max(i?p, RT) (lower bounding of target] 
if (B + RT> O.9B5) then RT = maxíA,, 0.95^ - B + Rk) (to avoid overflow) 
e lse if {B-RP+RT < O.IS,) then RT = Rp-B+OAB^ (to avoid underflow) 
DT = Predict Distortion (see Eq.4.3) 

Code motion vectors 

While not DT achieved 

Dominant Pass 
Subordínate Pass 

RC Check BuíTer 

Update Rate Control 

RC Update History 
Shift array of coding results 

RC Update Model 
Parameter computation by LS method 
Outlier removal 

Buffer update 

Figure 4.3: Algorithmic structure of the RDM mode for frame based processing. 
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by computation of the parameters with LS method (RC Update Model). Finally also the 
buífer status is actualized. Figure 4.4 shows the processing in form of a block diagram, 
indicating the equivalent parameters for the VM implementation in brackets. 

Buffer control 

f 

D 
T 
(Q) 

bits frame i 

Code frame i 

Compute D j(Q) 

D. 
1 

Update 

MAD (SAD) 

xl,x2 

Figure 4.4: Block diagram of the RDM mode for frame based processing (equivalent 
parameters used in the VM structure in brackets). 

Special emphasize has to be laid here on the function of the buffer. In this mode, it 
is thought to be used exclusively for controUing the output to the channel, i.e. such 
that the coding of each frame does not depend on the buífer status. In this way, the 
calculated target distortions can be reached with frame-wise unlimited bit amounts, 
which consequently leads to very high fluctuations of the buífer level. It could even 
happen that some frames have to be skipped if for one frame an excessively large bit 
amount is used which unfortunately leads to a drop of quality and consequently rises the 
target PSNR for the next frame to be coded. This is a vicious circle which is completely 
undesired. Nevertheless, when the status of the buífer level is included in the calculation 
of a restricted bit amount per frame, the mean quality over the sequence is not very 
diíferent. What happens is that the obtained average coding quality is reduced and in 
some cases the available bit amount per frame is nearly constant which leads to similar 
results as fixed bit allocation. 

Table 4.4 shows the coding results for sequences Akiyo and Süent. Figure 4.5 illustrates 
the curves for PSNR and bit rate over the entire sequence with unlimited bit amounts 
per frame while in Figure 4.6 the same cases with restricted bit rate are visualized. 
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Figure 4.5: Bit rate allocation with help of RD model for sequences Akiyo and Silent. 
Unlimited bit rate per frame. 
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Figure 4.6: Bit rate allocation with help of RD model for sequences Akiyo and Silent. 
Restricted bit rate per frame. 
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Akiyo @ 24 kb/s 
Y[dB] 
38.12 
37.34 

rate [kb] 
23.44 
23.41 

Silent @ 24 kb/s 
Y[dB] 
28.13 
27.53 

rate [kb] 
24.43 

24.0 const 

Silent @ 48 kb/s 
Y[dB] 
30.93 
31.24 

rate [kb] 
48.54 

48.0 const 

Table 4.4: Fixed bit rate vs. control by target distortions for sequences Akiyo and Silent. 

4.5 Multiple-region based rate control 

As this work focuses mainly on región processing, this chapter will contain the main 
innovations concerning the new rate control schemes applied to mesh-based coding. 

AU formerly described RC algorithms can be simply transformed to múltiple región 
processing, when the main aims for bit distribution between the regions are clear. We 
will discuss the objectives and most plausible strategies for the regions obtained in this 
work and go also one step further for the RD-based algorithm, which is extended to three 
diíferent strategies based on global optimization objectives. 

The types of regions obtained in this work are twofold: 

1. Regions obtained from the frame covering mesh (region-in-frame based processing) 
by selection of 

(a) skin colored regions or 

(b) regions of high prediction error. 

2. Objects provided by a previous segmentation step (object-based processing). 

The main diíference between these types is that case 1 results always in exactly two 
regions, one being formed of (a) the skin áreas (face, hands etc.) or (b) the high error 
áreas and the other one formed of the rest of the frame (complementary part), review 
the definition of región, área etc. in Section 3.2, page 53. The extracted región (skin 
or error) is always meant to be the preferred one for coding and will be the center of 
attention for the foUowing bit distribution algorithms. 

In case 2, the segmentation results in various regions, depending on the number of objects 
and the number of regions per object. In contrary to case 1, the criteria of importance 
is not clear so that additional Information provided by the user or some additional 
algorithm is necessary. Nevertheless, as case 1 is a special case of 2, we will concéntrate 
on 1 in all further proceedings allowing the user to replace all references to the "most 
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important región" (which will be the skin colored región or the high error áreas) with 
"the most important object" by some other reason. This includes that all other objects, 
if exist more than two, would be treated in a descending order defined by any criterion. 

4.5.1 Fixed bit rate 

As explained in Section 4.4.1, in frame-based processing, every frame is coded with an 
equal bit amount Rk- Now the aim is to distribute this budget between the extracted 
regions in a manner which would lead to a useful tool for showing the importance of the 
proportions in distribution, and e.g. to find out if this mode has advantages over a full 
frame DWT coding. 

As the bit allocation should take place in a simple way and be user independent, a 
first approach could be to distribute the budget in accordance with the distortion of 
the regions because the higher the distortion, the more bits are necessary for a good 
transmission. Taking all m[r] (the MAD of the PE of the current frame of región r) as 
distortion measures, the repartition would be made as foUows: 

R M - '^(R - fí \ 

where Rk[T] is the bit amount for región r and Roverhead = Rh + Rchrom + REOF (bit 
amount for header, chrominance and EOF symbol). 

This strategy has the inconvenience that the amount of bits needed for motion vectors 
(MV) is not been considered, so that moving regions were coded worse than static ones 
as e.g. background. As the exact amount necessary for the MV's is unknown before 
coding, it has been estimated after some superficial observations as 5 bits per every MV 
7¿ O, which leads to the following repartition: 

RkM = :̂ ;̂  ((-Rfe — Roverhead) — zZ ^^^[f]) 

where RMVM = tT-umMVyío • 5. 

Tests showed that this distribution strategy does not lead to useful results in the sense 
of justifying more bits for one región than for another one. Nevertheless, it could be 
very useful as a test mode for figuring out the probable success of a new distribution 
algorithm in advance. 

As it is quite diíRcult to find out generally valid distribution parameters and besides, a 
possible user interaction would make more sense, finally was opted for a simple distribu-
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tion based on a factor K, which is fixed for every frame (bit amount for MV's included): 

Rk[0] — l^{Rk — Roverhead) 

Rk[í] — O- ~ l'^){Rk — Roverhead) 

where Rk is the bit budget for frame k. 

m 
•a 

40.0 r - X - SA-DWT, total frame 
H ^ SA-DWT, skin región 
-X- DWT, total frame 
-í4- DWT, skin región •Z 36.0 

32.0 

28.0 

24.0 • -

20.0 4- 4-
3 4 

Decomposition levéis 

Akiyo, 24 kb/s, 10 f/s, RC_NO, k=2/3 

Figure 4.7: Comparison of DWT and SA-DWT (option skin área coding) for sequence 
Akiyo at 24 kb/s with fixed bit-distribution between the regions. 

In Figure 4.7 the effects for coding the sequence Akiyo at 24 kb/s and 10 f/s with « = | 
applied to the skin colored área as preference región (67% of the bit budget for the face 
región and 33% for the rest) are shown for different numbers of decomposition levéis in 
comparison to frame-based processing. The sohd Unes represent the quality of the skin 
colored región (the dashed lines the complementary región) where the black curves are 
the SA-DWT results. A clear improvement can be observed for the face área for few 
decomposition levéis in comparison with the full frame coding (DWT). Nevertheless, the 
quality of the total frame decreases significantly due to the worse coded complementary 
región. 

In Table 4.5 numerical results are presented for two different sequences {Akiyo @ 24 kb/s, 
10 f/s and Silent @ 48 kb/s, 10 f/s) with 100 node points and 4 decomposition levéis, 
comparing 4 different factors K = (|, | , | , | ) for three different types of regions: skin 
colored regions and high PE regions with thresholds T = 100 and T — 500. The PSNR 
valúes (only luminance) are presented for the entire frame (Y), the preference región 
(RO) and the complementary región (Rl). In Figure 4.8 the same results are shown 
graphically for better comparison. 
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Figure 4.8: Fixed bit rate allocation for sequences Akiyo and Silent 
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K 

1/2 
1/2 

2/3 
1/3 

3/4 
1/4 

4/5 
1/5 

PSNR 

Y 
RO 
Rl 
Y 
RO 
Rl 
Y 
RO 
Rl 
Y 
RO 
Rl 

Akiyo 
skin 
31.39 
27.58 
32.20 
31.17 
29.68 
31.39 
29.43 
29.96 
29.42 
28.08 
30.15 
27.95 

TlOO 
30.97 
27.10 
38.33 
30.90 
27.55 
37.48 
31.23 
27.91 
37.33 
31.60 
28.39 
37.78 

T500 
31.16 
26.27 
32.24 
31.16 
27.39 
31.81 
30.40 
28.27 
30.82 
30.29 
28.61 
30.61 

Silent 
skin 
29.76 
30.39 
29.72 
28.59 
32.07 
28.37 
27.05 
31.74 
26.76 
26.44 
32.14 
26.13 

TlOO 
29.08 
27.31 
35.60 
29.81 
28.46 
35.09 
30.28 
29.04 
34.25 
30.39 
29.30 
34.05 

T500 
28.89 
28.76 
29.09 
28.25 
29.55 
28.26 
27.58 
29.65 
27.53 
27.37 
29.58 
27.29 

Table 4.5: Fixed bit rate allocation for sequences Akiyo and Silent. 

As expected, the slope of the curves for the two regions generally is opposed: with the 
assignment of a higher percentage of the available bit amount to one región, its coding 
quality increases and consequently the complementary región is coded worse. This effect 
is much more visible for the skin colored regions than for the regions of high prediction 
error. Apart from this common characteristic, the difference of skin región coding in 
contrast to PE región coding is quite significant. While the quality of the entire frame is 
decreasing with a better coded skin región, it remains quasi constant or increases (except 
for one case) for PE región coding. This is an absolutely desired effect, as in the first case, 
the región of interest (e.g. face and hands) is determined by the user with the objective 
to code it with an acceptable quaUty in extreme situations of bit shortage. Instead, the 
second case treats a región of interest determined by the encoder or ME/MC step. Here, 
the selected preference región helps to obtain an overall increased quality by assigning a 
higher percentage of bits to the parts of the image which are more "difñcult" to code. 

These simple tests already show the potential behind assigning different percentages of 
bits to different regions, but also makes very clear that more advanced strategies are nec-
essary for the achievement of really usable results. The next chapter will describe a first 
step to a more advanced strategy, which is the adaptation of the TD mode (Section 4.4.2) 
to región coding. 
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4.5.2 Distribution according to distortion objectives 

The distortion (or quality) objective which in frame-based processing was intended to be 
achieved for the whole frame, now refers either to the región which should be coded with 
preference, as skin colored or high PE regions, or one of several pre-segmented objects. 

This means that there is only one PSNR target in region-in-frame based processing and 
the complementary región will be coded with the bits which were not needed to achieve 
the target distortion for the preference región. So, if there are bits left after coding 
the preference región, they can be consumed totally, such that finally the coding of a 
sequence results in a fixed bit rate per frame (FBRF). If there are no bits left, the PE 
of the remaining región is not coded. 

For object-based processing on the other hand, there are three possible approaches: 

1. in consensus with the region-in-frame based mode: 

a) specify one target for the most important object and spend the rest of bits 
for the rest of the image (remaining objects joined to one región), 

b) specify n — 1 PSNR targets for n objects, in this way the rest of bits would 
be spent for the remaining object (in general the least important one), or 

2. specify n targets for n objects. 

Option 2 would need an additional buffer control and result in a VBRF. In this way, this 
mode would be very similar to a later presented RC mode based on a RD model which 
works according to preference lists and besides would not be optimally comparable with 
the region-in-frame based processing. Thus it was opted for possibility 1 (b). 

Nevertheless has to be conceded that, unless the process leads to FBRF, a buífer is 
needed, because the calculated bit budget sometimes has shown to be too small to even 
code the MV's, which means that there is no budget left for the PE. As the MV's are not 
included in the bit budget politics, here a buífer is necessary to subtract the overhanging 
bits from the budget of the next frame. 

Extreme situations with this politics are: 

1. Few bits are needed to achieve the desired quality of the preference región and the 
complement región is coded with excellent quality. 

2. There are less bits available than needed for coding the preference región so that 
the target is not achieved and the rest of the frame is skipped. 
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This means that an algorithm like the here presented could never be optimal for practical 
applications, but very useful for investigation in the behaviour of certain regions/objects 
in certain circumstanees (types of scenes). 

In comparison with the fixed distribution, the result of the same orienting test as the one 
presented in Section 4.4.1 can be seen in Figure 4.9. The quality of the región of interest 
(black solid curve) increases significantly and herewith also the overall quaUty improves, 
at least for few decomposition levéis. Face-quality targets for levéis 1-4 in this example: 
27.0, 30.0, 31.0, 32.0. Nevertheless, the result is not so spectacular as expected, because 
about 8% of the bit budget for every frame has to be spent on the transmission of side 
Information, i.e. the triangle lists for the preference región. 

40.0 

36.0 

32.0 -

28.0 - ^ 

24.0 

20.0 

SA-DWT, total frame 
SA-DWT, skin área 
DWT, total frame 
DWT, skin área 
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Decomposition levéis 

Akiyo, 24 kb/s, 10 f/s, RC_PSNR 

Figure 4.9: Comparison of DWT and SA-DWT (option skin área coding) for sequence 
Akiyo at 24 kb/s with distribution according to target qualities for face región. 

In the foUowing Table 4.6 and associated Figure 4.11, results for coding the sequences 
Akiyo and Silent below the same conditions as for fixed distribution, with the PSNR 
targets 28.0, 30.0 and 32.0 dB, are presented. As can be seen in the slopes of the curve, 
qualitatively there is nearly no difference to the fixed distribution, which means that in 
theory it is possible to achieve a certain mean quality target for a selected región by the 
assignment of a fixed percentage of the total bit rate. Nevertheless, having a closer look 
to the TD curves, one can observe that the mean quality of the total frame in the average 
is higher when a similar quality as with FBR has been obtained for the preference región. 

To explain this effect, in Figure 4.10 two curves over the entire sequence are compared. 
Here can be clearly seen that, although the skin región is coded in the average with 
exactly the same quality, the complementary región is coded much better in case of TD 
and though lifts up the over-all quality of the frame. The reason is here that fixed bit 
amounts usually lead to descending curves over the time in general, only through a vari
able assignation, the fluctuations in prediction quality can be compensated. So, in this 
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k 

28 dB 

30 dB 

32 dB 

PSNR 

Y 
RO 
Rl 
Y 
RO 
Rl 
Y 
RO 
Rl 

Akiyo 
skin 
33.11 
27.97 
34.48 
31.53 
29.96 
31.87 
30.48 
31.85 
30.46 

T 100 
31.59 
27.94 
38.48 
33.35 
29.86 
39.92 
33.81 
30.95 
38.58 

T500 

32.30 
27.96 
32.76 
33.06 
29.96 
33.38 
31.89 
30.28 
32.11 

Süent 
skin 

29.36 
27.60 
29.61 
29.15 
29.23 
29.17 
28.15 
31.50 
27.92 

T 100 

29.77 
27.99 
36.06 
30.62 
29.75 
35.04 
31.05 
30.55 
32.46 

T500 

29.35 
27.94 
29.49 
28.33 
29.40 
28.28 
27.93 
30.31 
27.82 

Table 4.6: Bit rate allocation according to target qualities for sequences Akiyo and Süent 

case, the nearly constant quality of the preference región leads to variable bit amounts 
(the remaining bits for each frame) for the complementary región which consequently 
can be coded better. 
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of (left) the TD mode with a target quality of 30.0 dB for the 
skin colored región and (right) FBR with a bit allocation of 75% to the skin colored 
región. 
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Figure 4.11: Bit rate allocation according to target qualities for sequences Akiyo and 
Silent 
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4.5.3 Distribution with help of rate distortion modelling 

Based on the rate distortion modelling described in chapter 4.4.3, a lot of possibilities 
open up for bit distribution among various regions, so this algorithm will not only simply 
be transposed to región processing, but split into three diíferent strategies. 

These strategies are not completely new for this work as they are based on previous inves-
tigations which have been made in this group within our participation in the European 
Project MoMuSys (Mobile Multimedia Systems) and implemented in the Verification 
Model (VM) of the MPEG-4 coder [MoM99]. The results obtained in this environment 
have been published in [Ron99]. Nevertheless, as the original algorithms are based on a 
quantization parameter as control parameter, they had to be changed for the here used 
coder. Like in frame-based processing, the control has to be driven over the PSNR, so 
that the outputs of these algorithms will be the target qualities for every región. 

The three distribution algorithms are based on 

1. the minimization of the weighted average distortions per región, 

2. a constant distortion ratio approximation between regions, and 

3. a priority-based bit allocation. 

As formerly mentioned, the third algorithm has a similar strategy as the control by 
means of target distortions (Section 4.5.2) but is worth while to investígate as it is now 
based on RD models. 

4.5.3.1 Weighted average distortion minimization 

The aim of this algorithm is to find the optimal rate-distortion combination for n regions 
(or objects), i.e. to distribute the bit budget for every frame optimally between them. 
Optimality means here that the máximum possible overall quality is achieved. 

The target number of bits is distributed in order to minimize the total weighted distortion 

N 

Dk = Y^aiPi,kdi,k{ri,k) (4-4) 

with the restriction for the total bit rate 

N 

Rk = 2Z'Pi^k'ri,k < RT 
i-l 
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of frame k, where 

ai are weighting factors, Pi^k the number of pixels, r¿,fc the average number of bits per pixel 
and di^k the average distortion per pixel of región i as a function of the number of bits 
per pixel. (The index k will be dropped in the rest of the section, as all operations affect 
a single temporal instant.) By assigning larger factors CKJ to more important regions, 
the encoder is indirectly introduced to be more careful with them than with other less 
important objects. Applying this criterion with Q;¿ == 1 results in a dynamic allocation 
of the rate aiming at minimizing the average distortion per pixel over the global set. 

This problem can be formulated in dependence of the coding objective, which here, in 
difference to the formulation in the VM, is not the quantizer but the target distortion 
per región (íj), which is totally equivalent. So the general target distortion which has to 
be minimized {dr) is a function of N target distortions Sf. 

with the restriction 

N-l 

N-l 

rTÍSo,Ói,...,SN) = X] Pi^ii^i) < ^T 
i=0 

This is a problem of computing an extremum below the demand of a constraint, or 
better said, a constrained optimization problem. The Lagrangian Multiplier method is 
well known for solving constrained minimization problems, as well as for continuous as 
for discrete frameworks like in this case. 

According to the Lagrange Multiplier theorem, the p constraints which make the problem 
hard to solve, can be added to the objective function weighted by Lagrange Multipliers. 
The new problem, called relaxed problem, then can be solved iteratively to find the 
optimal solution for now n+p variables, which is also the optimal solution of the previous 
problem. 

In our case, the function consists of A'' variables Si and we add one constraint introducing 
the Lagrange Multiplier A: 

D + XR< RT. 

For each valué of A, an optimal solution S* = {Sl(X),62{X), ...,Slf{X)) exists with as-
sociated distortion and number of bits R{X) = R{d*{X)),D{X) = D{d*{X)). This un-
restricted problem has the property that each component of the optimal vector 5* = 
(¿1 (A), S2W,..., SlfiX)) can be found independently by minimizing 

aiPidi{Si) + Xpiri{Si). 
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This can be done, if the number of target distortions Si is not prohibitive, by exhaustive 
search. In the implementation for this work, this is reahzed in a ranga of the last decoded 
PSNR of the región in question ± 2.5 dB. 

Another important property is that the functions R{X) and D(X) are, respectively, non-
increasing and non-decreasing. The algorithm consists in finding the A for the desired 
optimal solution (A*(i?)). The monotonicity of the R{X) function allows to do this by 
performing a linear search in this variable, computing for each tested A the optimum of 
the unrestricted problem. 

Unless all valúes concerning the quality of objects and regions are stored as PSNR valúes, 
the calculations are made with distortion (the inverted) valúes: 

dist = PSJVñ 
10 20 
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The resulting algorithm for Weighted Distortion Minimization is: 

Algorithm W D M : 

1. Calcúlate the minimal possible bit amount for all n regions: 

n 

rA,min = E (̂ í = MIN[bi ts(psn4-\ - 2.5,..., psnr^-^, + 2.5)]) 
¿=o 

2. if (rA,mm > RT) re turn psnr_target for actually processed región 
(reg_act), i.e. for which rreg_act is minimal. 

3. Calcúlate the maximal possible bit amount for all regions (sum of bits 
needed for minimal distortions per región): 

rA,inf = Y.{ri = bits(MIN[dist(psnr^-\ - 2.5,..., psnr^-^ + 2.5)])) 

4. i f (rA,mf < = RT) r e tu rn psnr.target for actually processed región 
(reg_act), i.e. for which dreg-act is minimal. 

5. else "middle point search" for: 

n 

r-A,mid = E M I N [ ( r ¿ + Aniid • di)] 
i=0 

where Amid = ^ ^ ^ with 

Al = Amid if Â,mid < RT 

As = Amid e lse 

where b i t s and d i s t are functions which calcúlate r resp. d with the model 
functions 4.1 and 4.2. 

Some exemplary results for this algorithm are listed in Table 4.7 and shown graphically 
in Figure 4.12 for the sequences Akiyo and Süent maintaining the same conditions as for 
the formerly tested modes. The first impression when looking at the run of the curves 
is the high grade of fluctuation of the TD mode in comparison to the fixed distribution 
(see example graphs in Figure 4.10 on page 109). This is due to the distortion mini
mization which is intended to achieve for the whole frame by searching for the optimal 
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PSNR 
Y 
RO 
Rl 

Akiyo 
Skin 
33.61 
30.70 
34.31 

TICO 
31.17 
27.13 
38.27 

Süent 
Skin 
29.94 
29.81 
30.02 

TlOO 
29.44 
27.28 
35.50 

Table 4.7: Bit rate allocation with WDM algorithm for sequences Akiyo and Süent. 
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Figure 4.12: Distortion curves over the entire sequences of Akiyo @ 24 kb/s, 10 f/s and 
Silent @ 48 kb/s, 10 f/s. 
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Y 
RO 
Rl 

FBR 
28.08 
30.15 
27.95 

TD 
31.53 
29.96 
31.87 

RDM-WDM 
33.61 
30.70 
34.31 

Table 4.8: Comparison of average qualities for sequence Akiyo between diíferent RC 
modes. 

coding combination in between the regions. This means that the best distribution of 
the available bit amount in between the regions is figured out for every frame newly, 
which consequently leads to very diíferent target qualities over the time. Nevertheless, 
in case of coding skin regions, the fluctuations are generally not too high. Also has to 
be taken into account that the sequences have been coded with 10 frames per second, 
which means that in a real environment, two frames would be interpolated in between by 
the decoder, leading to less abrupt variations in quality. Comparing the average valúes 
in case of sequence Akiyo with the fixed bit distribution and the TD mode, the gain is 
clear (see Table 4.8). For a nearly equal mean quality in the skin área, the overall frame 
quality is quite poor for fixed distribution and still 2.5 dB lower for the TD mode. The 
reason is here again the better exploitation of bits for the complementary región which 
leads also to a better overall quality. 

In case of processing the sequences with regions of high prediction error, the advantage 
is not so clear. For a comparable average quality achieved for the PE región, the overall 
quality is only slightly better than applying fixed distribution (case K = 0.5) and no gain 
is achieved compared with the TD mode (see results on page 109). On the contrary, with 
the TD mode is easier to achieve a better overall frame quality by setting the target for 
the preference región quite high as can be contemplated in the graphs for TD with a 
target quality of 32 dB in Figure 4.13. 
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Figure 4.13: TD mode with target 32 dB for Akiyo and Silent as comparison for the 
results in Figure 4.12. 
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4.5.3.2 Constant distortion ratio approximation 

As in the formerly presented mode, this algorithm also has the objective to distribute 
the bits between the regions by maximizing the overall quahty. The difference is that 
every región i should be coded with a particular ratio /?j in relation to the preference 
región 0: 

di = Pido 

which is equivalent to: 
PSNRo - PSNR^ = 20log{pi) 

In this way, the minimization probiem from above (4.4) changes to the following: 

N-l N-l 

C{5o, 5u ..., 5N-I) = ci ^ aiPidi{§i) + C2 53 l^Á^i) - A4(5o)| 
1=0 ¿=1 

with the same restriction as before: 

N-l 

í=0 

where Ci,C2 are additional weighting parameters. 

As in the previous case, Lagrange multipliers can be applied to convert the probiem into 
an unrestricted one: 

N-l JV-1 N-l 

ci J2 (^iPidi{Si) +C2Y, l^ii^i) - PiM^o)\ + A ^ PiTiiSi) 
i=0 i=l ¿=0 

which in this case is not separable. However, it can be made so by considering 60 as a 
parameter, and performing a minimization for each of its valúes. 

The search algorithm runs over a range of distortions for the main región (¿0), and in 
the inner loop (like the former algorithm) over n—1 ranges of distortions depending on 
So. 

The ranges for tested distortions of the regions depending on the main región are calcu-
lated as: 

qualO - A ± 0.2A 

where qualO = 20log{^) and A = 20log{Pi). 

Examples: 

• With /? = 3.16, A = 20/0^(3.16) ^ lOdB =^ search range = qualO - 8dB .. qualO -
12dB. 
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• With p = 0.32, A = 20/0^(0.32) ^ -lOdB =^ search range = qualO + 12dB 
qualO + 8dB. 

The resulting algorithm for Constant Distortion Ratios is: 

Algorithm CDR: 

1. For each SQ = (psnr^-^o + 5.0,..., psnr^-^Q - 5.0): 
Execute algorithm W D M (page 114) with: 

n 

rA,m5n = ^^ (̂ ^ = MIN[bits(5o - A + 0.2 • |A|,..., ¿o - A - 0.2 • |A|)]) 

n 

Â,mf = J2{ri = bits(MIN[u;¿,o •di-pi + Wi^i • ddid)) 

with: 

di = d is t ( (5o-A + 0 .2 - |A | , . . . , (5o-A-0 .2- |A | ) 

rfdiff = \{di-pi-5o)\-mO; 

n 

rx,mid = Yl MIN[bits(r¿ + Xmid{wifl •di-pi + ^¿,1 • ddifr))] 
i=0 

Note: To avoid a deviation of the obtained target quality of more than ±1 dB to the 
formerly obtained PSNR, it is necessary to perform a clipping. 

Tests have been made also for the sequences Akiyo and Silent below the same conditions 
for a range of constant ratios p from 0.7 to 1.4 which is equivalent to a diíference in quality 
of -3 dB to 3 dB between the main región and the complementary región. Average PSNR 
valúes for the regions and the entire frame as also the finally achieved P valúes are listed 
in Tables 4.9 and 4.10. In Figure 4.14 the achieved ratios are visualized in relation to 
the desired ones. As can be clearly seen, the algorithm has a very good performance for 
skin colored regions. In the range of/5 = 0.7 to 1.0, the specified ratio has been achieved 
nearly perfectly, unless in this case it would be of no use as surely nobody would select 
the skin región for coding it worse than the rest. Nevertheless, these valúes can represent 
any other kind of similar regions. For higher ratios, the performance is still good, unless 
the greater the diíference in quality, the more difficult it seems to achieve it. This is due 
to the direct coupling of this algorithm with the formerly presented WDM. As the overall 
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minimization is a parallel objective to the achievement of constant ratios, the algorithm 
does not permit a reduction of the quality of the complement región. Possibly, this can 
be achieved better by varying the weighting factors WifijWi^i, giving a higher importance 
to the achievement of constant ratios (if¿,i), unless the here presented simulations have 
already been performed with a difference of 10^ between the weighting factors (in favour 
of the constant distortion ratios). 

In case of high PE regions, this algorithm is not achieving any of the desired distortion 
ratios. Having a closer look at the coding results, this is not remarkable, because the 
complementary región, as can also be confirmed in former tests with other modes, is 
generally coded with excellent quality while using a mínimum part of the bit rate. Con-
cretely in the CDR algorithm, there are nearly no bits spent on this región but all on the 
preference región. Consequently, the desired ratios could never be achieved, but on the 
other hand the eífect on the overall image quality is overwhelming. With mean qualities 
around 35 dB for Akiyo and around 30 dB for Silent, the results are the best in between 
the múltiple región based approaches presented up to this point. 
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Figure 4.14: Visualization of achieved vs. desired rates /3 in between the regions for skin 
regions (left) and high PE regions with threshold T = 100 (right). 
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^ 

0.7 
(-3 dB) 

0.8 
(-1.9 dB) 

0.9 
(-0.9 dB) 

1.0 
(OdB) 

1.1 
(0.8 dB) 

1.2 
(1.6 dB) 

1.3 
(2.3 dB) 

1.4 
(2.9 dB) 

región 
Y 
RO 
Rl 
Y 
RO 
Rl 
Y 
RO 
Rl 
Y 
RO 
Rl 
Y 
RO 
Rl 
Y 
RO 
Rl 
Y 
RO 
Rl 
Y 
RO 
Rl 

Skin 
PSNR [dB] 

34.96 
32.29 
35.45 
32.12 
30.49 
32.38 
32.23 
31.92 
32.30 
31.75 
31.98 
31.75 
31.49 
32.06 
31.45 
30.70 
31.63 
30.63 
30.59 
31.76 
30.51 
30.40 
32.26 
30.26 

P obtained 

0.7 
(-3.16 dB) 

0.8 
(-1.89 dB) 

0.96 
(-0.38 dB) 

1.03 
(0.23 dB) 

1.06 
(0.52 dB) 

1.12 
(1.0 dB) 

1.15 
(1.25 dB) 

1.25 
(2.0 dB) 

TlOO 
PSNR [dB] 

35.13 
32.28 
38.42 
35.99 
32.89 
39.01 
34.87 
32.14 
38.40 
35.33 
32.26 
38.48 
34.67 
31.74 
38.13 
35.47 
32.51 
38.60 
34.97 
32.15 
38.32 
35.08 
32.14 
38.30 

P obtained 

0.49 
(-6.14 dB) 

0.49 
(-6.12 dB) 

0.49 
(-6.26 dB) 

0.45 
(-6.22 dB) 

0.48 
(-6.39 dB) 

0.5 
(-6.09 dB) 

0.49 
(-6.17 dB) 

0.49 
(-6.16 dB) 

Table 4.9: Tests with constant distortion ratios in between the regions for sequence 
Akiyo. 
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p 

0.7 
(-3 dB) 

0.8 
(-1.9 dB) 

0.9 
(-0.9 dB) 

1.0 
(OdB) 

1.1 
(0.8 dB) 

1.2 
(1.6 dB) 

1.3 
(2.3 dB) 

1.4 
(2.9 dB) 

región 
Y 
RO 
Rl 
Y 
RO 
Rl 
Y 
RO 
Rl 
Y 
RO 
Rl 
Y 
RO 
Rl 
Y 
RO 
Rl 
Y 
RO 
Rl 
Y 
RO 
Rl 

Skin 
PSNR [dB] 

29.78 
27.14 
30.26 
29.55 
27.50 
29.90 
29.37 
28.32 
29.53 
30.46 
30.09 
30.54 
28.66 
28.68 
28.72 
29.36 
30.02 
29.33 
29.19 
30.34 
29.13 
29.11 
30.68 
29.01 

(3 obtained 

0.69 
(-3.12 dB) 

0.76 
(-2.4 dB) 

0.87 
(-1.21 dB) 

0.95 
(-0.45 dB) 

0.99 
(-0.04 dB) 

1.08 
(0.69 dB) 

1.15 
(1.21 dB) 

1.21 
(1.67 dB) 

TlOO 
PSNR [dB] 

29.58 
27.78 
35.36 
29.94 
28.05 
35.11 
30.78 
28.72 
34.39 
31.20 
29.44 
33.85 
31.39 
29.35 
34.27 
31.42 
29.64 
33.54 
30.62 
29.45 
32.73 
31.55 
30.29 
33.17 

/? obtained 

0.42 
(-7.58 dB) 

0.44 
(-7.06 dB) 

0.52 
(-5.67 dB) 

0.6 
(-4.41 dB) 

0.57 
(-4.92 dB) 

0.64 
(-3.90 dB) 

0.69 
(-3.28 dB) 

0.72 
(-2.88 dB) 

Table 4.10: Tests with constant distortion ratios in between the regions for sequence 
Silent. 
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4.5.3.3 Priority-based bit allocation 

A limitation of the previous approaches is the lack of direct control on the distortion 
with which each región is coded. Therefore, in this mode, the bit budget of every frame 
is distributed according to a list of quality targets which are ordered under the terms of 
the priority objective of each región. 

Formally, control objectives can be specified by an ordered list of the form 

Lp = {{ii, da), {Í2, dt2),..., {ÍL, (¿ÍZ,)} 

where ij are región numbers and dxj represent target distortions. 

Each pair {ij,dTj) in Lp specifies the objective of coding región ij with a distortion 
equal or lower than dxj- The list Lp establishes the order in which these objectives 
should be fulfilled, so the available bit amount is assigned to the regions in the specified 
order, trying to meet as many objectives as possible. It is possible to specify more than 
one target for every región, such that, if all objectives with higher priority are met, the 
algorithm can improve the quality of an already processed región if there are bits left 
(i.e. the target qualities have to be increasing). 

Example: 

Lp = {(2,25.0); (O, 22.5); (1; 20.5); (2,30.0)} 

Here, the first objective is to reach a target quality of 25.0 dB for región 2. Then, the 
rest of bits can be used to achieve 22.5 dB for región O and so on. The last objective 
means that if the targets for all regions are met, the remaining bits can be assigned again 
to región 2 to achieve eventually 30.0 dB. Figure 4.15 illustrates the functionality with 
this example graphically. 

This algorithm results in a variable bitrate per frame and has the necessity of a buífer 
control. If one frame can be coded meeting all objectives and there are still bits left, they 
are added to the buffer for the next frames. In contrary, it may be possible that only 
some or none of the targets are hit with the available bit amount, so all available bits are 
used to code only the regions appearing first in the Hst, which results in a momentary 
drop of the overall image quality. In any case, the first objective is always to code the 
región which appears first in the priority list with the mínimum possible distortion. 
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Figure 4.15: Visualization of the functionality of priority-based bit allocation accordin^ 
to the example list: L = (2, 25.0); (O, 22.5); (1; 20.5); (2, 30.0). 
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Algorithm P B A ( Priority Based AUocation) for región i in process: 

1. Calcúlate the actually available bit amount R after coding regions 
O t o i - 1 . 

2. Estimate the bit amount r̂  necessary to reach the target quality 
for región i specified in the list Lp. 

3. If r¿ < i? code región i with the specified target quality. 

4. else read next target entry for región i and goto step 2. If no 
entry is left, estimate the máximum quality reachable with R and 
substitute the target quality for i in this frame. 

In this mode, tests have been performed with two different priority lists for every of the 
sequences, whose list entries have been established guided by the former test results (see 
lists and results in Tables 4.11 and 4.12). Every of the Usts consists in three entries, 
where the first one is the first objective for the preference región, the second one the 
objective for the complementary región and the last one the second objective for the 
preference región, in case that the first objective could be fulfiUed. 

Very stable and constant curves have been obtained for sequence Akiyo with skin región 
coding, where after a few initial frames the preference can be seen quite clear. The 
preference región could be coded achieving the first objective and for list 1 also nearly 
the second one. In case of high PE regions, the same problem as in formerly tested 
modes occur: the complementary región is coded excellently without nearly spending 
bits. So, the results for diíferent lists are quite similar because the achievable quality for 
the preference región is limited by the total bit amount. 

Now it results very interesting to know, if this algorithm shows advantage over the 
formerly presented TD algorithm (distribution according to distortion objectives). The 
objectives of both are similar (the target distortion), with the difference that the PBA 
is based on RD prediction and also sets restrictions to other than the preference región. 
In Figure 4.18 the results for the TD mode with target distortions similar to the ones 
established in the preference lists are shown for Akiyo and Süent with the skin colored 
regions chosen as preference regions. The resulting quality in the preference región for 
Akiyo is exactly the same as achieved with the preference list 1, also the valúes for the 
entire frame and the complementary región are similar. Nevertheless, the slope of the 
curve is worse for the TD mode as there are more fluctuations in the skin región and 
a steep descent for the rest at the end of the sequence. For the sequence Silent on the 
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Nr. 

1 

2 

Lp 

(0,30.0);(1,30.0);(0,32.0) 

(0,32.0);(1,30.0);(0,33.0) 

PSNR 
Y 
RO 
Rl 
Y 
RO 
Rl 

TO 
30.56 
31.85 
30.47 
29.93 
32.48 
29.76 

TlOO 
34.63 
31.94 
38.94 
33.80 
31.07 
38.17 

Table 4.11: Results for sequence Akiyo @ 24 kb/s, 10 f/s, for RDM with priority algorithm 
and two different lists. 

„ 45.0 total frame, 30.56 dB 
skin región, 31.85 dB 
complementary región, 30.47 dB 

100 
Frame number 

Akiyo, 24 kb/s, 10 f/s, RC_MOD/PBA, pref. reg.: skin 

45.0 

i 40.0 

35.0 

30.0 

— total frame, 34.63 dB 
— skin región, 31.94 dB 
— complementary región, 38.25 dB 

25.0 -

20.0 
20 40 60 80 100 

Frame number 

Akiyo, 24 kb/s, 10 f/s, RC_MOD/PBA, pref. reg.: PE-TIOO 

45.0 

ai 
Z 40.0 

35.0 

30.0 

25.0 -

20.0 J 

total frame 29.93 dB 
skin región, 32.48 dB 
complementary región, 29.76 dB 

20 40 60 80 100 
Frame number 

Akiyo, 24 kb/s, 10 f/s, RC_MOD/PBA, pref. reg.: skin 

45.0 

5 40.0 -

20.0 

total frame, 33.80 dB 
PE-TlOO región, 31.07 dB 
complementary región, 38.17 dB 

20 40 60 80 100 
Frame number 

Akiyo, 24 kb/s, 10 f/s, RC_MOD/PBA, pref reg.: PE-TlOO 

Figure 4.16: Results for sequence Akiyo @ 24 kb/s, 10 f/s, for RDM with priority algo
rithm and two different lists according to Table 4.11 (list 1 above, list 2 below). 
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Nr. 

1 

2 

Lp 

(0,30.0);(1,29.0);(0,31.0) 

(0,31.0);(1,30.0);(0,32.0) 

PSNR 
Y 
RO 
Rl 
Y 
RO 
Rl 

TO 
28.45 
30.03 
28.34 
28.47 
29.87 
28.46 

TlOO 
30.68 
29.86 
32.85 
30.90 
30.15 
32.96 

Table 4.12: Results for sequence Süent @ 48 kb/s, 10 f/s, for RDM with priority algorithm 
and two different lists. 

45.0 

Z 40.0 -

35.0 

30.0 

25.0 

20.0 

total frame, 28.45 dB 
skin región, 30.03 dB 
complementary región, 28.34 dB 

20 40 60 80 100 
Frame number 

Silent, 48kb/s, lOf/s, RC_MOD/PBA, pref. reg.: skin 

^ 45.0 T-

Z 40.0 

35.0 

30.0 

25.0 -

20.0 

total frame, 30.68 dB 
skin región, 29.86 dB 
conaplementary regio^n, 32.85 dB 

m¡\^Mi^js,..MSk 

o 20 40 60 80 100 
Frame number 

Silent, 48kb/s, lOf/s, RC_MOD/PBA, pref. reg.: PE-TIOO 

45.0 

g 40.0 -

total frame, 28.47 dB 
skin región, 29.87 dB 
complementary región, 28.46 dB 

80 100 
Frame number 

Silent, 48kb/s, lOf/s, RC_MOD/PBA, pref. reg.: skin 

45.0 1 total frame, 30.90 dB 
skin región, 30.15 dB 
complementary región, 32.96 dB oí 

Z 40.0 

35.0 

30.0 

25.0 -

20.0 

I 

'mMék^m 
20 40 60 80 100 

Frame number 

Silent, 48kb/s, lOf/s, RC_MOD/PBA, pref. reg.: PE-TlOO 

Figure 4.17: Results for sequence Silent @ 48 kb/s, 10 f/s, for RDM with priority algo
rithm and two different lists according to Table 4.12 (list 1 above, list 2 below). 
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contrary the difference is insignificant. The slope of the curves show the same strong 
fluctuations and the PSNR results are similar. Nevertheless, the PBA algorithm should 
be preferred, as it provides more flexibility, above all for more than two regions and dees 
not need much more calculation time. 

45.0 r total frame, 30.48 dB 
skin región, 31.85 dB 
complementary región, 30.46 dB 

O 20 40 60 

Akiyo, 24kb/s, RC_PSNR 32.0 dB, pref.reg.: skin 

80 100 
Frame number 

45.0 1- • total frame, 28.15 dB 
skin región, 31.50 dB 
complementary región, 27.92 dB o! 

Z 40.0 

O 20 40 60 80 100 
Frame number 

Silent, 48kb/s, 10 f/s, RC_PSNR 32.0 dB, pref. reg.; skin 

Figure 4.18: Sequences Akiyo and Silent coded with the TD mode, 32.0 dB and skin 
colored regions. 
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4.5.4 Concluding remarks for RD controlled algorithms 

The formerly presented results for the three discussed approaches in RD based bit al-
location for múltiple regions show that this method in general, as also for frame based 
coding, outperforms other simpler bit allocation strategies. Furthermore, depending on 
the persecuted coding objectives, it is possible to influence the quality of certain regions 
significantly while also achieving better overall qualities. 

In the next chapter, the whole encoding scheme will be compared in some selected 
tests also in view of competitiveness with other video coding schemes, above all the 
implementation of the MPEG-4 VM. Here also some subjective results will be presented. 





Chapter 5 

Comparative results of the complete 
scheme 

This chapter will be fuUy spent on results of experiments with the presented scheme, 
focusing on one hand on comparisons between different modes and on the other hand on 
comparisons with other existing video coding schemes or standards. 

The first section will present some results published in [EckOO] which show the objec-
tive and subjective improvements obtained through the application of wavelet transform 
instead of DCT. Section 5.2 will present comparisons between the frame-based, region-
in-frame based and object-based modes, where special attention is paid to the quality ob
tained in the skin colored regions. Afterwards, Section 5.3 presents comparisons between 
the presented scheme with other schemes as well comparisons between the frame-based 
and the object-based mode. Here also most importance is given to the quality in the 
skin colored regions, as this is the main concern of this work. At the end some examples 
about subjective impression are shown. 

5.1 Comparison DWT versus DCT 

In this section, results of DCT inter-frame coding in comparison with the frame-based 
DWT are shown. The DCT was performed over blocks of 8 x 8 peí size, the number 
of decomposition levéis for the DWT was set to 4. Tests have been performed for the 
sequence Akiyo at 10 f/s with bit rates of 12, 24, 36, 48 and 60 kb/s and for the sequence 
News at 15 f/s with 64, 80, 96, 112 and 128 kb/s. 

131 
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Table 5.1 shows the objective results, also indicating the gain of DWT over DCT, which 
is in the average 0.56 dB for Akiyo and 0.46 dB for News. In the plots in Figure 5.1 
this is also visually shown. A subjective example can be examined in Figure 5.2 which 
shows one frame of both sequences, once coded with DWT and once with DCT. Here, the 
effects of the DCT are well visible, unless not in such an extreme way as in conventional 
schemes due to the fact that the coefScients are not organized in blocks for coding (see 
section 3.5.3). Objective and subjective results show clearly that the DWT is the better 
cholee for a predictive video coding scheme based on meshes like the here presented one. 

Sequence 

Akiyo 

News 

frame rate 

[f/s] 

10 

15 

bit rate 
[kb/s] 

12 
24 
36 
48 
60 
64 
80 
96 
112 
128 

PSNR [dB] 
DCT 
31.27 
37.29 
39.17 
40.95 
42.11 
34.08 
35.25 
36.27 
36.9 
37.56 

DWT 
31.55 
38.07 
40.00 
41.43 
42.52 
34.32 
35.67 
36.56 
37.51 
38.32 

Gain 
[dB] 
0.28 
0.78 
0.83 
0.48 
0.41 
0.24 
0.42 
0.29 
0.61 
0.76 

Table 5.1: Comparison of DWT and DCT coding for sequences Akiyo and News. 
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44 T-

36 

Akiyo @ 10 ^ s 

48 60 
Bit rate 

96 

News @ 15 fps 

112 128 
Bit rate 

Figure 5.1: Sequences Akiyo (left) and News (right) coded at different bit rates with 
DCT and DWT. 
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Figure 5.2: Example for subjective comparison. Above: frame 18 of Akiyo @ 24 kbis/s, 
left: DWT (25.37 dB), right: DCT (34.13 dB). Below: frame 6 of News @ 96 kbit/s, left: 
DWT (31.45 dB), right: DCT (31.11 dB). 
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5.2 Complete scheme: regions vs. frame-based 

In this part the achieved average qualities over the entire sequence will be compared 
for the overall quality and the quahty in the skin región, once obtained with fuU frame 
processing and once with región based processing, to find out how much gain does the 
región processing achieve in general and especially for the different RC strategies. 

In Table 5.2, the results for sequence Akiyo coded at 24 kb/s with 10 f/s are hsted 
in three groups: FBR, TD and RDM mode. Here, for every group, the results of the 
frame-based processing are Usted as DWT while results obtained with preference coding 
of skin colored regions are listed as SA-DWT. 

In general, the overall image quality results much better for frame-based processing, as 
here the total bit amount that can be used is higher (no bits have to be spent on región 
headers and side Information). Consequently, also the results for the skin región are not 
too bad. Nevertheless, when the skin región is coded seperately and with preference, the 
same or a better quality can be achieved in this región with all studied algorithms. 

Best results can be achieved with the PEA, but with heavy losses in the overall quality. 
Nevertheless, the skin quality results are the same for frame-based coding with RDM 
RC, so in this case no real gain has been achieved at all. 

FBR 

TD 

RDM 

transf. 

DWT 
SA-DWT 

DWT 
SA-DWT 

DWT 

SA-DWT 

RC 

4/5 

TD 36.0 
TD 32.0 

RDM WDM 
RDM CDR 
RDM PBA 

PSNR frame 

33.55 
28.08 

36.00 
30.48 
37.37 
33.61 
30.40 
29.93 

PSNR skin 

29.44 
30.15 

31.81 
31.85 
32.56 
30.70 
32.26 
32.48 

For other types of sequences, the situation can be totally different. As can be seen in 
Table 5.2 for the sequence Süent, coded at 48 kb/s with 10 f/s, the overall qualities 
achieved with frame-based coding are still higher than with region-based processing 
(again due to the loss of bits for región Information) but the diíference is less than 2 dB. 
In contrary, when skin colored regions are coded individually and with preference, the 
gain is between 1.79 and 2.25 dB for these regions in spite of a the loss of bits for región 
Information. 
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The reason can be found here in the characteristics of the sequence. In comparison to 
Akiyo, where nearly no motion takes place, here the speaker is moving very much and 
fast. As in this kind of sequences the clear view of face and hands is of high importance 
for the viewer and the motion has to be captured correctly, a very useful application 
for preference coding can be found in this example. The simple algorithms FBR and 
TD reach the best qualities for the skin región, but lead to low overall quality. The 
distribution modes based on RDM instead show a better balance between important 
región and overall quality, here finally the subjective impression should decide, which 
method is the most adecúate. Nevertheless, the slope of the curves in Figure 5.3 show 
clarly the gain for the quality in the skin región. 

FBR 

TD 

RDM 

transf. 

DWT 
SA-DWT 

DWT 
SA-DWT 

DWT 

SA-DWT 

RC 

2/3 
TD 30.0 
TD 32.0 

RDM WDM 
RDM CDR 
RDM PBA 

PSNR frame 

30.66 
28.97 
30.00 
28.15 

30.93 
29.94 
29.11 
28.45 

PSNR skin 

29.89 
32.11 
28.78 
31.50 

28.20 
29.81 
30.68 
30.03 

^ 45.0 
m 

2 40.0 
cu 

35.0 

30.0 

25.0 

20.0 

total frame, 28.59 dB 
skin región, 32.07 dB 

20 40 60 80 100 
Frame number 

^ 45.0 
oa -o 

total frame, 29.11 dB 
skin región, 30.68 dB 

Silent, 48 kb/s, 10 f/s, SA-DWT4, FBR, pref. reg. skin 

80 100 
Frame number 

Silent, 48 kb/s, 10 f/s, SA-DWT4, RDM/CDR, pref. reg. skin 

Figure 5.3: Comparison of two region-based approaches for the sequence Silent, where 
the skin región is coded as preference región. Left: FBR, right: RDM/CDR 
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5.3 MMC coder in comparison with other recent 
coding schemes 

Unless the principal objective of this work is not to be competitive in means of compres-
sion ratios, most of the readers are surely interested in the performance of the presented 
scheme in comparison with existing coding standards or otherwise published results. As 
comparisons are always useful for finding out in which parts more eífort has to be inverted 
some comparisons with the mostly known schemes are provided in this section. 

5.3.1 Prame-based mode 

For frame based coding, we compared with 

1. the TMN5 implementation of the H.263 coder provided by Telenor R&D[95] with 
advanced options (UMV, OBMC, SAC)) and 

2. the VM of MPEG-4 (FPDAMl versión 0.3 provided by MoMuSys[MoM99] in rect
angular mode without post processing filters). 

In Table 5.2 and Figure 5.4 we present the results. For the sequence Akiyo the results 
are satisfying, from 24 kb/s on, the VM is outperformed and TMN5 is reached, but for 
News, TMN5 shows constantly about 1 dB better quality. Nevertheless our results are 
very similar to the ones of the VM. 

5.3.2 Region-in-frame and object-based mode 

In this section some results for the comparison of the object-based processing in the 
presented scheme with the implementation of the MPEG-4 VM are shown. They have 
been calculated for sequence Akiyo at 24 kb/s with 10 f/s with the three presented modes 
of the rate distortion model based RC algorithm. 

For the WDM algorithm (see Figure 5.5) the distribution in the here presented coder is 
not optimal, as the BG is coded much better than the foreground object (dark curve). 
The VM coder instead distributes the bit rate in favour of the foreground object. Finally, 
similar overall qualities are reached, but the subjective impression must be much worse 
for the presented coder. 
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Sequence 

Akiyo 

News 

frame rate 
[f/s] 

5 
10 
10 
10 
7.5 
10 
10 
10 
15 

bit rate 
[kb/s] 

10 
12 
24 
48 
48 
64 
96 
128 
112 

PSNR 
VM 

35.58 
35.32 
38.01 
40.46 
34.47 
35.26 
37.36 
39.32 
37.23 

TMN 
-

34.13 
37.09 
40.69 

-

35.16 
37.72 
39.64 

-

dB] 
Our scheme 

34.29 
32.64 
37.37 
41.09 
34.04 
33.76 
36.54 
38.63 
37.51 

Table 5.2: Comparison of the presented coder with the MPEG-4 VM and the TMN5 
implementation of H.263. 
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96 
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Bit rate 

Figure 5.4: Sequences Akiyo (left) and News (right) compared with VM and H.263 at 
diíFerent bit rates. 
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For the PBA mode, the presented coder was nearly able to reach the desired quality 
target for the foreground object (target 30.0 dB), but the BG región war not sufficiently 
enforced to be coded worse, only at the end it is achieved to decrease. For the VM occurs 
a similar case, the BG is also coded better than the preference object, but this reaches 
the second objective, an average quahty of 32.0 dB. 

The last tested case was to achieve the same quaUties for both objects, i.e. the CDR 
algorithm has been applied with the target rate of 1. As can be seen, the VM coder 
reaches this objective excellently, whereas the presented coder is approximating at the 
end of the sequence. 

^ 45.0 

S 
c¿ 
g 40.0 
cu 

35.0 

30.0 

25.0 -

20.0 
O 

object O (speaker), 29.03 dB 
object 1 (BG), 37.66 dB 

-J-

^ 45.0 

Z 40.0 

35.0 -
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25.0 

50 100 150 200 250 300 
Frame number 

20.0 

VOP O (BG), 30.6 dB 
VOP 1 (speaker), 32.7 dB 

O 50 250 300 
Frame number 

100 150 200 

Akiyo, 24 kb/s, 10 f/s, object-mode, RC_M0DAVDM Akiyo, 24 kb/s, 10 f/s, object-mode, RC_M0DAVDM, MPEG4-V^ 

Figure 5.5: Left: presented coder, right: MPEG4-VM, both with RDM/WDM. 
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Figure 5.6: Left: presented coder, right: MPEG4-VM, both with RDM/PBA. 
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Figure 5.7: Left: presented coder, right: MPEG4-VM, both with RDM/CDR. 



Chapter 6 

Conclusions and future work 

6.1 Conclusions 

The presented work provides a novel video coding scheme. It was motivated by diíferent 
existing approaches that improve traditional pixel-based predictive video coding schemes 
with help of content-based techniques, concretely in the prediction and the transform 
coding steps. In this work it was for the first time proven, that the combination of 
these techniques in the same encoder is feasible and produce even better objective and 
subjective image quality than if they are implemented individually in combination with 
classical pixel-based methods. Additionally, this new coding scheme provides the pos-
sibility for content-based functionalities in video coding, here concretely referred to as 
adaptive coding, which are not available in the most recent video coding standards such 
as H.263 [IT96] and MPEG-4 [IS098]. 

Therefore, two objectives can be given that have guided this work: 

1. Implementation of a complete video coding scheme based on classical predictive 
video coding schemes with the substitution of two basic steps: 

(a) Motion prediction based on irregular triangle meshes instead of block motion 
compensation (BMC). 

(b) Transform coding with embedded zerotree wavelet (EZW) coding instead of 
discrete cosine transform (DCT) coding. 

2. Integration of a shape adaptive región processing with preference coding of partic
ular regions, based on: 

140 
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(a) Content-based mesh design 

(b) Shape-adaptive wavelet transform (SA-DWT) coding 

(c) Multiple-region-based bit allocation. 

With two examples for preference coding of certain regions (high prediction error (PE) 
and skin-colored regions) it was investigated what quality improvementes can be achieved 
for the whole image on the one hand and for the selected regions on the other hand. 
Therefore, optimum bit allocation strategies for bit distribution between múltiple regions 
have been implemented and verified. 

In detall, this work yielded the foUowing results: 

The achievements of the presented techniques for mesh design have been generally 
satisfying. The general method of gradient-based node point selection lead to good 
results with an optimal number of around 100 node points for the QCIF image size. 
This number is very useful for comparisons with MPEG-like BMC based on 16 x 16 
pixel blocks as the number of resulting MV's is the same. No significant gain could be 
achieved with the variance-based mesh design, and the face-adaptive approach resulted 
in quality improvements only for few node points. As the face área usually is very small, 
the details are transformed equally with a fine but not adapted mesh. In general, the hit 
rate for the face characteristics has to be improved to achieve above all better subjective 
results with this method. 

A new approach for coping with motion discontinuities based on a mesh spUtting has 
been presented, with the result to be, in spite of the highly complex implementation, 
too "simple" in the sense that much more sophisticated techniques are necessary for the 
correct classification of fore- and background nodes. 

For the region-in-frame-based approach for selective coding of preference regions, very 
good results have been achieved, above all for special cases of skin región coding. The 
idea to elévate the overall quality with the allocation of a higher bit amount to high PE 
regions could be verified and the subjective quality for skin regions could be maintained 
with reasonable quality in low bit rate situations. 

In detall, the three modes for bit allocation (fixed bit rate per frame (FBR mode), 
allocation guided by target distortion(s) (TD mode) and rate-distortion (RD) model-
based distribution (RDM mode)) yielded the foUowing results: 

In frame-based processing, the RD model achieved the best overall coding results, which 
also are competitive with comparable video coding schemes. The TD mode was shown 
to be a good tool for estimations of necessary bit rates. 
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In region-based coding it was verified for the FBR and the TD mode, that the overall 
image quality increases with better coding of the PE región. On the other hand, with a 
preference coding of the skin colored regions, the overall quality decreases as the necessary 
bit amount for the preference región is higher. In comparison, with an equally coded 
preference región for both modes, the TD mode still achieves better results than the 
FBR mode due to the variable bit rate per frame. 

The three sub-modes of the RDM mode, only possible for región coding, resulted in the 
foUowing: 

• WDM (Weighted Distortion Minimization): This mode results in a better overall 
image quality when the preference región consists of skin colored áreas instead 
of high PE zones. In general, the results are better than with FBR and TD 
distributions. 

• CDR (Constant Distortion Ratios): For skin colored regions, the tested quality 
ratios in the range of ±3 dB difFerence between the preference and the complemen-
tary región, could be achieved, with very small deviations of about 0.1 — 0.9 dB 
in the desired ratios. On the other hand, for high PE regions none of the ratios 
could be reached, but the reason can be found in the characteristics of these re
gions. As they comprise the áreas with high need of bits, the remaining región is 
already nearly error free and thus can be coded with excellent quality also with 
very few bits. Consequently it is impossible to reach ratios that would result in 
the complementary región being coded with worse quality than without any bit 
assignation. 

• PBA (Priority-Based Allocation): This mode leads to generally good results as 
the target qualities were achieved with the available bit amounts. In comparison 
with the TD mode, which foUows a similar strategy but without RD prediction, 
PBA leads to better results mainly notable in less fluctuations in quality due to 
the target quality prediction based on the stocastical model. 

Comparisons of the presented coding scheme with other schemes (TMN and VM) resulted 
for frame-based coding in comparable image qualities. More accurately, the presented 
scheme produced slightly worse results at lower bit rates and better results for higher 
bit rates (still in the margin of low bit rate coding). 

Comparing the coding of objects with the object processing of the VM for the three 
RDM based bit allocation strategies, WDM and CDR resulted in worse quality while 
PBA reached the targets and resulted in less fluctuations. 
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Concludingly can be said, that with the presented video coding scheme competetive 
results in objective quality can be achieved for the frame based processing of video 
conferencing and video telephony sources. In certain cases, sogar the subjective quality 
could be improved, which is mainly due to the applied mesh based motion prediction 
in combination with the wavelet transform coding, two methods which do not introduce 
any blocking artifacts. 

Referring to the presented región processing, new and useful tools have been created, 
which allow the usar to give certain preferences to individual image regions. These 
regions could be user specific as the here presented example of face regions or coding 
specific, as exemplified in this work for high PE regions. With the diíferent proposed bit 
allocation strategies, it is possible to have great influence of the coding quality of single 
regions, which opens many possibilities for applications guided by user requirements or 
physical restrictions (as channel capacities). 

6.2 Future work 

During this work, which took place in a large number of fields, lots of ideas aróse for 
improvements and extensions of the presented coding scheme, which could be resolved 
in future works. 

Regarding mesh design and prediction: 

• The matching for face characteristics should be improved to lead to better coding 
results, above all for subjective quality. The tests indicated, that there is a potential 
for this method, the only problem to be solved is a more accurate and faster location 
of the face characteristics. 

• The meshing of objects would be more accurate including curved triangles that 
adapt better to the shape, presented by [Sch95]. Consequently, the coding quality 
would improve and the allocation algorithms would treat the objects more exactly. 

• Though introduction of a mesh-tracking step, calculation time for mesh construc-
tion could be saved. 

• The presented approach to treat motion discontinuities based on a mesh splitting 
and coUapsing should be investigated in more detall, adding e.g. a simple motion 
segmentation step or a more sophisticated determination of the features of the 
motion vectors for correct classification. Also have to be resolved how the mesh is 
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best broken up, as there are múltiple possibilities, and how crossing node points 
are handled. 

Regarding transform coding: 

• Substitution of the EZW transform by the more efficient SPIHT [Sai96] algorithm. 

• Test of the ROÍ (regions of interest) coding technique from JPEG2000 [ISOOO], 
where the coefficients in the ROÍ are "elevated" (multiplied by a factor) to give 
them more importance in the thresholding step and thus code them with preference. 

• Introduce a more efficient coding of side Information (triangle lists of regions) and 
MV's, e.g. by differential coding. 

General aspects: 

• During the work, the main objective was always to find simple techniques which 
do not involve complicated computations for not increasing the execution time 
too much. Nevertheless, during implementation, few attention has been paid to 
efficient programming. Surely, the software could be improved in many points to 
achieve shorter calculation times. Above all, the coding with quality targets has to 
be made more efficient, as the current method implies the inverse transformation 
after every dominant pass of the EZW to check the current PSNR valué. Here, 
an estimation step should be included or some technique for a coarser inverse 
transformation developed, which permits at least an iterative approximation to 
the number of passes needed. 

• The most interesting results, the influence of different coding techniques on the 
subjective quality could not have been achieved sufficiently. Here, exhaustive tests 
with a great number of test viewers and/or the implementation of a good subjective 
quality measurement tool would bring more insights into the usefulness of the 
presented approaches for improvements in subjective coding. 



Appendix A 

Shape Adaptive Wavelet Transform 

The intention of this appendix is not the introduction into wavelet transform of images as 
this theory can be found in various good tutorials as e.g. [Mal89, Hil94, Sto95, Mal98b], 
but rather to point out the special peculiarities of the transform appUed in this work, 
above all for arbitrarily shaped regions. 

First, some basic words will be said about the filters that have been tested to find out 
the optimal for the here addressed image contents. This work has been elaborated in 
the environment of an associated masters thesis project presented in [RuiOO]. The next 
section treats some basic concerns about the process of symmetric extensión with its 
differences for even and odd length filters, as this is a necessary knowledge for the last, 
main section which presents the filtering process of arbitrarily shaped regions in a more 
detailed form than can be found in the literature [Li98, Mer98, Wu99, GroOO]. 

A.l Filter types 

The wavelet filters utilized in this work (five in total) are biorthogonal finite impulse 
response (FIR) filters with perfect reconstruction which allow that both, analysis and 
synthesis filters, have linear phases. There have been tested 4 even and one odd filter 
of diíferent length, where two of the even filters have been discarded due to quite low 
reconstruction qualities. The remaining even filters (introduced by Villasenor et al. 
[Vil95] and Monro et al. [Mon97b]) showed good results in comparison with the odd 
filter from Daubechies with tap lengths (9,3) which is also applied in the MPEG-4 VM 
[GroOO]. The filters are listed in Table A.l. 
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Filter 

[Vil95] 

[Mon97b] 

Daub(9,3) 

Step 

Analysis 

Synthesis 

Analysis 

Synthesis 

Analysis 

Synthesis 

Length 

6 

10 

10 

10 

9 

3 

Low pass coefficients 
-0.129078, 0.047699, 0.788486, 
0.788486, 0.047699, -0.129078 
0.018914, 0.006989, -0.067237, 
0.133389, 0.615051, 0.615051, 
0.133389, -0.067237, 0.006989, 
0.018914 
0.011534965, 0.016675933, -0.105948358, 
0.070679818, 0.714164424, 0.714164424, 
0.070679818, -0.105948358, 0.016675933, 
0.011534965 
0.000367208, -0.00053087, -0.08794428, 
0.120013751, 0.675200974, 0.675200974, 
0.120013751, -0.08794428, -0.00053087, 
0.000367208 
0.033145630, -0.066291261, -0.176776695, 
0.419844651, 0.994368911, 0.419844651, 
-0.176776695, -0.066291261, 0.033145630 
-0.353553391, -0.707106781, -0.353553391 

Table A.l: Filter types implemented and tested in this work. 

As the resulting objective reconstruction qualities for intra and inter coded frames have 
been insignificant (both even filters lead to slightly higher PSNR valúes than the odd 
filter) for various tested bit rates, the final decisión for the here applied filter has been 
guided by the obtained subjective quality. As examples in [RuiOO] are demonstrating, 
the odd Daubechies(9,3) filter leads to notably smoother images, i.e. the quantization 
errors are more visible for the even filters. 

A.2 Syminetric extensión 

The filtering process in wavelet transform is a convolution between two finite-length 
sequences: the filter and the processed segment of image data. But, according to filter
ing theory, it is necessary to transform the finite-length sequence into an infinite-length 
sequence before convolution to achieve a perfect reconstruction and smoothness on seg
ment borders. A possible way for achieving infinity is extending the data periodically to 
both sides, storing only the window of data length. A better method is the symmetric 
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periodic extensión, i.e. every time the data is added to one end, it is mirrored, which 
leads finally to a symmetric convolution process. The symmetric extensión method was 
first introduced by Smith et al. [Smi87] and then further developed by Martucci et al. in 
various works. In this thesis is referred to his publication in [Mar93] where he presents 
the general operation of symmetric convolution. 

In practice, it is only necessary to extend the image data once at both ends and the 
filter once to the left, which could be done in four different ways depending on the point 
of symmetry, which could be a whole sample or a theoretical half-sample (between two 
samples), and from the valúes of the reflected samples, which could receive a negative 
sign. These types are denominated whole-sample symmetry {Wl^, whole-sample anti-
symmetry (W/l), half-sample symmetry (Hff) and half-sample antisymmetry (HA). The 
ñame of the obtained symmetric-periodic-sequence (SPS) is formed by the concatenation 
of the ñames for the left and right symmetry points. Figure A.l shows an example for 
the SPS's WSWS and HSHA. 

wsws HSHA 

11 •F -E -D -C -B -A . 

O N M-1 

. F E D C B A B C D E F E D C B A . . . F E D C B A A B C D E F 

Figure A.l: Example for two different SPS. Left: both sides have whole sample symmetry. 
Right: Half sample symmetry on the left and half sample antisymmetry on the right. 

Definitions: 

• A standard form for an SPS has a generalized period M and a base period at 
n = 0 , l , . . . , M - l . 

• A'' are the representative samples oí M (the samples of the given finite-length 
sequence to form the SPS). 

Roughly half the samples within the base period are independent, there will be A" — 1, 
A", or A" -h 1 representative samples with the relation of M to A' of either M — 2A" (M 
even) or M = 2A" — 1 (M odd). The representative samples lie between the left and 
the right point of symmetry (including the WS's). 
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When an SPS is filtered with a symmetric filter, another SPS is produced but the point 
of symmetry changes depending on the symmetry of the filter. The following table shows 
the dependencies: 

Symmetry 
before filtering 

ap 

Symmetry after filtering with: 
WS WA HS HA 
a(3 a(3' a'p a'p' 

where a is either Wov H a.nd a' the opposite, and (3 is either ^or ^ and /?' the opposite. 

It is possible to implement a filter bank that is perfectly reconstructing by processing 
only a finite number of representative samples of the infinite-length sequences if certain 
conditions are met. One condition is the appropriate choice of symmetry for both, filter 
and the symmetrically extended sequence. The symmetric convolution with the analysis 
filter produces either an SPS in standard form or advanced by one sample (depending if 
the filter has even or odd length). If it is advanced, it has to be shifted by — 1 so that the 
down sampling results in a standard form (equivalent to down sampling on odd instead 
of even positions). The samples of each sub-band are the representative samples of the 
SPS of that band and are suíRcient for perfect reconstruction. For synthesis, the above 
operations are performed reversely: up sampling, delay up sampled sequence to give an 
extensión in standard form, symmetric convolution with synthesis filter, shift output to 
achieve standard form and summation of the sub-bands to produce a sequence identical 
to the input. 

For the practical implementation, the function 

MOD(¿,n) = k 

has been defined such that k = i{modn) and k in the range [0,n — 1]. 

In the following sections, the particular extensión types and storage methods are de-
scribed for even and odd length filters. The odd length filters are treated primarily as 
they imply an easier process. 

A.2.1 Odd length filters 

Resulting from the former considerations, the application of odd length filters, which 
have either WS or WA symmetry, keeps the symmetry point in a whole sample and does 
not change the phase between in and output, i.e. there is no delay ñor shift necessary. As 
formerly mentioned, in this work was decided to use the Daubechies (9,3) wavelet which 
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was also adopted for the implementation of the Verification Model of MPEG-4 [Li97a]. 
Being a WS sequence, this filter has the advantage of not changing the symmetry of the 
output. 

As any type of extensión will be maintained, the easiest way is to use the simplest one, 
in this case WSWS. The appHcation to a finite-length sequence ABCDEF (no matter 
if it has even or odd length) results through filtering in the analysis step again in a 
WSWS extensión: 

SPS : ...DCB\ABCDEF\EDC... 

Coefñcients after filtering : ...edcb\ahcdef\edcba... 

In practice, the following formula is usad to obtain the correct positions of coefficients 
during convolution: 

O if n = 1 
WSWS(z, n) = { MOD(i, 2(n - 1)) if O < MOD(¿, 2(n - 1)) < n 

n - 1 - M O D ( í , n - 1 ) else. 

Through down sampling (which is resolved by processing every second sample), the 
significant coefficients of the low pass output have WSHS symmetry, while the ones from 
the high pass output have HSWS symmetry, as here the odd coefficients are preserved 
(see figure A.2 for clarification): 

LP : ...ec|ace|eca... 

H P : ...fdh\háí\db... 

The periodic extensions realized in the synthesis step are inverse to the ones in the 
analysis step. To obtain at the output of the filter a sequence with the same WSWS 
symmetry as on the input side of the analysis step, it is necessary to have an input 
sequence with WSHS symmetry for the low pass filter and HSWS symmetry for the 
high pass filter, which coincide with the the symmetries generated by the analysis filters. 
Those input sequences are up sampled by insertion of zero valúes at the positions where 
in the analysis step the coefficients were left out. With the WS filter symmetries of the 
high and low pass synthesis filter, finally the initial WSWS is obtained again. (see also 
Figure A.2 for clarification). 
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Figure A.2: Analysis and Synthesis process of an SPS of WSWS type filtered with an 
odd length WS filter. 
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A.2.2 Even length filters 

For even length filters, the process is similar with the difference that the SPS type of the 
result is different to the one of the input due to the filter symmetries, which in all even 
filters tested in this work is HS for the low pass filter and HA for the high pass filter. 
The centres of these filters are situated between two coefficients so that the resulting 
wavelet coefíicients have to be imagined as placed "in between" the samples. 

The extensión applied to a sequence ABCDEF is HSHS: 

SPS: ...DCBA\ABCBE\FEDC... 

Coefíicients after LP - filtering : ...cb\abcde\dcb... (WSWS) 

Coefíicients after HP - filtering : ... - d-c-b\ahcde\-d-c~ b... (WAWA) 

The formula HSHS to calcúlate the positions of samples during convolution is: 

h b h b ^ z , n j - | „_i_MOD(¿,n) else. 

Through down sampling the LP output has HSHS symmetry: 

...db\hd\db... 

and the HP output has HAHA symmetry: 

...-d-b\há\-d~b... 

The synthesis step takes place in total analogy to the formerly described odd length 
filters, see Figure A.2.2 for both analysis and synthesis. 
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A.3 Filtering process for arbitrarily shaped regions 

In this section, the details of filtering, symmetric extensions and peculiarities of applying 
diíferent filters (even and odd length) on diíferent segments (length, location) for the 
shape adaptive wavelet transform are outlined. 

Rectangular wavelet transform over images with standard formats like the ones used 
in this work (CIF, QCIF) has the advantage that decomposition (both standard and 
nonstandard) works fine, as the dimensions are numbers of the form m = 2^ • p where 
p is the size of the smallest possible (odd sized) decomposition image obtained with 
/ decomposition levéis. The transform due to the sub-sampling leads to k¿ = k¿-i/2 
coeíRcients in every direction, i.e. equally and evenly sized sub-images which can be 
processed in the same manner, are obtained for a sufficient number of levéis L For 
the mentioned formats, four resp. five decomposition levéis can be achieved, enough to 
obtain a good performance, as more decomposition levéis would not bring any further 
gains. (352 x 288(CIF)^ 176 x 144(QCIF)^ 88 x 72 -^ 44 x 36 ^ 22 x 18 ^ 11 x 9). 

The problems arise with the handling of image sources of odd size, or of a size which leads 
to odd sized sub-images after few divisions, even though it happens only in one dimensión. 
In this case the next decomposition level í (foUowing the already odd sized image) would 
consist in k¿ — {k¿-i + l ) /2 coefficients, depending on whether the subsamples are taken 
from even or odd positions. This does not necessarily lead to a total number of coefficients 
which is equal to the sum of original pixels (e.g. in case of even filters it wouldn't), 
but unless it would (because high and low pass filtering leads to diíferent numbers of 
coefficients), the frame would have to be split into diíferently sized sub-images and the 
storage is more complicated. This problem occurs e.g. in the case of transforming the 
chrominance component in the 4th level of QCIF. For this reason, the chrominance 
components are decomposed to one level less than luminance. 

The formerly method of SA-DWT presented in [Li98] and applied in this work is nothing 
else than the DWT applied to rows or columns of different lengths. Indeed, if a región 
is non-convex or non simply connected, also múltiple segments in rows or columns have 
to be considered. But an all complicating fact occurring here is that the position of the 
first pixel of a segment determines the number of coefficients and the positions where 
they have to be stored, an essential Information for correctly transforming into the next 
decomposition level and for performing the correct inverse transform. Totally there are 
eight diíferent possibilities: 
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1. Odd length filter applied on: 

• odd length segment starting on: 

(a) odd first position 

(b) even first position 

• even length segment starting on: 

(a) odd first position 

(b) even first position 

2. Even length filter applied on: 

• odd length segment starting on: 

(a) odd first position 

(b) even first position 

• even length segment starting on: 

(a) odd first position 

(b) even first position 

Figure A.3 shows an example for an odd length filter used with sub-sampling on every 
even position applied to the four possible cases combining segment length and placement. 
In every case but one, two coefficients are obtained, but the correct reconstruction of 
the segment depends on the locations where they are stored. A sub-sampling on odd 
positions leads to the same effect for an odd length segment, which would have three 
coefíicients in the case that it starts on an odd position. Using even length filters it is 
even diíferent, as there the coefficients are obtained "in between" the samples, but all 
these dependencies of filter length and symmetry, segment length and starting positions 
will be explained later with more details. 

A special case is the process of segments containing only one pixel, which have to be 
treated in a special way for not getting lost, e.g. if they are placed on an odd position 
while sub sampling is made on even positions, there would not be any transform coefíi-
cient obtained. To avoid this, the pixel valué is multiplied here by y 1/2 and stored on 
pos/2 in the corresponding filter band. 

In the foUowing, the horizontal and vertical analysis steps for the forward transformation 
of the SA-DWT, which were only mentioned in the global algorithm in 3.4.1, are listed. 
The backward process is not presented as it is equivalent to the forward process: 
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Figure A.3: Example for filtering segments in four diíferent cases. 

Horizontal Analysis at decomposition level i: 

1. For every line i: 

(a) For every segment s: 

i. Read the position of the first and the last pixel from horizontal 
shape information. As the shape information is only stored for 
the original sizes, the actual size has to be calculated in function 
of the current decomposition level, i.e. the line referred to is: 
line = i-2^, such that the correct first position of a segment is: 
f i r s t (¿me, s) . 

ii. If the segment contains only one single pixel, it is multiplied 
by y 1/2 and stored at position f i r s t ( /me , 5)/2. 

iii. Else 

• Apply the symmetric extensión required for the used filter 
type to the segment and transform every second element 
(simultaneous down-sampling). 

• Store each resulting coefíicient k at position: 

f i r s t ( /me , s) ^ 1 
pos = -^ + 2^ 

2̂  k=l 
2fc 
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Vertical Analysis at decomposition level é: 

1. For every second column j : 

(a) For every segment s: 

i. Read positions of first and last pixel from vertical shape infor-
mation. The actual position is obtained as column = 2j • 2^. 
In case of odd tap filters, the vertical shape information has to 
be read diíferently depending on whether the input is L¿ or Hi, 
because L¿ contains the coefScients referring to even columns 
and H¿ the ones for odd columns. We define 

for the calculation of the correct locations, such that the posi
tion of the actual column is: column = {2j + win) • 2^. 

ii. The remaining steps are equivalent to horizontal analysis. 

Remark: Every second Une (or column) implies the down-sampling process and refers 
to even Unes (or columns) in cases of low and high pass filtering with even filters. In 
case of high pass filtering with odd filters, every odd Une (or column) is processed. 

In the foUowing, the details for transformation with odd and even tap filters are described. 

A.3.1 Odd length filters 

The type of symmetric extensión used for the convolution with odd tap filters is the same 
as for rectangular DWT, WSWS, and are introduced in Section A.2. (In the foUowing is 
assumed that the usual notations for filter symmetries are known.) 

As formerly roughly described, the number of obtained coeíRcients changes depending on 
the lengths and starting positions of the segments to transform (Figure A.3). A further 
inñuence has the filter, i.e. the down-sampling, at least in case of odd filters, as it is 
performed on even positions for the low pass output and on odd positions for the high 
pass output. This leads to eight cases as later resumed in table A.2, where the column 
"new length" indicates the number of coefiicients after transforming a segment of length 
Â  (number of representative samples). This table also indicates at which position the 
first coefíicient has to be stored to permit a correct access for the next decomposition 
level or for inverse transform {first is the location of the first element of the segment to 
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transform). As will be seen later, the same table can be used for even and odd length 
filters because of a tricky solution for storing the transform coeíRcients. 

These contiguities between lengths and start positions of the processed segments as well 
as the storage positions of the obtained coefíicients for low and high pass filters are more 
clearly shown in Figure A.4. Divided into four cases (even or odd length versus even or 
odd first position) the resulting coefñcients are shown once at the locations where they 
are obtained and once where they are stored. 

Figure A.5 shows an example for one triangle where the pixels are coloured diíferently 
according to their location on even or odd rows and columns. Here can be observed in 
detall, on which positions the coeíRcients are down-sampled and stored, first for hori
zontal, then for vertical analysis, in case of low and high pass filtering. In this way it is 
always possible to deduce the locations of coeíRcients with help of the shape Information 
of the original región: in case of low pass coefficients from even columns or rows, in 
case of high pass from the odd ones. This example shows also that the total number of 
obtained coeíficients is equal to the number of input pixels. 

For synthesis, the process has to be performed inversely, i.e. the first thing to do with a 
sequence of coeíRcients is an up-sampling, such that the same l^^S'W^á'structure as of the 
input sequence is created. This is resolved by stuíRng zeros in-between the coefficients, 
just at the positions where in the analysis step no coeíficient has been calculated. For the 
practical implementation, an "extensión vector" of length M = 2(A''—1) which represents 
the extensión to the right side, is created for taking advantage of the MOD-formula. 

As also shown in Figure A.4, the contents of the extensión vector depends again on the 
coefíicient type and the position of the first pixel: 

• If the position of the first pixel in the original sequence was even, the first element 
is the first coeíficient in case of a low pass "extensión vector" and zero in case of a 
high pass "extensión vector" (as here the sub sampling was done on odd positions). 

• If the first position was odd, the first coeíficient has also be placed on an odd 
position, which means that zero-stuífing starts on the first position for low pass 
vectors and on the second for high pass. 

A.3.2 Even length filters 

For even length filters, the process is similar, with the diíference that the symmetric-
periodic-sequence (SPS) type changes through the filter symmetries, which could be 
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Figure A.4: Classification of different filtering situations with odd length filters. For 
every case, the sub sampling and storage positions for the coefficients in the analysis 
step, as well as the "extensión vectors" in the synthesis step are shown. 
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Figure A.5: Illustration of an arbitrary shape indicating the pixel positions before and 
after one decomposition step for odd filters. 
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half-sample symmetry (HS) and half-sample antisymmetry (HA). As the centre points 
of these filters lie between two coefficients, the resulting wavelet coefficients have to be 
imagined as situated "in between" the samples as illustrated in figure A.6. 

This entails that the number of calculated coefficients is different to the odd tap filter 
case, which in turn complicates the storing procedure for the coefficients because in 
every further decomposition step (or in synthesis) the locations have to be calculated 
again with help of the horizontal and vertical shape Information which is only stored 
for the original sizes. As seen before, in case of odd filters this is simple, because the 
low pass coefficients are sampled on even positions and the high pass filtering on odd. 
In this manner, the vertical shape Information can be read from even columns in case 
of processing the low pass coefficients and from odd columns in the high pass case (see 
algorithms of horizontal and vertical analysis). 

As for even tap filters, the coefficients are obtained "in between" the samples, they have 
to be stored by shifting them a half position to the left for accessing them in the same 
way as in case of odd filters. Le. coefficients obtained between an even position on the 
left and an odd position on the right are treated equivalently to the coefficients of odd 
tap filters which are sampled on even positions. As can be seen in Figure A.6, this is 
no problem, when a segment (no matter if it has even or odd length) starts on an even 
position. But if it starts on an odd position, (A'' + l) /2 low pass coefficients (one more 
than for odd tap filters) are needed for reconstruction. To use the same storing topology, 
i.e. to achieve the same structures as e.g. in Figure A.5, certain low pass coefficients 
have to be stored in other locations. Figure A.7 (the equivalent to Figure A.5) illustrates 
that this can be resolved by replacing some high pass coefficients, which fortunately are 
always zero due to the antisymmetry of the filter, with the low pass coefficients. In this 
way, the number of high pass coefficients results in virtually {N + l ) /2 coefficients, the 
same number as for odd filters (due to filtering on odd positions). So, finally, for further 
decomposition and synthesis, the geometrical Information for column sizes and locations 
can also be calculated from the odd columns in original size. Table A.2 shows the lengths 
and storage positions of the transformed segments, depending on size and position of the 
input samples as a summary for both filter types. 

The phenomenon of zero-value high pass coefficients using even tap filters is further 
explained in Figure A.8. Due to the antisymmetry of the filter, every coefficient falling 
on a segment border is zero (i.e. if the filter centre is situated on the border). 

The "extra" low pass coefficient evokes a further difficulty during filtering of múltiple 
segments. As the segments are transformed sequentially, and the coefficients was stored 
in the same memory, it could happen that the first coefficient of a segment is calculated 
at a position where the last coefficient of the former segment is stored. So, the variable 
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Figure A.6: Classification of different filtering situations with even length filters. For 
every case, the sub sampling and storage positions for the coefficients in the analysis 
step, as well as the "extensión vectors" in the synthesis step are shown. 
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Table A.2: Lengths and storage positions of the transformed segments, depending 
on size and position of the input samples: 

First pos. -^ 
Segm. length X 

even 

odd 

even 
store position 

first/2 
first/2 
first/2 
first/2 

new length 
N/2 
N/2 

{N+l)/2 
N/2 

odd 
store position 

(^rsí+l)/2 
first/2'' 

{first+l)/2 
first/2'' 

new length 
N/2 
N/2'' 
N/2 

{N + l)/2° 

LP 
HP 
LP 
HP 

'̂ In case of even filters: 1** coefficient is zero and substituted by 1** Low Pass coefficient. 

used to obtain the first coefficient always has to be an auxiliary one for not overwriting 
other coefficients. Later, the valué is stored in the high pass memory as explained before. 
See also Figure A.9 for clarification. 

For synthesis, equally as for the odd filters, first a zero stuffing has to be appHed to the 
transform coefficients. As shown in Figure A.6, again an "extensión vector" is created to 
benefit from the MOD-formula, which incorporates the extensión to the right side. Now, 
the same HSHS-SPS as used for analysis has to be created, which requires a vector of 
length 2A .̂ During the stuffing of the vector, the first low pass coefficient is read from 
the storage position of the first high pass coefficient, which itself is set to zero. In the 
cases of even length / odd position and odd length / even position it is very important 
to set the last high pass coefficient directly to zero instead of reading it from its storage 
position, because it could be used by the first high pass coefficient of the next segment 
(which in fact would be the low pass coefficient) if there are múltiple segments. 
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